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Abstract
Modern day enterprises operate and transact in an increasingly dynamic busi-
ness environment. As a result, they are vulnerable to spontaneous changes and
uncertainties. These usually reduce effectiveness and optimal performances in
enterprises, and can have negative impacts such as loss of competitiveness, and
bankruptcy. Enterprise agility, i.e., the ability of enterprises to respond to changes,
is a core imperative for effective change management. Yet, it is challenging, diffi-
cult to achieve, and a major concern for corporate executives. Enterprises would
thus require novel approaches to manage changes and enhance agility.
In order to facility or achieve enterprise agility, it would be necessary and vital
to develop frameworks or processes that can support effective change manage-
ment. Such frameworks or processes should include techniques for modelling
enterprises changes explicitly, so as to enhance the understanding of how changes
relate to or affect enterprises. In addition, there should be techniques for deriv-
ing the elements of an enterprise, e.g., business process and data entities, that
are required to adapt a given enterprise change. However, concepts, constructs,
and techniques for representing changes are often neglected, if available at all, in
the existing enterprise modelling approaches such as TOGAF and ZACHMAN.
This contributes to the difficulty in applying the existing enterprise modelling ap-
proaches to enhance enterprise agility and effective change management.
The work described in this thesis provides a novel approach for supporting enter-
prise agility and change management. Therefore, this thesis contributes a concep-
tual process or framework for representing enterprise changes, and deriving en-
terprise elements such as data entity, business goal, and business process required
to adapt a given change. Other contributions made by this approach include a
novel conceptual modelling language for representing enterprise changes, an en-
terprise modelling language, and a set of procedures and rules that can be used
to derive the new domain elements required to adapt changes. An industry case
study has been used to test the utility of this framework. The results obtained from
this case study shows that this framework supports enterprise agility and change
management in a number of ways.
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1Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Problem Definition
One major challenge faced by modern day enterprises is the ability to respond to
changes, and manage business uncertainties, in an effecient and effective way [49,
70]. The term enterprise, as used in this research, is a conceptual representation
of the relationships between business objectives, the processes for achieving these
objectives, and the set of information required for business operations [54, 55]. As
shown in Figure 1.1, business objectives are usually represented as a set of achiev-
able goals, i.e., the rationale for the existence of an enterprise. Similarly the process
for achieving business goals can be represented as a set of coherent activities, also
called business process, while business information can be represented as a set of
data and business entity [54, 55].
FIGURE 1.1: Example of a Typical Enterprise
2 Chapter 1. Introduction
Enterprises depend on, interact with, and transact in an increasingly dynamic
business environment. Therefore, they can be vulnerable to spontaneous changes
and uncertainties. These usually have negative impacts such as financial loss,
bankruptcy, changes in business requirements, and loss of competitive advan-
tage [12, 46]. The changes and uncertainties experienced by enterprises are often
caused by change drivers, broadly defined as circumstances and events that can
lead to changes in an enterprise [57, 176]. Examples of popular change drivers in-
clude regulatory compliance, technology updates and obsolescence, competition,
and changes in business requirements. In order to become competitive and viable
in a turbulent business environment, enterprises require agility [12, 49].
Enterprise agility (EAg), broadly defined as the ability of enterprises to adapt to
changes timely and effectively, is a core imperative for effective change manage-
ment [171]. It can improve operational efficiency [178], enhance competitive abil-
ity [175], and make enterprises resilient to changes [148]. In addition, it facilitates
resource optimization, profitability, and customer retention [119]. Yet, enterprise
agility is challenging, prevailing, difficult to achieve, and a major concern for cor-
porate executives [145, 166, 175, 187]. Van Oosterhout et al [145] believe that de-
spite existing scholarly efforts towards actualising agility, till date, there is no defi-
nite method for achieving enterprise agility. Therefore, enterprises are still seeking
for methods and frameworks for achieving or supporting enterprise agility [171].
Although most existing enterprise modelling approaches are intended, among
other reasons, to facilitate or achieve enterprise agility [35, 59]. They are primar-
ily designed to represent the structure, information, and behaviour of an enter-
prise [55, 194], instead of the changes faced by the enterprise [65, 139]. For in-
stance, enterprise architecture frameworks (EAF) such as the open group architec-
ture framework (TOGAF) [176] and Zachman Architecture Framework (ZAF) [200]
provide the means of describing the information, business process, and other as-
pects of an enterprise. But have no definite means of representing changes faced by
enterprises and deriving the elements of an enterprise they are required to adapt
changes. Even though, international standard organization framework ISO/199440,
the de facto international standard for enterprise modelling alluded to change rep-
resentation as an important requirements for enterprise modelling approaches [98,
122]. Yet, model constructs, concepts, and techniques for representing enterprise
changes are lacking in popular enterprise modelling approaches such as, the busi-
ness motivation model (BMM) [23], i*(i-star language) [196], and universal mod-
elling language (UML) [53].
From the definition of enterprise agility given above, it can be inferred that the
capability for adapting to changes is the basic criteria for facilitating or achieving
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enterprise agility. Therefore change is a central concept in the enterprise agility
domain. But it would be essential that change and its features are specified as
well as represented in a systematic, logical, clear, and understandable form, us-
ing suitable concepts and constructs, before such capability can be acquired [139].
However, techniques and constructs for change modelling are rarely considered,
if available at all, in the existing enterprise modelling approaches. Therefore, they
can be considered inappropriate or unfit for facilitating or achieving enterprise
agility. This presents two major problems and limitation for enterprises desiring
to be agile. First is the the inability to clearly represent enterprise change and its
features, which can lead to lack or limited understanding, visualisation, analysis
and interpretation of enterprise changes. Secondly lack of process for deriving
the enterprise elements, such as data entities and business process activities, that
are required to adapt to changes. These two problems are discussed in detail in
Sections 1.1.1 and 1.1.2.
1.1.1 Deriving Domain Elements
An enterprise can be captured or modelled at various viewpoints or domains.
These can include, but are not limited to, the enterprise business objectives or
reasons for its existence (goals), a set of processes for achieving these goals (busi-
ness process), and the information required to achieve the motivations (data). As
shown in Figure 1.2, each of these domains should consist of one or more elements,
for instance the data domain can consist of elements such as business entities and
attributes.
FIGURE 1.2: New Requirements in Changing Enterprise
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Consider a change to this enterprise (∆), due to a regulatory compliance or any
other change driver, as shown in Figure 1.2. This change can affect the elements
in any, or all, of the domains of the enterprise. Assuming it affects only the busi-
ness process domain, then the elements of the business process will change from
its current state to a target state, while the data domain elements and the goal
domain elements will remain constant. The target state of the business process
should include a set of new business process elements required to adapt to this
change. There should be a consistent and structured process for deriving these
new business process elements.
Equally, if this change affects only the data domain, the data elements will change
from its current state to a target state, while the business process elements and
the goals domain elements will remain constant. Similarly, the target state of the
enterprise data should include a new set of data elements required to adapt to this
change. The same principle also applies if the change affects only the goal domain.
See Figure 1.2 for a diagrammatic explanation.
In any case, a change should cause an enterprise to transit from its current (as-is)
state to a target (to-be) state, resulting to modifications i.e., the addition of new
domain elements to the affected domain(s). To maintain equilibrium or adapt to
a change, an enterprise needs to derive the set of new domain elements, i.e., new
goal or data or business process elements, which should be added to the particular
domain affected by the change. A structured framework can help an enterprise to
facilitate such derivations in a consistent, systematic, and coherent manner. How-
ever, such a framework is often neglected, if currently available at all, in the exist-
ing enterprise modelling approaches. Therefore it has become increasingly diffi-
cult for enterprise change managers to precisely derive and discern the domains
elements required to adapt a given change. This can be one of the reasons for the
difficulties in achieving enterprise agility and managing enterprise changes.
1.1.2 Modelling Enterprise Changes
In the field of Information Systems, enterprises are usually represented in form of
models or architectures, known as enterprise models or architecture, to enhance
any form of analysis or manipulations. Hence, in order to relate an enterprise to
the changes it can encounter, and derive new enterprise domain elements required
to adapt to those changes; there should also be a systematic, logical, and coherent
way to represent enterprise changes. A conceptual modelling language can be
useful to this end.
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Additionally, representing enterprise changes can be useful, to enterprise agility
and change management, in some other ways. For instance, it can enhance the
ability of an enterprise to clarify any ambiguous and implied concepts, such as
change drivers, often associated with changes. Such clarity can be helpful in un-
derstanding the origin/causes of changes and deciding suitable actions for miti-
gating enterprise changes. All these can be possible, and facilitated, if there is a
conceptual language for modelling enterprise changes and their features.
Despite their potential benefits and usefulness, to enterprise agility and change
management, structured techniques and conceptual modelling language for mod-
elling enterprise changes and their features are currently not available. In this
context, change features or features of change refer to those concepts or model con-
structs required to elaborate, specify, and model an enterprise change. Examples
of such concepts include change driver, change impact, agility enabler, change indica-
tor, etc. Since these are not available in existing enterprise modelling approaches,
it has become difficult to use them in understanding the structure of enterprise
changes, and performing some analysis such as deriving new enterprise domain
elements required to adapt a given change.
1.2 Research Question
This research will answer the following question:
What is the process for deriving the set of new enterprise domain ele-
ments required to adapt to a given enterprise change?
1.3 Research Aim and Objectives
The aim of this research is to support enterprise agility and change management
initiatives. This is done by developing a structured process1 (also called frame-
work) for representing an enterprise and its changes, as well as deriving new en-
terprise domain elements that are required to adapt a given change. This frame-
work can help enterprise stakeholders to precisely determine the data, business
process activity, and business goals that should be modified or added to an exist-
ing enterprise model, in order to adapt a given change.
In order to achieve this aim, the following objectives will be met:
1This process is referred to as framework, elsewhere in this Thesis
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(i) To identify the minimal, necessary, and sufficient set of concepts required to
represent enterprise changes, through a systematic literature review.
(ii) To design and develop a conceptual language for modelling enterprise changes,
using the concepts identified from the systematic literature review.
(iii) To design and develop a concise conceptual language for modelling an enter-
prise, re-using concepts from existing enterprise models and architectures.
(iv) To provide a set of rules and procedures for deriving new domain require-
ments when changes occur in an enterprise.
(v) To demonstrate the utility of the proposed framework using an industry case
study.
1.4 Brief Overview of the Proposed Framework
The proposed framework consists of three parts, further description of this frame-
work are provided in Chapter 4. The first part provides a modelling language that
can be used to explicitly represent enterprise changes, and hence offers the solu-
tion to the problem stated in Section 1.1.2. Given that an enterprise change can be
represented explicitly, as a model, using the change modelling language proposed
in this research; there should also be a modelling language to represent an enter-
prise as a model, so that it can be easier to relate a change model to an enterprise
model to understand how changes affect enterprise elements.
Hence the second part of the proposed framework provides another modelling
language for representing an enterprise. Even though this language is new, it
reuses concepts and ideas from existing enterprise modelling frameworks. The
third part of this framework proposes some procedures and rules, which can be
used to derive the set of new modelling elements required to adapt to a given
change. Taken together, the second and the third part of the proposed framework
provide the solution to the problem described in Section 1.1.1.
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1.5 Contributions
The core contribution of this research is a novel process or framework for mod-
elling enterprise changes and deriving a set of new enterprise domain elements
that are required to adapt a given change. This process extends the body of knowl-
edge in Information Systems by making other contributions as follows:
(i) A novel Change Modelling Language for modelling enterprise changes.
(ii) Concise Enterprise Modelling Language for modelling an enterprise in terms
of its goals, business process activities, and business data.
(iii) A novel procedure and rules for deriving new domain elements required to
adapt to changes.
Each of these contributions are discussed in details in the sections below.
1.5.1 The Change Modelling Language
As mentioned earlier, the proposed change modelling language provides the tech-
niques for the conceptual modelling of enterprise changes. Conceptual modelling
is a part of Software Engineering and Information Systems that is concerned with
the use of concepts and ideas, called model constructs, to represent a problem do-
main as well as design the solution domain [127]. By modelling a problem domain
using concepts, it is easier to identify, analyse, and understand the causes of the
problem together with the requirements for solving it [127].
Enterprise changes, agility, and change management present serious challenges
and difficulties to modern day enterprises [49, 70]. Therefore they require immedi-
ate strategic solutions. In order to facilitate and speed up these solutions, it would
be critical that change, which is the central concept in enterprise agility and change
management, and other related concepts are clearly represented or modelled us-
ing well defined modelling language and model constructs. Currently, there is
no conceptual modelling language and concepts for modelling, or describing the
meaning and structure of, enterprise changes to support conceptual understand-
ing. This research contributes to this area by providing unique concepts and model
constructs together with a meta-model for modelling enterprise changes, and thus
extends the boundary of knowledge and understanding in the field of conceptual
modelling.
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The proposed change modelling language provides a set of definite concepts that
would help to convey clarity and meaning to the nature of an enterprise change.
It also includes a set of notation (figures and shapes) which end users can be used
to represent or describe the structure of an enterprise change. To ensure that the
proposed language is meaningful, its concepts are related to the concepts of, state
chart, a well known language used to model reactive or changing systems. This
language has been fully described in Chapter 5. As discussed in proceeding para-
graphs, there are obvious motivations and reasons for using the proposed concep-
tual language to model enterprise changes.
By modelling enterprise changes using the proposed language, it can be easier to
identify, analyse, understand, and communicate the causes of enterprise changes.
For instance, the change driver model construct included in the proposed meta-
model can be used to model the origin and causes of an enterprise change. In this
way, enterprise managers can reason about, and understand, the why or rationale
behind enterprise changes. Understanding the causes and rationale behind infor-
mation systems problems is a vital means to finding viable solutions [127]. Hence,
understanding the origin and causes of change can motivate enterprise managers
to think and proffer viable strategies and actions plans for adapting to changes.
Aside from the change driver, other model constructs such as impact can be useful
as well. Impact can be used to model the consequences of a change to an enter-
prise. In so doing, enterprise managers can examine, specify, and communicate the
outcome of changes to their enterprise and also identify the potential risks posed
by changes. Risk identification is a vital activity in performing change impact
analysis (IA), which can facilitate enterprise agility and change management [25].
Furthermore, modelling languages and techniques provide the ability to visualise
and clarify confusing concepts in systems [43]. Therefore, the change modelling
language proposed in this research can be used to clarify any ambiguous and/or
confusing concepts associated with enterprise changes. This can enhance clarity,
consistency, and coherency in understanding the underlying principles as well as
reinforce the knowledge of enterprise changes.
Furthermore, since conceptual models or modelling languages are usually the ba-
sis for developing and implementing database systems [91], the proposed change
modelling language can be used to develop and implement a database system. An
example of such a database implementation has been shown in Appendix E. A
database system can support enterprise agility and change management in many
ways. For instance, database systems can enhance information management, inte-
gration, and data sharing, these have been found to be useful facilitators of enter-
prise agility [65, 182].
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Database systems provide functionalities for queries, forms, and reports. These
can be used to obtain useful business intelligence and information to support de-
cision making for change management. For instance, successful initiatives such as
action, agility enablers, etc., used to manage or adapt to previous changes, can be
captured with forms and stored in a database system. In the future, when similar
or even unprecedented changes occur, the database can be queried to obtain re-
ports of these previous successful change management initiatives. These reports
can then be examined and used to support decision of the best initiative to adopt.
In this way, the cost and other resources consumed in making decisions towards
change management can be reduced. In addition, this can encourage re-use of suc-
cessful previous change management initiatives, thereby shortening the time and
effort required to come up with new initiatives for adapting to changes.
1.5.2 The Concise Enterprise Modelling Language
The enterprise modelling language proposed in this research reuses the concepts
and ideas from existing enterprise modelling approaches such as TOGAF and
ARCHIMATE. This language describes an enterprise as an embodiment of its busi-
ness objectives, and the set of (business process) activities together with informa-
tion (business entities and attributes) required to achieve these objectives. As used
in this research, the proposed enterprise modelling language provides a means to
model an enterprise, and relate the resulting model with a change model, in order
to derive the new enterprise elements required to adapt to the change.
However, the proposed language can also be useful in other areas. For instance
it can be used by small scale enterprises, which may not afford to use popular
approaches such as TOGAF and ZACHMAN, to describe the structure of their
organization in terms of goals, business processes, and data. Existing enterprise
modelling approaches such as TOGAF, ZACHMAN, etc., usually require expertise
and expensive resources, for effective usage, which some small scale enterprise
may not afford.
Modelling of small and medium scale enterprises (SME) is an emerging aspect
of enterprise modelling with promising benefits [33, 84, 172]. Yet, there are little
or no evidences that existing and popular enterprise modelling approaches can
adequately be used for SMEs without rigorous adaptation process. Perhaps, this
is because too often, existing approaches can include myriad model constructs and
concepts which may not be applicable to SMEs.
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The concise enterprise modelling language proposed in this research can be suit-
able to SMEs and other type of enterprises that may wish to represent their en-
terprise in three core domains. These include the business goals, the processes
required to achieve these goals, and the operating data of the enterprise. In this
way, they can exclude other concepts that may not be applicable to them. In addi-
tion, this concise representation appears to be easier to use, simpler to understand
and provides less complexity relative to most existing approaches.
1.5.3 Procedure for Deriving New Domain Requirements (Ele-
ments)
The framework proposed in this research also provides a set of procedures and
rules that can be used to derive the requirements (data, business process, and goal)
for adapting a given enterprise change. The term requirements is derived from re-
quirements engineering (RE), and used in this research to refer to the the essential
criteria for the existence of a system [114, 201]. In other words the essential criteria
for an enterprise to exist in a target state where it has adapted to a change. Re-
quirements engineering (RE) is a branch of software engineering that deals with
the identification, modelling, analysis, and elicitation of the requirements of a sys-
tem.
In the area of enterprise modelling/architecture (EM/A), RE has been be used to
gather, analyse, and specify domain requirements for an enterprise. That is, the
goals, data, business processes, etc., required for an enterprise to function [55].
But enterprises, as well we as their domain requirements, are vulnerable to steady
changes due to change drivers such as government regulations [49, 134]. When
an enterprise undergoes changes, it usually transits from its current state to a new
(target/to-be) state. As explained in Section 1.1.1, this new state would require a
set of new domain elements to complement the current domain of the enterprise.
These new domain elements would be vital and are considered to be the require-
ments for adapting to changes and facilitating enterprise agility.
Hence, it would be useful and necessary to provide a systematic approach for de-
riving the new domain elements, so that the enterprise can effectively adapt to a
given change. But such a systematic approach is often neglected, if considered at
all, in the existing enterprise modelling approaches. This research contributes to
knowledge in RE by providing a set of rules and procedures that can be used to
derive new domain elements or requirements for adapting to changes. These rules
provide a structured means to relate and compare the elements (goals, data, busi-
ness processes) of a change model with those of an enterprise model. By relating
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and comparing both models, it can be easier for enterprise managers to precisely
discern the business goals, strategies and objectives, as well as information and
processes required to adapt a given change.
1.5.4 Conceptual Modelling Techniques and Technologies
The contributions of this research heavily rely on implementation and applica-
tion of concpetual modelling languages. Hence it is pertinet to discuss some tech-
nologies and techniques that are relevant to the design and implementation of the
conceptual modelling. Meta-modelling is one of the key techniques in conceptual
modelling language development. A meta-model structures and describes the es-
sential features of a modelling language [43], which include the abstract syntax,
the concrete syntax, and semantics of the language.
Abstract syntax describes the underlying concepts of a modelling language and
how these can be combined into a model. Concrete syntax describes how the
model can be presented to the end user using notations. Semantics describes the
meaning of the language [43]. Therefore the techniques involved in developing
a meta-model and the resulting modelling languages include the description and
construction of these essential features. These techniques are applied to develop
the proposed modelling languages and are therefore important aspect of this re-
search. Hence they should be described and discussed in detail before applying
them to develop the proposed languages. Chapter 3 provides the description and
discussion of meta-modelling techniques.
The meta-model of a modelling language should be described using existing tech-
nologies such as meta-model architecture (MMA) [43]. The meta-object facility
(MOF), an object management group standard, is the meta-model architecture
used to describe the modelling languages proposed in this research. The MOF
technology is selected because it provides a rich set of concepts that can be used
to describe any modelling language. Examples of these concepts include classes
and associations. In addition the MOF can be easier to use and understand by a
wide range of audience, hence most conceptual modelling languages are described
using MOF concepts. The MOF and its concepts play key role in describing the
proposed modelling languages. Hence, it would be vital to provide further de-
scription and discussion of the concepts and parts of MOF that are applicable to
this research. These are discussed in detailed in Chapter 3.
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A modelling language should also provide an abstract syntax model, which is a
precise representation of the concepts in the modelling language, and the rela-
tionships between these concepts. Abstract syntax models are usually constructed
using existing modelling framework or editor. The modelling languages proposed
in this research also provide abstract syntax models. These are constructed using
the eclipse modelling framework (EMF). The EMF is an integrated development
platform or software system for model driven development. It provides a set of
functionalities, such as the ecore modelling editor, that can be used to construct the
abstract syntax model of a language. The EMF ecore modelling tool is selected
because it can be used to model the concepts of the MOF technology, and these
concepts are the basis or MMA for describing the proposed languages. The con-
cepts of EMF and ecore that are most relevant to this research will be discussed in
Chapter 3.
1.6 Research Methodology
This research aims at providing a framework that can be used to support enter-
prise agility and change management. This framework heavily relies on concep-
tual modelling, and also provides languages for modelling an enterprise as well as
the changes an enterprise can experience. The change modelling language is de-
veloped by designing new model constructs that extend existing enterprise mod-
elling approaches with change modelling concepts and capabilities. Model con-
struct is a type of information systems (IS) artefact[90]. The design of IS artefacts
is the primary concern of design science research (DSR) proposed in Hevner et
al [4, 89, 90]. Therefore, this research will adapt the DSR framework as its research
approach.
The DSR ensures high quality IS artefacts by providing a framework for conduct-
ing information systems research, and a set of guidelines (GL) [90] to support the
realisation of this framework. To ensure that the artefacts and the corresponding
modelling languages contributed by this research are of good quality, this research
adopts and adapts these framework and guidelines proposed by Hevner et al as its
methodology. Although there might be other frameworks for information systems
design, the DSR framework supports the creation of artefacts to solve IS prob-
lems [67, 90], which is the key aim of this research. In addition, DSR appears to
be more detailed and comprehensive, yet easy to adopt. Several successful IS and
enterprise modelling research, such as [4, 15, 134, 150], have adopted the DSR
approach.
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FIGURE 1.3: The Research Approach
To show that the methodology used in this research is consistent with the guide-
lines for conducting information systems research. The activities followed in this
research are summarised into six (6) key steps, as shown in Figure 1.3. These steps
are discussed further in Chapter while Figure 1.3 is used to demonstrate how they
(these steps) relate to one or more DSR guideline. Chapter 4 also provides the
description of DSR framework, and discusses how this research conforms to this
framework.
1.7 Validation and Evaluation Criteria
Evaluation and validation of design artefacts is an important guideline in the DSR
framework. It involves the use of rigorous method to demonstrate the quality
and utility of the design artefacts [15, 134]. Hevner et al [89, 90] propose various
methods that can be used to demonstrate the quality and utility of design artefacts.
One of such methods is the use of a case study to demonstrate the quality as well
as utility of design artefacts. According to Hevner et al [89, 90], the contributions
or design artefacts can be evaluated or validated by using them to represent an
aspect of a physical world in given domain or universe of discourse. The aspect of
a physical world is usually demonstrated or captured in form a case study and/or
a detailed scenario [89, 90]. Hence the designer of information systems artefacts or
the researcher should obtain a case study that demonstrates the intended aspect of
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the physical world. In addition, the designer should specify some criteria which
can be used to validate and/or evaluate the design artefacts or the contributions.
In this research, an aspect of the physical world, particularly in the domain of
enterprise agility and change management, is captured and demonstrated using
a case study. This case study was obtained from my Research Group’s industry
collaborator. The description of this case study has been provided in Chapter 7.
In order to adequately validate and evaluate the contributions or design artefacts
of any research, as suggested by Henver et al, some criteria should be specified.
Therefore, the criteria for evaluating the contributions/design artefacts of this re-
search are listed below. To be evaluated and valid, the contributions/design arte-
facts should be able to
i Represent/model the enterprise changes described in the case study.
ii Represent/model the enterprise described in the case study.
iii Derive new domain elements required to adapt the change described in the
case study.
If these criteria are demonstrated to be met, then the contributions and design
artefacts proposed in this research are valid and evaluated.
1.8 Publications and Conference Presentations
Some of the contributions of this research have been peer reviewed, accepted, pre-
sented, and published in reputable conferences and journals. Some others were
also rejected but useful, since each of the rejected papers came back with good and
useful comments. Even though rejection of papers is not a pleasant experience, the
comments that came with them were further fed back to help improve the research
contributions.
In addition to these publications, the Author participated, presented, and dis-
cussed the research contributions in 6 international conferences including USA,
France, Brazil, Spain, UK, and Australia. These conferences are summarised in
Table 1.1. Scholarly comments and feedbacks were also received at the end of
each presentation and discussions. These were again fed back into the research for
further improvements. Apart from international conferences, the Author has also
attended and presented twice at the summer conferences in the University where
he conducts his research. It is also worthy of mentioning that this research has won
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TABLE 1.1: Conference Presentations and Participations
YEAR CONFERENCE VENUE
EDOC’ 2015: 19th International Conference on Enterprise Dis-
tributed Object Computing:
Adelaide, Aus-
tralia
SAC’ 2015: 30th ACM Symposium on Applied Computing: Salamanca,
Spain
ER’ 2014: 33rd International Conference on Conceptual Mod-
elling (MReBA workshop):
Atlanta Geor-
gia, USA
MDXSC’ 2014: 9th Middlesex University Summer Conference London, UK
RE’ 2013: 21st Int’l Conference on Requirements Engineering
(MoDRE Workshop):
Rio de Jeneiro,
Brazil
ECMFA’ 2013: 9th European Conference on Modelling Foundations
and Applications. (GMLD Workshop):
Montpelier,
France
MDXSC’ 2013: 8th Middlesex University Summer Conference London, UK
an award and attracted research grant, from ACM, during the ACM/SIGAPP Stu-
dents Research Competition (SRC) sponsored by Microsoft Research.
Table 1.2 presents a summary of the peer reviewed, accepted, and published con-
tributions of this research. Some papers that are currently under review are also
included in the first two rows of this table. The papers included in Table 1.2 are
those in which the Author of this research is the first/ lead Author.
1.9 Thesis Organization
The remaining part of this thesis is organised as follows. In Chapter 2, the ba-
sic concepts required to precisely represent or model enterprise changes are pre-
sented. These concepts were identified through a systematic literature review. In
addition, this chapter also identified and examined the existing enterprise mod-
elling approaches, so as to understand the extent to which they support enterprise
agility and change management. The existing technologies that are used in devel-
oping the proposed solution are presented and discussed in Chapter 3. These in-
clude technologies such as meta-modelling approaches and conceptual modelling
language development. In Chapter 4, the research the proposed solution frame-
work is discussed in detail. Further description of the research methodology, lan-
guage design principles, and other aspects of this research are also presented in
the same Chapter.
2I voluntarily withdrew this paper because there was no funding to register and attend the
conference
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TABLE 1.2: List of Publications from This Research
PAPER TITLE RELATIONSHIP TO THIS THESIS STATUS PUBLISHER
A Conceptual Model for
Enterprise Agility and
Change Management
This paper shows how the change mod-
elling language proposed in this research
can be used to precisely represent enter-
prise changes. It relates to Chapter 5 and
Chapter 6 of this Thesis
Under Re-
view
SPRINGER: Business
and Information
Systems Engineering
(BISE) Journal
A Conceptual Approach
to Enterprise Agility and
Change Management
This paper presents a set of concepts that
can be used to develop information sys-
tems and/or conceptual models to support
enterprise agility. This paper relates to
Chapter 2 of this Thesis.
Under Re-
view
ELSEVIER: Informa-
tion and Manage-
ment Journal
A Modelling Technique for
Enterprise Agility
This paper presents a technique for mod-
elling enterprise changes. Its part of Chap-
ter 5 and Chapter 7 of this Thesis.
Accepted2
for publi-
cations
IEEE: 49th Interna-
tional Conference
on Systems Sciences
(HICSS 2016).
A Data Centric Approach
to Change Management
This paper demonstrate how the proposed
change modelling language can be used to
implement a Database Systems to support
enterprise agility and change management.
This relates to Chapter 5 and Chapter 7.
Accepted
and Pub-
lished,
See [140]
IEEE: 19th Interna-
tional Conference
on Enterprise Dis-
tributed Object
Computing (EDOC
2015).
A Conceptual Framework
for Enterprise Agility
This paper proposes a conceptual frame-
work for enterprise agility, which was used
to develop a proforma to capture, and doc-
ument change management initiatives and
activities. This relates to Chapter 5 and
Chapter 7 of this Thesis.
Accepted
and Pub-
lished,
See [139].
ACM: 30th ACM
Symposium on Ap-
plied Computing
(SAC 2015).
A Framework for Enter-
prise Agility
This paper describes the overall idea of ap-
plying conceptual modelling to solve enter-
prise agility and change management prob-
lems. It won a research award/grant from
the ACM/SIGAP Students Research Com-
petition (SRC) sponsored by Microsoft Re-
search. It is a summary of all the main con-
tributions of this Thesis.
Accepted
and pub-
lished,
See [138].
ACM: 30th ACM
Symposium on Ap-
plied Computing
(SAC 2015).
Automated Completeness
Check in KAOS
This paper relates to Chapter 5 and Chap-
ter 6 of this Thesis. It implements the set
of rules, provided by the KAOS Language,
for checking the completeness of a KAOS
model.
Accepted
and Pub-
lished,
See [141]
SPRINGER: Advances
in Conceptual Mod-
elling (BOOK).
Towards A Compre-
hensive Meta-Model for
KAOS
This paper relates to Chapter 2 and Chap-
ter 5 of this Thesis, and provides an inte-
grated meta-model for the KAOS goal ori-
ented modelling approach.
Accepted
and Pub-
lished,
See [136]
IEEE: International
workshop on Model
Driven Requirements
Engineering (MoDRE
2013) as part of RE
2013.
A Proposal for Consol-
idated Intentional Mod-
elling Language (CIML)
This paper extends existing goal oriented
modelling approaches with richer, but less
cumbersome, model constructs to sup-
port enterprise requirements modelling
and analysis. It relates to Chapter 5 of this
Thesis.
Accepted
and Pub-
lished,
See [137]
ACM: Interna-
tional Workshop on
Graphical Modelling
Language as part of
ECMFA 2013.
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The proposed change modelling language and its essential features are presented
in Chapter 5. These essential features include the abstract syntax, the concrete
syntax, and the semantics. Chapter 6 presents the enterprise modelling language
together with the rules and procedures for deriving the domain requirements or
new domain elements required to adapt a given change. In Chapter 7, a case study
is used to demonstrate the utility of the proposed framework, this also validates
and evaluates the contributions of this research. This utility is demonstrated in
three key areas. These include conceptual modelling of enterprise changes, deriv-
ing the domain requirements or new domain elements required to adapt a given
change, and implementing a database system to support enterprise agility and
change management. Finally, the discussions, reflections, and limitations of this
research are presented in Chapter 8.
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Chapter 2
Literature Review
2.1 Overview
In order to initiate any meaningful analysis of enterprise changes, such as relating
a change to an enterprise and discerning the enterprise elements required to adapt
the change, it would be necessary to provide a means of representing enterprise
changes explicitly. Such a representation can also enhance understanding, visual-
isation and interpretation of enterprise changes. One way to provide such means
is by designing and developing a conceptual language for modelling enterprise
changes.
The first step in developing a conceptual modelling language is usually to identify
the necessary and sufficient set of concepts in a given aspect of the physical world
or universe of discourse (UoD) [91, 132, 133]. These concepts are then related and
integrated into a conceptual schema or modelling language. Therefore, in order
to develop a suitable conceptual model to support enterprise change management
and agility, it would be vital to, first of all, identify the concepts that can be used for
developing such model. The main purpose of this chapter is to identify the neces-
sary and sufficient set of concepts that can be used to develop conceptual models
to represent change, as well as support enterprise agility and change management.
To ensure adequacy and wide coverage, these concepts are identified through a
systematic review process. The two methods of conducting systematic reviews
in Information Systems include systematic mapping study (SMS) and systematic
literature review (SLR) [153]. A systematic mapping study aims at identifying,
structuring, and classifying a given research area/topic in terms of some metrics
such as frequency of publication, database of publication, coverage, etc., with the
aim of discovering research trends [14, 152, 153].
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But a systematic literature review focuses on gathering, analysing, and synthesis-
ing results from a set of selected primary studies/papers to answer more specific
questions than SMS, and arrive at vital conclusions [14, 152]. Other differences be-
tween systematic literature review and systematic mapping study are available in
Petersen et al [152]. Since the purpose of this review is to identify sufficient set of
concepts for representing enterprise changes, rather than structuring or classifying
the trends or frequency of publications of enterprise changes; a systematic litera-
ture review is considered to be more suitable for this review, and hence selected as
the literature review method.
The guideline or methodology for conducting systematic literature reviews, espe-
cially in Information Systems, have been proposed by Kitchenham in [107]. The
systematic review conducted in this chapter is informed by this methodology. But
before discussing it, it would be useful to, first and foremost, define enterprise
agility, and clarify the differences between its various types. In this way, read-
ers would be able to have the right perspective about enterprise agility and the
concepts of enterprise changes proposed in this chapter.
The remainder of this Chapter is organised as follows: Section 2.1.1 provides the
definition of enterprise agility and differentiates between its types. Afterwards,
a brief discussion of the systematic literature review methodology or guideline is
presented in Section 2.2. This is followed by Sections 2.3, and 2.4, which demon-
strate how Kitchenham’s methodology is applied to conduct this systematic re-
view. Section 2.5 presents the results of this systematic review. These results are
then discussed and analysed in Section 2.7. Finally the conclusion to this chapter
is given in Section 2.8.
2.1.1 Definition and Types of Enterprise Agility
Enterprise agility has received a growing attention, from Information Systems
practitioners and researchers, in recent times. As a result, various scholars and
publications, e.g., [12, 27, 41, 145, 146, 148], have defined it in different ways. For
instance, Arteta and Giachetti [12] define enterprise agility as the ability to adapt
to changes and make use of opportunities that changes bring. Similarly, enter-
prise agility has been defined as the ability to sense and respond to environmental
changes readily [27, 41]. Despite little discrepancies in these definitions, there is a
general consensus that enterprise agility involves the ability to respond or adapt
to changes in an enterprise. This research generally agrees with existing defini-
tions, but also argues that concepts of enterprise changes can be used to develop
conceptual models and information systems that can help enterprise acquire the
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capability to adapt or respond to changes. Therefore this research defines enterprise
agility as the ability of an enterprise to respond to changes, timely and effectively, using
conceptual modelling techniques.
Due to its growing importance, various specialisations of enterprise agility have
emerged in research and practice. As shown in Figure 2.1, these include manu-
facturing agility, supply chain agility, agile development, and others. Potentially,
researchers and practitioners who are new to enterprise agility and change man-
agement may find it difficult to understand the relationships and differences be-
tween enterprise agility and its types or specialities. They may also find it difficult
to differentiate between the various types of enterprise agility. Based on these, it
would be pertinent to provide a brief description of the types of enterprise agility
and draw a distinction between them.
Agile manufacturing or manufacturing agility refers to the ability to manufacture
goods/services, in a quick and flexible manner, to meet the changing customers
need. It is aimed at responding to changes and eliminate delays in the production
of goods and services using various techniques. Some examples of these tech-
niques include lean manufacturing, just in time production, and mass customiza-
tion [73, 74, 181, 182].
FIGURE 2.1: Specialisation of Enterprise Agility
Similar to agile manufacturing is agile supply chain agility [22, 66, 161]. The focus
of a supply chain should be to deliver good and services to customers in faster,
seamless, and efficient way. Supply chain agility centres on managing changes
and reducing uncertainties in a firm’s supply chain. On the other hand, agile de-
velopment [30, 123, 197] is any software or systems development method that is re-
sponsive to changes in user/systems requirements, using a set of principles such
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as iteration, incremental development, customer representatives, and team col-
laborations. Aside from these three core specialisations, enterprise agility is still
emerging in other domains of enterprise. For instance, the idea of business process
agility is receiving attention from a considerable number of scholars [86, 103, 164],
even though it is yet to mature as a recognised speciality of enterprise agility.
TABLE 2.1: Difference Between Enterprise Agility and Its Types
TYPES OF AGILITY
DIFFERENCES Application Area Examples of Models Focus
Enterprise Agility Enterprise Architecture TOGAF1, ZAF2 Entire Enterprise
Agile Manufacturing Manufacturing Lean Manufacturing Production of goods and services
Supply Chain Agility Supply Chain SCOR3 Model Delivery of goods and services
Agile Development SDLC4 XP5, SCRUM Software/Systems user requirements
Table Acronyms:
1The Open Group Architecture Framework • 2Zachman Architecture Framework • 3Supply
Chain Operations Reference • 4Systems or Software Development Life Cycle • 5Extreme
Programming
The central focus in any type of enterprise agility should be to respond and adapt
to changes. But the enterprise agility under consideration has some differences
from the other types of agility described above. The differences are summarised
in Table 2.1 in terms of their applications areas, examples of their models, and
focus. For instance, enterprise agility focuses on the entire enterprise and can be
applied to an enterprise architecture. In contrast, manufacturing agility focuses
on the production of goods and services, and can be applied to the manufacturing
function of an enterprise. The idea of this research is that enterprise agility should
be holistic. In other words, change management efforts and initiative should be
directed towards the entire enterprise, rather focusing on any one speciality of
the enterprise. Accordingly, the concepts of enterprise change proposed in this
research are intended to focus on the entire enterprise. However scholars can also
adopt and adapt these concepts to be fit for use in the other specialised areas of
enterprise agility.
2.2 Review Methodology
This literature review is informed by an established guideline, proposed by Kitchen-
ham in [107], for conducting a systematic literature review (SLR). Kitchenham’s
guideline has been widely used to conduct systematic reviews [8, 29, 52, 63], espe-
cially in the field of Information Systems and Software Engineering. This guideline
provides the key processes involved in conducting a systematic literature review.
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These processes can be summarised into three main activities, which include es-
tablishing review protocol, developing review strategy, and presenting review re-
sults. As shown in Figure 2.2, each of these activities involves some definite tasks.
FIGURE 2.2: Summary Of Processes Involved In Performing SLR
Establishing a review protocol involves two main tasks, the first is to define the
objectives for conducting the systematic literature review. The second task is to
specify the review questions. As shown in Figure 2.2, the tasks involved in devel-
oping a review strategy include identifying the search keywords, and developing
the search expressions. Others are selecting the data sources, and specifying the
selection criteria. The last activity in an SLR process is usually to present the re-
view results or findings. The tasks involved in this are extracting data from the
selected data sources and presenting the data. The section that follows shows how
each of these tasks are applied to conduct this systematic literature review.
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2.3 Establishing Review Protocol
2.3.1 Review Objectives
The objectives of this systematic literature review are as follows:
• To identify the necessary and sufficient set of concepts that can be used to
develop conceptual model and information systems to support enterprise
agility and change management.
• To use these concepts as the basis for comparing existing enterprise mod-
elling approaches used for enterprise agility, and examine the extent to which
they can be used to support enterprise agility and change management.
2.3.2 Review Questions
In order to achieve the objectives of this review, the following questions are an-
swered:
RQ1 What are the sufficient and necessary set of concepts that can be used to
develop conceptual model and Information Systems to support enterprise
agility and change management?
RQ2 What are the current enterprise conceptual modelling approaches and to
what extent do they support enterprise agility and change management?
2.4 Review Strategy
2.4.1 Search Keywords
In order to identify relevant search keywords, the author read through related ar-
ticles used in his previous research and publications. Few keywords were initially
identified from this activity. These keywords were further used to conduct a pi-
lot test search to identify more keywords relating to enterprise agility and change
management. After the pilot testing, a set of relevant search keywords were iden-
tified, these are presented in Table 2.2.
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TABLE 2.2: Search Keywords
A1. Enterprise Agility B1. Concepts C1. Frameworks
A2. Enterprise Change B2. Terminologies C2. Model*6
A3. Organizational Agility B3. Features C3. Method*
A4. Agile Enterprise
2.4.2 Search Expressions
The next task is to develop the search expressions. To achieve this, the keywords
in Table 2.2 are combined into boolean expressions, as shown in Listing 2.1. Some
examples of these boolean expressions are as follows:
•(Enterprise Agility OR Enterprise Change OR Organizational Agility OR Agile
Enterprise) AND (Concept ).
• (Enterprise Agility OR Enterprise Change OR Organizational Agility OR Agile
Enterprise) AND (Features ).
LISTING 2.1: Search Expressions
1 (A1 OR A2 OR A3 OR A4 ) AND B1
2 (A1 OR A2 OR A3 OR A4 ) AND B2
3 (A1 OR A2 OR A3 OR A4 ) AND B3
4 (A1 OR A2 OR A3 OR A4 ) AND C1
5 (A1 OR A2 OR A3 OR A4 ) AND C2
6 (A1 OR A2 OR A3 OR A4 ) AND C3
To obtain a better search result, an asterisk (∗ ) is included in some keywords dur-
ing the search. This is a wild card operator or a place holder that can allow more
search results to be returned. For instance by including asterisks in the ’model’
keyword, the search will return results including modelling, models, etc.
This literature search follows a systematic, rigorous, and methodical approach.
But in order to ensure that it not overly mechanical, the Author stepped out from
the systematic process to conduct manual searches. For instance, manual searches
were conducted in Google Scholar. The Author also conducted manual searches in
Google, Wikis, and, other relevant websites. The essence of these manual searches
is to ensure that the results and identified concepts generally conforms reality and
are obtainable concepts in real world enterprises.
6This asterisk is a wild card operator that can return results including other keywords such as
modeling and methodology
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2.4.3 Data Sources
After specifying the search keywords and search expressions, the next step is to
identify data sources. In other words to identify databases that store publications
relevant to enterprise agility and change management. The selected data sources
are shown in the extreme left of Table 2.3.
TABLE 2.3: The Systematic Review Strategy
Data Sources Inclusion Criteria (Paper must:) Exclusion Criteria (Ex-
clude: )
•Web of Science • be published between 1995 and 2015 • position papers
• Springer Link • contain the relevant keywords • keynotes & symposia
• Science Direct • have full text available • duplicated articles
• IEEE Xplore • be published in a relevant journal • irrelevant titles
• ACM Digital Library • be a conference or workshop article
• EBSCO Host • be in English Language only
• Google Scholar*7 • be relevant to enterprise agility and change manage-
ment
These include Web of Science, Springer, Science Direct (Elsevier), IEEE Xplore,
ACM Digital Library, and EBSCO Host. But to ensure a better result, a seventh
(7th) data source i.e., Google Scholar was included. This is marked with asterisk in
Table 2.3 to show that it was manually searched. Usually, searching any of these
databases would return more search results than necessary. Therefore, to ensure
that only relevant and quality publications are selected for primary studies, a set
of selection criteria is specified.
2.4.4 Selection Criteria
The selection criteria includes inclusion, exclusion, and quality criteria. Inclusion
criteria specifies a set of conditions a publication must satisfy before it can be in-
cluded for review. For instance, for a paper to be included for review, it must
be published between 1995 and 2015. This range is chosen because enterprise
modelling and agility started receiving reasonable attention, as per Information
Systems, in middle nineties. Although John Zachman introduced the idea of man-
aging enterprise changes using an enterprise model called Information Systems
Architecture Framework in 1987, see [198, 199]; enterprise modelling and agility
7The asterisk (*) shows that the search in Google Scholar was done manually
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became prominent in middle nineties, hence the selection of 1995 to 2015 publi-
cation range. On the other hand, exclusion criteria specifies some factors for ex-
cluding a publication from review. The centre column of Table 2.3 presents a set of
inclusion criteria, while the extreme right column presents the exclusion criteria.
TABLE 2.4: The Quality Criteria Used to Select Primary Studies
Criteria Description
• Relevance The selected paper must be relevant to enterprise
agility, change management, and enterprise changes.
• Validity The selected paper must use an appropriate research
method or discuss at least one enterprise modelling
framework, method, or technique.
• Thorough The selected papers must be peer reviewed.
• Neutrality The selected paper must not be published by the au-
thor, and any of his supervisory professors.
The essence of defining and using quality criteria is to ensure that adequate rigour
is employed in selecting the primary studies. In addition, it ensures that quality
publications are selected for primary studies and the SLR produces standard re-
sults [107]. The quality criteria used for this review are presented and described in
Table 2.4.
2.5 Review Results
2.5.1 Data Extraction
At the end of the search process, a total of 347 papers were extracted and down-
loaded into BIBTEX, the bibliography management systems used to store and man-
age search results. The extracted papers were screened, using the screening stages
shown in Figure 2.3. The first and second screening stages respectively involve
the use of the exclusion and inclusion criteria discussed in Section 2.4.3 and pre-
sented in Table 2.3. As shown in Figure 2.3, a total of 119 papers were selected
after applying the first and second screening stages.
In the third screening stage, the Author read through the abstract of these 119
papers to identify those that focuses on enterprise agility. A total of 68 papers
were selected at the end of this stage. In the final screening stage, the quality
criteria discussed in Section 2.4.3 and presented in Table 2.4 are applied to these
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FIGURE 2.3: Systematic Literature Review Screening Process
68 papers. Finally, a total of 29 papers were selected and included in the primary
review.
2.5.2 Results and Answers to Review Questions
The Author read through each paper selected for the primary study. Knowledge,
ideas, and information gathered from reading the papers in the primary studies
are then used to answer the review questions, as presented in the sections below.
2.5.2.1 Answer to Review Question 1
The first review question is related to the first review objective, which intends to
identify the set of concepts that can be used to support enterprise agility. This
research question is presented as follows:
What are the necessary and sufficient set of concepts that can be used
to develop conceptual model and information systems to support en-
terprise agility and change management?
Table 2.5 presents the necessary and sufficient set of concepts that can be used
to develop a conceptual model and/or information systems to support enterprise
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agility and change management. These concepts are identified and selected from
the primary studies. All possible concepts were initially identified from primary
studies. But the concepts that are used by various authors and predominant in
the primary studies are considered to be essential to enterprise agility and change
management. Therefore, the selected concepts are those that appear in three or
more papers of the primary study. Table 2.5 also shows similar terms used to
depict each concept in literature and provide references to the primary studies
where the concepts come from.
TABLE 2.5: Enterprise Agility and Change Concepts
Concepts Similar Terms Used in Literature Primary Study
Change Driver Agility Drivers, market drivers, drivers of
change, change factors
[40, 100, 101, 119, 145,
178, 183]
Change Environmental Change [135, 145, 147]
Action Competitive Actions [60, 191]
Agility Enablers Agility Prerequisites, Agile Values, Agility
Capabilities, Enablers
[40, 60, 145, 190]
Change Indicator Change Anticipation, Change perception,
change sensing, detecting changes
[49, 95, 147]
Derived Concepts:
Data, Actor, Goal,
Impact, Business
(Process) Activities.
The are derived concepts that can be use-
ful to enterprise agility and change man-
agement
These concepts are de-
rived from existing en-
terprise modelling ap-
proaches
In addition to the core concepts identified from the primary studies, there are other
concepts which are derived by the Author. These other concepts are considered to
be useful to enterprise agility, and can complement the core concepts. For instance,
the goal concept is not identified from the primary study, as a concept of change.
But it is important and has been included because a goal can be used to express an
enterprise change in an understandable form. A goal can also provide the means
to decompose a change into actionable objectives. This type of concepts are simply
called derived concepts in Table 2.5, and are further explained in the discussion and
analysis Section in 2.7.
2.5.2.2 Answer to Review Question 2
The second review question intends to identify existing enterprise modelling ap-
proaches that can be used to support enterprise agility. In addition, it seeks to find
out the extent to which these approaches support enterprise agility in their states.
This question is as follows:
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What are the current enterprise conceptual modelling approaches and
to what extent do they support enterprise agility and change manage-
ment?
Table 2.6 presents a summary of various enterprise modelling approaches that can
be used to support enterprise agility and change management. Most of these ap-
proaches are derived from the manual search conducted in the Google Scholar
database. The enterprise modelling approaches selected and shown in Table 2.6
are those considered popular, deemed to be representatives of other enterprise
modelling approaches, and are applicable to the entire enterprise. Other approaches
such as the supply chain operations reference model (SCOR) which applies to spe-
cific area of an enterprise are not selected.
TABLE 2.6: Existing Enterprise Modelling Approaches
EM Approaches Reference
TOGAF [101]
ZACHMAN [151]
ARCHIMATE [115]
ARMOR [55]
BMM [19]
i* [56]
UML [170]
As shown in Table 2.6, the selected enterprise modelling approaches include, the
open group architecture framework (TOGAF); the ZACHMAN framework (ZAF),
which provides an ontology for describing an enterprise. An enterprise modelling
language known as ARCHIMATE, and its extension ARMOR. The business mo-
tivation model (BMM) and the distributed intentionality (i*) are techniques for
conceptual representation of the motivations and goals of an enterprise. The uni-
fied modelling language (UML) is a language that can be used to model enterprise
systems and software.
Each of these approaches are discussed in Section 2.7.2. In order to determine the
extent to which they can be used to support enterprise agility and change man-
agement, the concepts of enterprise changes identified from this review are used
as the basis to compare the existing approaches. This comparison is discussed in
Section 2.7.2.
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2.6 The Case Study
As suggested by Hevner et al [89, 90] in their design science research (DSR), the
contributions of Information Systems research can be evaluated and validated us-
ing a case study or scenario. This research uses the DSR framework and thus
validates its contributions using an industry case study provided by the Research
Group’s Industry partners. This case study is described in below, and used to de-
scribe and cite examples, where necessary, of the concepts and existing enterprise
approaches derived from this systematic review and discussed in Section 2.7. Fur-
thermore, references are made to this case study in the rest of this chapter and in
subsequent chapters of this Thesis.
Case Study Description: Enterprise X is a global leader in Information Technol-
ogy (IT) Consultancy Services, whose mission is to help achieve Clients’ business
objectives by providing innovative and world class development, maintenance,
and testing of software systems as per stated requirements. At the same time, En-
terprise X wants to stay competitive, viable as well as maintain its position as a
global leader in IT consultancy.
Enterprise X bids for requests for proposals (RFP), staffs the bid won with the
right number of suitably skilled resources, follows a set software development
process leading to successful delivery, and winds up the project by releasing the
human and other resources being utilized for project execution. The enterprise
has to function in the face of several delays such as bidding delay. To create value
and achieve its corporate objective, the enterprise has to optimize cost and risk
associated with its operations.
The key goal of Enterprise X is to stay viable and competitive. To achieve this
goal, the enterprise has to develop a master plan in two key areas. First, it tends
to maintain an outstanding bidding strategy, which ensures that bids are com-
pleted timely, and proposals are sent early. Since late submission of bids reduces
the chances of winning a bid. In addition, it maintains a strong research depart-
ment, whose major role is to develop innovative technologies and send unsolicited
proposals to clients. Secondly, to stay ahead of its competitors and keep up with
world class global IT services, this enterprise maintains a diversified recruitment
strategy and workforce. In other words, the enterprise recruits experienced spe-
cialists, and graduates with high grades from high ranking academic institutes,
from both home and abroad. It also has to keep in pace with advance in technol-
ogy and functional domains through adequate training or re-skilling of existing
workforce.
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The enterprise, in essence, is an engine managing the demand, i.e., the number and
the nature of RFPs, and the supply, i.e., the number of bid sent out. For a given
demand and supply state, the enterprise has to determine costs effective strategies
that will help achieve the desired goals. For instance, it can decide to focus solely
on having the right number of staff. It can also decide to do more and/or better
with less, in which case it hires more experienced and qualitative staff from the job
market. Either way, having adequate workforce on its rolls becomes an important
goal, but also cost implications are always taken into considerations in all cases
and at all times.
In order to enhance operational efficiencies, the organisation defines operational
processes for implementing its business transactions. Those processes that are key
to achieving enterprise goals are usually given special attention. For instance, the
recruitment process should be explicitly defined and followed to ensure that the
required and adequate workforce are in place. In addition, it is very important
for the enterprise to structure, document, and monitor key information/data that
can support effective operational management and governance. For instance, data
information about applicants, recruitments, bid, RFPs, etc., should be structured
and monitored.
In reality, as expected, this enterprise operates in an environment characterised
by spontaneous changes, mainly due to regulatory compliance and competition.
Recently, a new government was sworn into power after a just concluded elec-
tion. Environmental factors such as unemployment, rigging in bidding market,
and surge in net migration have necessitated some new government regulations
which this and other enterprises have to comply to. Additionally, some hard-
ware manufacturing enterprises have also started providing IT services. These
two change drivers are described in details below:
Immigration and Resident Employment Act (IREA): This Act seeks to reduce the
immigration of foreign workers, and secure jobs for citizens and residents.
In other words, enterprises which recruit workforce from abroad must give
preference to those that do not require work/resident permit. In effect, en-
terprises are required to tighten employment eligibility criteria, for foreign
workers, during recruitment. Also enterprises should be ready to prove that
they have complied to this Act. In these ways both unemployment and net
migration can be reduced.
Competition: Recently, many enterprises are beginning to consider Information
Technology (IT) Services as a viable and profitable industry. Hence, four new
IT service providers have just entered the industry. To attract clients, they
launched radical marketing strategies. These include 18% discounts in all IT
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services, together with money back guarantee to clients who are dissatisfied.
In addition, they offer longer training and maintenance services to clients.
As a result the existing enterprise, under consideration, lost about 24% of its
clients base to these competitors.
2.7 Discussion and Analysis
This section defines and analyses the concepts identified from the primary studies.
It also provides a brief discussion of the existing enterprise modelling approaches,
and examines the extent to which they can be used to support enterprise agility.
2.7.1 The Concepts
Change Driver: A change driver is any event or circumstance that can lead to
change(s) in an enterprise. Events, such as organizational politicking and internal
strike actions, can originate from within an enterprise boundary. A change driver
from this type of events is called an internal change driver. Conversely, events such
as regulatory compliance can originate from outside the boundaries of an enter-
prise. Change drivers from such events are called external change drivers [100, 101,
183].
In the case study described in Section 2.6, there are two change drivers. The first
is government regulation (regulatory compliance) i.e., the immigration and resi-
dency employment act, while the second is competition. Both change drivers are
external since they originate from outside the enterprise.
The change driver concept can be important to enterprise agility and change man-
agement in some ways. They can be used as the basis to describe, represent, and
communicate the causes as well as the origin of changes in an enterprise. It is
widely known that when the root cause or origin of any problem is clearly iden-
tified and described, the solutions to that problem are always easier to formulate
and articulate. Therefore, understanding the root cause and origin of an enterprise
change can help enterprise stakeholders to proffer viable strategies for effective
change management.
In addition, the change driver concept can be used to express and communicate
the rationale behind an enterprise change. In other words why an enterprise must
transit to another state. If enterprise stakeholders can have a clear understanding
of why their enterprise must change, then they can view such a change as a shared
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concern, and be motivated to make concerted efforts in developing adequate ini-
tiatives and actions to manage such a change. Furthermore, understanding the
rationale behind a given change can motivate adequate planning and prudent allo-
cation of enterprise resources for adapting to the change. In these ways, enterprise
agility can be facilitated or even achieved.
Change: A change is a transition, in one or more enterprise domain(s), from a
current (AS-IS) state to a desirable (TO-BE) state, as a result of a change driver.
Enterprise domain here refers to the various viewpoints or aspects of an enterprise
such as goals, data, and business process.
In the above case study, a change will occur if Enterprise X transits from its current
state to a target state where it tightens employment eligibility criteria, and provide
evidence that it has done so. Any of such transition would lead to some modifica-
tions in at least one domain of an enterprise. These modifications usually require
the addition of new domain elements, e.g., data entity, to one or more domains of
the enterprise. For instance, before it can transit to the state of tightening employ-
ment eligibility criteria, Enterprise X may require to add a new business goal e.g.,
’provide a mandatory psychometric test to all oversea applicants’, and new data entities
regarding psychometric test e.g., testScore, testType, etc., to its existing enterprise
data. Thus a change can be captured or described in terms of the modifications
required by an enterprise to transit to a target state in an enterprise. The target
state can be used to refer to the state an enterprise should be in order to effectively
adapt to the change drivers, and remain agile.
A change is expected to have some effects, costs, or consequences to the host en-
terprise. These can include financial losses, bankruptcy, loss of competitive advan-
tage, etc [12, 145]. The term ’change impact’ is a derived concept (see Table 2.5)
that can be used to describe and express the consequences or implications of a
change to an enterprise. Hence, Change Impact is an important attribute of an en-
terprise change and can be regarded as one of the concepts of enterprise agility. In
the case study above, if Enterprise X introduces psychometric tests for oversea ap-
plicants, then the impact could be the costs, i.e., time, efforts, resources, involved
designing and implementing the psychometric testing service.
For enterprise stakeholders to be motivated to make adequate efforts and contri-
butions to change management initiative; the rationale for changes, in other words
why an enterprise should transit to another state, should be captured, described,
and expressed clearly. More so, in order to formulate effective change manage-
ment initiatives, and further understand the modifications required for a given
transition, changes should be decomposed into actionable objectives [138–140].
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Goal oriented modelling (GOM) techniques can be useful to these ends. GOM
techniques provide the means to conceptualise the rationale and motivations be-
hind enterprise initiatives such as change management. Goal, a term used to cap-
ture the rationale, objectives, and motivations of a system or stakeholders thereof,
is the central term in GOM [56, 114, 141]. Since goals can be decomposed into
subgoals [56, 114, 137], they can be used breakdown a change into actionable ob-
jectives, as well as into clear and understandable formats. Hence, Goal is another
derived concept that can be useful to enterprise agility and change management.
The change concept can be important to enterprise agility in some ways. For in-
stance, it can be used to capture, represent, and describe the (target) state an enter-
prise should transit to, in order to adapt a given change driver and remain agile.
This can improve the understanding of enterprise changes, and further clarify any
tacit and ambiguous ideas associated with enterprise changes. Additionally, it can
provide the means to precisely conceptualise the required modifications an enter-
prise should make in its domain (s), in other to transit to the needed (target) state;
so that it can be easier to understand, interpret, and examine how an enterprise
should be structured or configured and how it should operate and function in or-
der to adapt change drivers, facilitate, or even achieve enterprise agility.
Equally the change impact concept would be useful to enterprise agility and change
management. It can provide the means to conceptualise and reason about the ef-
fects, implications, or consequences of a given change in an enterprise. This can
make it easier to understand and have knowledge of any negative effects or po-
tential risks associated with a particular change management initiative. Such un-
derstanding and knowledge of risks can help in performing risk assessment and
change impact analysis. These are known to be advantageous to change man-
agement and enterprise agility [25]. Similarly, goals are important, since they can
provide the means to express and decompose changes into understandable for-
mats and actionable objectives. In this way, enterprise stakeholders can have a
clear understanding of the rationale for change and concerted efforts to contribute
suitable ideas for effective change management.
Action: An action can be define as a definite task or piece of work carried out to
transit to a desired state of an enterprise. For an enterprise to effectively transit
from its current (AS-IS) state to a desired (TO-BE) state, it should define specific
actions. For instance, the transition to a target state of tightened employment el-
igibility criteria, for Enterprise X in the case study, would require some definite
actions. Examples of such actions could be developing a psychometric testing
business process and implementing a testing business service.
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To enhance understanding and clarity, each action should be broken down into
definite activities. For instance, business process re-engineering (BPR) can be bro-
ken down into activities such as identify the process to re-engineer, elicit the re-
quirements for the BPR, model the process, and so on. On the other hand, these
activities can be organised in a logical and coherent manner called business pro-
cess [106]. Thus (Business Process) Activities is a derived concept of change. Ei-
ther way, these activities should be expressed clearly and assigned to the relevant
enterprise actor(s).
The term Actor is a derived concept of enterprise agility that can be used to de-
scribe any active entity that can play useful roles in enterprise change management
initiatives. An actor can be human such as an enterprise stakeholder, or a system
such a computer program [56, 114, 141]. Actors such as business process manage-
ment team, enterprise data architects, or enterprise business architects can play
useful roles if Enterprise X decides to develop a psychometric test business process
as an action for tightening employment eligibility criteria for oversea applicants.
Such actors should be identified, and made to be aware of the tasks they are re-
quired to perform or the role they should play to support change management
initiatives in enterprises. Furthermore, it can be possible to identify more than one
actions for actualising a given enterprise change. In such cases, it would be very
useful to identify all available candidate actions. The relative advantages and dis-
advantages of each candidate actions should be examined to rank the actions in
order of preference. The highest ranking action can be selected as the action to be
implemented. The unselected actions can be reserved for contingency purposes,
and can be used in case the selected action fails.
The action concept can be used to precisely capture and describe what an enter-
prise should do so as to transit to the target state required for adapting a given
change. Such understanding can make it easier to formulate effective strategies
and suitable initiatives to support enterprise agility and change management. Once
actions are captured and broken into definite tasks, it can be easier to assign them
to the concerned enterprise actors. In this way, enterprise stakeholders would
know what they should do and further think about how they can contribute their
skills and expertise to change management and enterprise agility initiatives. In
addition, identifying more than one action can make suitable and credible alter-
native actions to be ready and handy. So that stakeholders can swiftly select and
implement a new actions in case the initially selected actions fails. This can re-
duce the time, efforts and cost expanded in developing new actions for change
management.
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Agility Enabler: This can be defined as a function or technology that can sup-
port an action. Actions specified to actualise a change should be supported by an
agility enabler, so that they can yield optimal results. In the case study above, as-
suming Enterprise X decides to develop a pychometric testing business process as
the suitable action for actualising the change, then it should define some functions
or technologies to support this action. Technologies such as business process exe-
cution language (BPEL) can be used as the enabler to support business process de-
velopment. Other examples of agility enablers includes information transparency,
business and information technology alignment (BIT), and data integration [40, 60,
145, 190].
The agility enabler concept can provide an avenue to clearly capture, describe, and
represent technologies or enterprise functions that will be used to support actions
for change management initiatives. An enterprise can then check if it currently has
such technologies and functions. If not, it can assess the cost of acquiring or out-
sourcing such technologies, and if it can afford to do so. Assuming the enterprise
cannot afford to acquire such technologies, they may consider using an alterna-
tive action with a more affordable agility enabler. In these ways, decision about a
change management action and its enabler can be based on credible assessment of
the available enterprise resources, technologies, and capabilities.
Change Indicator: Change indicator can be defined as any environmental or
socio-economic condition that can trigger a change driver. Some examples of
change indicator include unemployment and election. Most change drivers are
usually triggered by environmental and socio-economic affairs such as surge in
immigration and unemployment. For instance increased unemployment or high
net migration can trigger change drivers such as government regulations (regula-
tory compliance) that can hurt enterprises. Similarly, social factors such as reces-
sion can trigger fierce competitions among enterprises.
The ability of an enterprise to sense its environment has been recognised as a criti-
cal factor for enterprise agility [49, 95, 146]. Therefore, to enhance or realise agility,
an enterprise should have concept that can be used to describe or capture the af-
fairs in its environment; so as to monitor and detect environmental affairs that are
most likely to trigger change drivers. The change indicator concept can be useful
to this end.
The degree of a change indicator, i.e, how predominant or persistent an environ-
mental affair is, should be captured. Social networks, and news media can be
used to monitor the degree of a given change indicator. If such a change indica-
tor is very persistent and most likely to trigger change drivers, then its degree is
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said to be severe. On the other hand, if such change indicator is transient and less
likely to trigger change drivers, it can be captured as mild. These can provide the
means and used as the basis for adequate monitoring of enterprise environment.
If enterprises can consistently monitor their enterprise environment, capture and
describe change indicators together with their degrees; it can be possible to foresee
or anticipate the potential change drivers and changes that can result from those
change indicators. In this way adequate actions and initiatives can be developed
and implemented, even before the change driver has impacted on the enterprise,
to pre-empt such changes from hurting the enterprise.
For instance, assuming that the stakeholders in Enterprise X are sensitive to envi-
ronmental affairs, they could possibly gain awareness, from campaign manifestos
and other sources, of what is likely to happen if a new government is sworn in.
In this way, they can anticipate and predict any potential regulatory change driver
(such as immigration and resident employment act) that would affect their enter-
prise. Then adequate preparations, planning, strategy development, and actions
can be put in place to pre-empt or reduce the effects of the anticipated change
drivers and changes.
The idea of change indicator can introduce an important paradigm of ’change pre-
emption’ to enterprise agility and change management. ’Change pre-emption’ refers
to initiatives that can prevent environment changes from hurting/impacting an
enterprise through constant monitoring and detecting environmental social af-
fairs. This can yield a better change management result than current approaches
where efforts and initiatives are directed towards managing changes that have al-
ready impacted an hurt the enterprise. In addition, the change indicator concept
can be used to capture and document current social affairs that have become pre-
dominant. So that they can be examined, monitored, and managed at an early
stage. This can provide a way for enterprise stakeholders to detect or foresee a
change driver long before its occurrence. If a change driver can be detected and
analysed at an early stage, i.e., before it impacts on the enterprise; then it can be
easier formulate and implement actions, in advance, to forestall the change driver
and the resulting change from impacting and hurting the enterprise. This can en-
hance enterprise change management abilities, and in addition, support change
pre-emption paradigm.
Data: Data are abstract terms that can be used to describe business entities and
attributes that should be involved in a given change [50, 99]. An entity is used to
describe objects of interest such as employee, loan, equipment, customer, etc. Each
entity would have some properties, such as name and identifier, these are called
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attributes. When an enterprise transits to a target state as a result of change driver,
some or all of its information and their properties can be affected. For instance,
business entities such as applicants, testScore, testDate, etc., could be required by
Enterprise X to transit to a target state where employment eligibility criteria are
tightened for oversea applicants. Data is a derived concept that can be used to
[capture, specify, and express the essential information of an enterprise that are
involved in a given change.
2.7.2 Discussion of Existing Enterprise Approaches
This sections provides a summary of each existing enterprise modelling approaches
identified in Section 2.5.2.2 and presented in Table 2.6. Similar to Section 2.7.1, ref-
erences are made to the case study where necessary. In addition, it analyses the
extent to which they can be used to support enterprise agility and change man-
agement. This can assist enterprise managers and information systems practition-
ers in identifying, selecting, and making informed decision of a suitable enterprise
modelling framework to use for supporting enterprise agility and change manage-
ment.
To achieve this, the concepts identified in Section 2.5.2.1 and presented in Table 2.5
are used as the basis to compare of these existing enterprise modelling approaches.
This comparison is presented in Table 2.7. Enterprise agility concepts available in
existing approaches are marked with the surd symbol (
√
); while those that are
not available are marked with letter x. Some concepts are implicit but not clearly
defined as enterprise agility concepts. These are marked with asterisk (∗). For
instance, the ZACHMAN framework alluded to the concept of goal or motivation,
but does not clearly define it as a concept that can be used to support change
management or enterprise agility.
TABLE 2.7: Comparison of Agility Modelling Constructs with Enter-
prise Modelling Constructs
Concepts
EM Approaches TOGAF [176] ZAF [200] ARCHIMATE [116] ARMOR [55] i* [56] UML [53] BMM [23]
Change Driver
√
x x x x x x
Goal ∗ ∗ x √ √ ∗ √
Change Indicator x x x x x x x
Action x x x x x
√
x
Data
√ √ √ √
x
√ ∗
Business Process
√ √ √ √
x ∗ √
Change Impact x x x x x x x
Change x x x x x x x
Agility Enabler x x x x x x x
Actor
√ √ √ √ √ √ √
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TOGAF: The open group architecture framework (TOGAF) [176] provides a guide-
line and supporting technologies for developing an enterprise architecture. TO-
GAF includes a capability framework, which is divided into 7 parts [101]. Part 2,
i.e., the architecture development method (ADM)8, is the core, and probably the
most important part in TOGAF capability framework. The ADM describes 8 it-
erative phases for developing the architecture of an enterprise. Among the ADM
phases, the enterprise change management or Phase H defines certain processes
for managing enterprise changes. Hence, it is taken to be relevant to enterprise
agility. Moreover, Phase H alluded to the concept of change drivers as the major
cause of enterprise changes [101, 176].
In addition to Phase H, other phases provide some concepts that can be used to
support change management and enterprise agility. For instance, the information
systems architecture (ISA) or Phase C includes concepts such as business process
activities, data entities. Even though TOGAF does not describe these concepts in
terms of change management and enterprise agility, they coincide with the derived
concepts shown in Table 2.5, and hence can be used to support enterprise agility.
However, other concepts such as change indicator, and agility enabler appear not
be described at all in TOGAF.
With respect to the case study in Section 2.6, TOGAF can be used to capture and
describe the essential domains of Enterprise X such as data, business process, and
business goals. More so, since TOGAF identified change drivers, in its Phase H, as
the causes of enterprise changes; it can be used to capture and express the change
driver experienced by Enterprise X. However, as shown in Table 2.7, other concepts
such as change, impact, agility enabler, and change indicator that can be useful to
describe the change in Enterprise X are either implied or not described in TOGAF
as concepts of change. Therefore in its current state, TOGAF may only be suitable
to provide a partial description and representation of the change in Enterprise X.
ARCHIMATE/ARMOR: ARCHIMATE [115] is a conceptual modelling language
for conceptualising the structure, information and behaviour of an enterprise. Es-
sentially, ARMOR [55] extends ARCHIMATE with goal oriented modelling ca-
pabilities. ARCHIMATE partitions the structure of an enterprise into three main
layers, namely, the business, application, and infrastructure layers [116]. The busi-
ness layer describes the business objects and processes of an enterprise. In the ap-
plication layer, key data, application functions and services required for enterprise
operations are captured and described; while the infrastructure layer describes the
hardware and software capabilities of an enterprise.
8http://pubs.opengroup.org/architecture/togaf9-doc/arch/
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Although both languages do not describe an explicit approach for enterprise agility
and change management; they include some of the concepts presented in Table 2.5,
which can be used to support enterprise agility. For instance, the application layer
includes the derived concept of data, which can be used to capture and describe
the business entities involved in a change management initiative. Also the busi-
ness layer includes business process, this can be used to express some logical ac-
tivities for actualising a change outcome. These concepts may be applicable in rep-
resenting the structure, goals, information, and behavioural aspect of Enterprise X.
But ARCHIMATE or ARMOR may not be the best fit for representing the change
experienced by Enterprise X. This is because, as shown in Table 2.7, none of them
clearly provide the other concepts of change, such as change driver, agility enabler,
and change indicator, that can be useful in representing enterprise changes.
ZAF: The Zachman framework for enterprise architecture (ZAF) [200] provides
an approach for classifying the the building blocks of an enterprise. The ZAF’s
approach provides an ontological matrix, which consist of 6 perspectives and 6
dimensions. The dimensions or columns partitions an enterprise into 6 domains or
viewpoints. These include data, function, network, people, time, and motivation.
Equally, the perspectives or the rows describe 6 levels of abstraction in which each
of these viewpoints can be represented [151]. These are contextual, conceptual,
logical, physical, out of context, and functioning.
In relation to enterprise agility, ZAF offers some limitations particularly in cap-
turing, representing, and describing enterprise changes and related concepts. As
shown in Table 2.7, even though concepts such as data, actor, and business process
activities appear in ZAF; they are not necessarily described in relation to enter-
prise agility and there appears to be no explanation of how they can be used to
support change management initiatives. As per the case study, ZAF can be used
to represent the other aspects of Enterprise X except its change, the causes of this
change, what should be done to adapt this change, and some other change con-
cepts presented in Table 2.5.
i* and BMM: The distributed intentionality (i*) modelling framework [56] and
business motivation model [23] (BMM) are representatives of goal oriented mod-
elling (GOM) approaches, which are primarily used to model reasons behind the
existence of an enterprise. GOM refers to a family of languages which use essen-
tial properties such as goals and actors to describe certain properties of an enter-
prise [141]. Goal is a term that describes the rationale behind the actions of an
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enterprise [114, 136]. Actors are intentional and active entities of a system or an
enterprise [56, 137].
The BMM provides a set of modelling techniques for representing and manag-
ing enterprise business plans and motivations [23]. It provides a set of modelling
constructs and concepts, which can be used, among other things, to, identify and
analyse the objectives of an enterprise using ends and means concepts; define busi-
ness processes for achieving these objectives; express the factors that influences an
enterprise to achieve these objectives; and assess the strength, weakness, opportu-
nities, and threats (SWOT) of enterprise objectives.
The i* framework provides a set of techniques for modelling the strategic rationale
or goals of an enterprise, and how enterprise actors inter-depend on each other to
achieve strategic goals [56]. According to i*, an enterprise consist of actors who ex-
ist to achieve internal intentions, such as a goal, task, and resource, called strategic
rationale. But actors are not isolated from each other, rather they inter-depend to
achieve enterprise rationale. A model of actors’ inter-dependencies is called strate-
gic dependency. I* also provides a set of links that defines the relationship between
an actor and its intentions, an actor and another actor, etc.
Certain aspect of Enterprise X can be clearly represented using BMM and i*. For
instance, the goals or business objectives of this enterprise can be represented and
described using the concepts of goals, means, and ends in both i* and BMM. Addi-
tionally, the strategic dependency concepts in the i* framework can be applied to
capture and express how the actors in Enterprise X can interact, as well as the role
they play, to achieve the enterprise goals. These concepts relates to some derived
concepts in Table 2.5, and thus may be applicable to enterprise agility and change
management. However, BMM and i* are considered to be limited in representing
the change aspect of Enterprise X. Full details of the concepts of change that are
available or implied in BMM and i* are shown in Table 2.7.
UML: The unified modelling language (UML9) is a family of languages generally
used to capture, describe, or model the structure and behaviour of Information
Systems and Software in enterprises [53]. It is generally considered to provide the
basis for most enterprise modelling approaches, and can be divided into structure
and behaviour languages/models. The structure languages describes modelling
9http://www.uml.org/
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techniques for representing the static elements of an enterprise such as informa-
tion (using class and object models), etc. On the other hand, the behaviour lan-
guages are set of modelling techniques for representing dynamic operations such
as business process (using activity model), and use cases.
Some of the concepts presented in Table 2.5 can be found in UML, even though
they may not have been described as the essential concepts for change manage-
ment and enterprise agility. For instance, the concepts of actions, activity, actor,
and class are well described and widely used in representing some aspects of an
enterprise. Hence they may be applicable in representing some aspect of Enter-
prise X, for example the class concept can be used to represent enterprise data,
while the UML activity diagram can be used to represent enterprise business pro-
cess activities. However, as shown in Table 2.7, most enterprise agility and change
management concepts are either lacking or implied in the UML. Therefore, even
though UML can be generally useful in enterprise modelling, it may not be the
most appropriate language for capturing, representing, and describing the change
and related features of change in Enterprise X.
2.8 Conclusion and Chapter Summary
Effective change management and enterprise agility are becoming increasingly
important in nowadays dynamic business environment. At the same time, they
are becoming more and more difficult to achieve. Information systems and con-
ceptual modelling can be applied to support enterprise agility and change man-
agement initiatives. Developing such information systems or conceptual models
would require a set of concepts. However, as discussed in Section 2.7.2 and sum-
marised in Table 2.7, most concepts that can be used to support enterprise agility
and change management are either lacking or implied in existing enterprise mod-
elling approaches. This could be one of the reasons enterprise agility and effective
change management are yet to be actualised.
The aim of this chapter/systematic literature review is to identify the necessary
and sufficient set of concepts can be used to construct conceptual models or in-
formation systems to support enterprise agility and change management. These
concepts can also be used as model constructs to extend subsequent version of
the existing enterprise modelling approaches such as TOGAF and ARCHIMATE,
so that they can be more suitable to support change management and enterprise
agility.
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Another important aim of this review is to identify the existing enterprise mod-
elling approaches, and examine how these can be used to support enterprise agility
and change management. About six popularly used enterprise modelling ap-
proaches were identified and discussed. Then the concepts of enterprise agility
and change management identified through the SLR are used as the basis to com-
pare these approaches. This comparison can be used as a guide by IS Practition-
ers and enterprise change managers to select a suitable enterprise modelling ap-
proach to support their change management and enterprise agility. It can also help
them to identify the gaps, and limitations of the existing approaches in supporting
change management and enterprise agility, and the required concepts that can be
used to fill these gaps.
The results of the comparison show that the existing enterprise modelling ap-
proaches lack most of the enterprise agility concepts. Hence, in their current state,
they may not be the perfect fit for enterprise agility and change management.
However, since most enterprise modelling languages provide extension mecha-
nisms, they can be extended with these identified concepts to make them more
suitable to support enterprise agility and change management. For instance, a
new version of the TOGAF or ZACHMAN framework can be extended to include
change driver, change indicator, agility enabler, and other related change concepts
necessary to support enterprise agility. This can also be applicable to the UML and
other goal oriented approaches. In this way, enterprises would have richer con-
cepts for representing, understanding, and analysing enterprise changes; thereby
understanding the implications of change, and specifying what should be done to
facilitate and/or achieve enterprise agility.
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Chapter 3
Meta-Modelling Techniques And
Technologies
3.1 Overview
The framework proposed in this research includes conceptual modelling languages
that can be used to facilitate enterprise agility and change management. The es-
sential features of these conceptual modelling languages are described in a meta-
model. This Chapter describes the techniques and technologies that would be
required to develop the proposed conceptual modelling languages. In addition,
since the overall contribution of the research relates to conceptual model and mod-
elling; it would be relevant and useful to provide an overview of conceptual model
and modelling, so as to enhance readers understanding.
3.2 Conceptual Model and Modelling
Due to its importance and usefulness in Information Systems (IS) development,
the term ’conceptual model’ has attracted a plethora of definitions [88, 110, 112, 131,
132, 157, 158, 169, 185]. Some differences in opinion exist in these definitions,
and there seems not to be a generally accepted definition of a conceptual model.
However, there appears to be a consensus and agreeing point, in these definitions,
that a conceptual model involves the abstraction or representation of an aspect of
the physical world also called universe of discourse (UoD) or system under study
(SUS) [110, 132, 157, 169, 185]. The aspects of the physical that are represented with
a conceptual model include problem, knowledge, information, and solutions to
problems[10, 110, 169]. The essence of this representation, as captured succinctly
by Mylopoulos [132], is to enhance understanding and communication.
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Based on these, a conceptual model can be defined as an abstraction or represen-
tation of ideas or relevant concepts in an aspect of the physical world to enhance
the communication and understanding of its knowledge (information and data),
problems, and the solutions to those problems. The act or process of construct-
ing a conceptual model is called conceptual modelling. The description of how a
conceptual model can be used to represent an instance of a UoD is provided in a
language. Hence, a conceptual modelling language is a description of the principles
and rules for using a conceptual model model [83, 87, 149, 165, 167]. Given the
definition and understanding of these important keywords, i.e., conceptual model,
modelling, and modelling language, discussion on how to design and develop con-
ceptual models using meta-modelling techniques can now proceed.
3.3 Meta-modelling Techniques
Essentially, meta-model captures and describes the core features of a modelling
language. As shown in Figure 3.1, these include abstract syntax, concrete syn-
tax, and semantics [13, 31, 43, 88, 125, 126]. In most cases, conceptual modelling
languages are considered incomplete without these essential features. A brief
summary of the relationship between a modelling language and its meta-model
is shown in Figure 3.1. Semantics describe the meaning of the language, abstract
syntax can be used to describe its structure, while the concrete syntax can describe
the notations for representing the language.
Since the development of these essential features forms the technique for describ-
ing the proposed modelling languages; it would be important to describe them
in a more detail way, in order to enhance readability. The aim of this section is
to provide the theoretical background that would enhance the understanding of
abstract syntax, concrete syntax, and semantics of a modelling language. Hence,
Section 3.3.1 describes and discuss the meaning of an abstract syntax. This is fol-
lowed by the description of concrete syntax in Section 3.3.2, and then semantics in
Section 3.3.3.
3.3.1 Abstract Syntax
Abstract syntax is the structural description of the concepts in a modelling lan-
guage, the relationships between these concepts, and the procedures for integrat-
ing them into a model [1, 43]. In order to describe the concepts and rules that
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FIGURE 3.1: Essential Features of a Modelling Language
make up the proposed modelling languages abstract syntax techniques are used,
see Section 5.1 of Chapter 5.
In an abstract syntax, the concepts of the modelling language are usually referred
to as abstract elements [118, 130]. Abstract elements are also called model constructs
or model elements. The rules and protocols that can be used to combine model
constructs into a model are usually called validity or well-formedness rules [1, 43].
Therefore an abstract syntax should include validity rules, which help to ensure
that all instances or models of a modelling language are consistent, logical, and
valid [43].
In addition to validity rules, an abstract syntax should provide an explicit defini-
tion of the model constructs alongside the characteristics of each model constructs.
Another vital aspect of an abstract syntax is the abstract syntax model, which sim-
ply defines the relationships and constraints of model concepts. These aspects,
namely, definition of model constructs, abstract syntax model, and validity rules,
are usually taken into consideration when designing and developing the abstract
syntax of a modelling language. Hence, the processes involved in developing the
abstract syntax of a modelling language include identification and definition of
model constructs or concepts, building the abstract syntax model, and defining
validity rules [1, 43]. Since this research adopts and adapts these processes in
developing the abstract syntax of the proposed modelling language; it would be
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useful to discuss the activities involved in each process, these discussions are pro-
vided below.
Identify and Define Concepts: As mentioned earlier, conceptual modelling lan-
guages are usually developed from relevant concepts in a given UoD. Hence, the
first activity in conceptual modelling language development is often to identify
these concepts and precisely define them. The associated characteristics or at-
tributes of these concepts should also be identified and defined. This research
has taken the first step in identifying the useful concepts of enterprise agility and
change management through a systematic literature review, see Chapter 2. Further
definition of these concepts together with their attributes are defined in Chapter 5
of this thesis. The concepts used as the model constructs of the proposed language
can be grouped into two broad categories, these and described below and include:
Primary or Core Concepts: These are the concepts identified from the papers se-
lected for primary studies in the systematic literature review conducted in
Chapter 2 of this research. Further definitions of these concepts are provided
in Chapter 5.
Auxiliary Concepts: These refer to the concepts that are not originally identified
from the the papers selected for primary studies in the SLR. But they are de-
rived to help the primary concepts. For instance, the goal concept is not orig-
inally identified, from the primary studies of the SLR, as a concept of enter-
prise agility. However, because goals are expressive and can be decomposed
into achievable objectives, they can be used to express the change concept in
an explicit and understandable manner. Therefore it has been included as a
concept of enterprise agility.
Clark et al [43] provide a general guideline for identifying and defining the con-
cepts included in the abstract syntax of a modelling language. This includes de-
scribing other useful information such as the attributes and behaviours of con-
cepts. This research has adapted and adopted this guideline, and will use it as a
template for describing the concepts of the proposed modelling languages. Hence,
each model construct can include some or all of the following information:
• The Meaning of each concept.
• The Attributes/Property of each concepts, if any.
• The Associations or Relationships between concepts.
• An example of the concepts, if and when necessary.
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• Generalisation or Specialisation of concepts, if any.
Develop the Abstract Syntax Model: After identifying and defining model con-
structs, the next important activity in conceptual modelling language develop-
ment is to provide a structural representation of these constructs as well as the
relationships between them. This is called the abstract syntax model, and should
be constructed using existing frameworks and technologies such as UML and/or
EMF. For instance, model constructs can be represented as UML classes/eclasses,
while relationship between these constructs can be described as UML associations,
and so on. Discussion about these technologies and frameworks are provided in
Section 3.4.
Define Rules for Validity: Finally, a set of well defined and precise rules govern-
ing the abstract syntax should be provided. It is expected that models or instances
constructed using a particular modelling language are consistent, logical, and co-
herent. To meet this expectation, well-formedness or validity rules should be in-
cluded in the abstract syntax. These rules can provide the basis for checking that
any instance or model constructed using the a conceptual modelling language is
valid or well-formed. It can also provide the guidelines and procedures to be fol-
lowed while creating an instance of the modelling language [43].
Validity rules are often defined informally using natural language. But some ex-
ecutable or behavioural modelling languages define their validity rules formally
using formal languages such as first order logic [1, 43, 114, 118, 143]. Since the
proposed modelling languages are not intended to be executable or behavioural,
in their current state, validity rules are defined informally using natural language,
and are provided in Chapter 5 of this thesis.
3.3.2 Concrete Syntax
The concrete syntax provides a set of graphical notations, symbols, or shapes for
presenting an abstract syntax of a modelling language to the end user [1, 43, 118,
167]. Concrete Syntax technique is important to this Thesis, since defines and pro-
vides the notations for describing the proposed modelling languages to users. This
is further described in Section 5.3 of Chapter 5.
There are two broad types of concrete syntax, these include textual and diagram-
matic concrete syntaxes. A textual concrete syntax provides users with texts, signs,
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and symbols for communicating the abstract syntax. A typical example of a textual
concrete syntax is the extended Backus-Naur Form (BNF), which has long been
used as a basis for describing the concrete syntax of most executable languages.
Normally, the textual concrete syntax are used for programming languages, and
in some cases executable modelling language. On the other hand, a diagrammatic
concrete syntax uses graphical notations such as figures, shapes and images to
present the concrete syntax of a modelling language to end users [1, 43]. Diagram-
matic syntaxes are considered to be the most popular and have been used in most
conceptual modelling languages such as UML and BPMN.
Even though the best type of concrete syntax to adopt for a modelling language is
still contentious; the relative advantages and disadvantages, of each type of con-
crete syntax over the other, have been considered in literature [68, 71, 85, 104].
For instance Gronninger et al [71] argue that textual concrete syntax are platform
and tool independent, since text editing do not require specific platform or envi-
ronment. In addition, they believe that it is easier to develop parsers and code
generators for textual concrete syntax than it is for diagrammatic concrete syntax.
Similarly, diagrammatic concrete syntaxes have some advantages over textual con-
crete syntaxes. Since diagrammatic concrete syntaxes normally use conventional
graphical notations such as rectangles, they are easier to learn, use, and under-
stand when compared with textual languages [71, 104]. Therefore they can accom-
modate a wide range of users, and can be less difficult to use by inexperienced
modellers. Furthermore, Heidenreich et al [85] observe that certain information,
such as relationships of a modelling language can be visualised and interpreted
better in diagrammatic concrete syntax than in textual concrete syntax.
The decision of the type of concrete syntax to adopt for a given modelling lan-
guage is usually made by the language designer. This is usually based on certain
considerations such as the the target audience, and the intended use of the lan-
guage. Most executable and behavioural modelling languages such as XOCL usu-
ally have textual concrete syntax. But non-behavioural modelling languages such
as UML, and BPMN have diagrammatic concrete syntax. As mentioned earlier,
in their current states, the modelling languages proposed in this research are not
intended to be behavioural or executable. Instead, they are intended to provide
structural representations of enterprises and the changes enterprises experience. It
is also intended that these languages would accommodate a vast majority of users,
including inexperienced modellers and users. Based on these, graphical notations,
instead of text, will be used for the concrete syntax of the proposed modelling
language.
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The diagrammatic concrete syntax of a modelling language can be constructed us-
ing the two stage process described in [43]. The first stage involves describing a
means to parse or interpret the concrete syntax so as to ensure that it is meaning-
ful, useful, and valid. This can be achieved by constructing a model of diagram, at a
meaningful level of abstraction, which can be used to describe any graphical no-
tation that forms part of the concrete syntax. Sometimes, this model of diagram is
called concrete syntax meta-model as in the case of [5]. A model of diagram can
be constructed using the graphical primitive and structured data types provided
by the OMG’s diagram definition (DD) [142].
The DD architecture [142] provides a generic but useful (graphical) abstraction
such as figures, nodes, and links, that can be adapted and applied to define the
diagrammatic concrete syntax of a modelling language. Further descriptions of
DD are beyond the scope of this research, but can be found in OMG specification
for diagram definition [142]. In the second stage of constructing diagrammatic
concrete syntax, the model of diagram or concrete syntax meta-model is then used
to build the abstract syntax [43]. These two stages are followed in Chapter 5 to
describe the diagrammatic concrete syntax of the proposed modelling language.
3.3.3 Semantics
The semantics of a modelling language defines its meaning, as well as the mean-
ing of any syntactically correct expression or model constructed with the mod-
elling language [82, 83, 167]. Semantics help to increase the descriptive ability of
a modelling language by conveying meaning to the models of that language [31].
For instance, in Section 5.4 of Chapter 5 semantic techniques are used to convey
the meaning of the Change Modelling Language. As summarised in Figure 3.1,
the semantic definition of a modelling language usually involves two main parts,
which include a semantic domain and a semantic mapping [82, 83].
The semantic domain, also called semantic unit, refers to an existing modelling lan-
guage or framework with a well defined semantics or meaning. For instance, lan-
guages such as the UML and abstract state machines (ASM) are generally known
to have precise semantics and thus can be used as the semantic domain for mod-
elling languages [31, 36, 83]. The semantic mapping relates each concept in the
abstract syntax of a modelling language to its equivalent in the selected semantic
domain; so that the concepts in the modelling language can be interpreted using a
well defined and known concepts in the semantic domain [31, 43, 82, 83].
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The semantic domain and semantic mapping of a modelling language can be de-
scribed in various ways. For instance, they can be defined formally using math-
ematical formulae, symbolic logic, or any other language. They can also be de-
scribed informally using natural languages [82, 83]. A known advantage of infor-
mal over formal description of semantics is that informal descriptions, particularly
in natural language, are always easier to understand, and thus can be easily used
by a wide range of audience. Therefore the semantics (domain and mapping) of
the proposed modelling languages are described informally in Chapter 5 of this
thesis.
3.4 Meta-Modelling Technologies
In addition to describing the key features of a modelling language, a meta-model
should also be part of a meta-model architecture [43]. The meta-model architecture
(MMA) provides a single framework for describing all modelling languages and
meta-models in a unified way. By describing all modelling languages in unified
way, it can be possible to compare, and relate one modelling language with an-
other [61]. For instance, the change modelling language proposed in this research
can be compared or related with an enterprise modelling language. In this way
the new domain elements required to adapt changes can be derived. In addition,
describing modelling languages in a unified way can support model driven tech-
niques such as model to model transformation, model to model comparison, and
model to model integration [43, 47, 61].
Several approaches to meta-model architecture can be found in literature [43, 102,
130]. Among these competing MMA, the meta-object facility (MOF) provide a set
of rich but easy to understand and use concepts as well as modelling technologies
that can be used to describe the meta-model of the proposed modelling languages.
For instance, concepts such as classes, association, and multiplicities can be used to
describe the model constructs/concepts of the proposed modelling languages and
the relationships between them. Therefore, MOF is adopted as the meta-model ar-
chitecture for describing the meta-model of the proposed modelling languages. A
description of the UML, and its concepts that are relevant and used in developing
the proposed languages are described in the section below.
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3.4.1 Relevant MOF Concepts
The meta-object facility (MOF1) is an Object Management Group’s (OMG) specifi-
cation that can be used as meta-model architecure for describing other modelling
languages. In addition, it provides a framework for classifying concepts of a mod-
elling language [53, 168]. The MOF concepts that are used to describe the model
constructs of the change modelling language proposed in this research include
class, attributes, association, composition, generalization, and multiplicity. These
become very useful in Section 5.2.1 and Section 5.2.2 of Chapter 5.
This section provides a brief description of MOF concepts, which are relevant to
the conceptual modelling languages proposed in this research. However, detailed
descriptions and discussions of MOF concepts can be found in [6, 18, 58, 156].
Class: A class is a collection of objects with similar characteristics, property, and
behaviour. Objects are things or entities important in a given context [156]. As
illustrated in Figure 3.2, some examples of a class are Person and Account. A class
is usually represented using a rectangle with three parts. The first part contains the
name of the class. It is usually compulsory for classes to have names. The second
part defines the attributes of the class, while the third part describes the common
behaviour of the class objects [18]. An abstract class is not usually implemented,
instead it acts as place holders for other classes [58]. In most information systems
modelling, such as database modelling, classes can be called entities.
Attribute: This refers to any common property or characteristics shared by all
objects in a class [156]. For instance, the attributes of the ’Account’ class in Fig-
ure 3.2, include aName, aNumber, and sortcode.
Association: An association describes the name and the type of relationship that
exist between classes [58]. For instance, in Figure 3.2, the ’Person’ and ’Account’
classes can be associated with has. In other words, Person has Account. An associ-
ation can be used to show that a class, called sub-class, is a type of or inherits some
property of another class called super-class. In this case, the association is called
generalisation. An example of this can be seen in Figure 3.2, where ’Savings’ and
’Current’ are subclasses of the ’Account’ class.
1http://www.omg.org/mof/
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FIGURE 3.2: Illustration of UML Concepts
Equally, an association can be used to show that one or more classes are part of
another class called a whole class, in which case the association is called aggrega-
tion. However, if the parts cannot exist independently without the whole class, the
association will be called composition. As shown in Figure 3.2, the ’PersonName’
class cannot exist without the ’Person’ class, hence the former is a composite part
of the later.
Association can be represented as a plain straight line or a straight line with an
arrow head. Generalisation is widely known to be represented with a solid line
with hollow arrow head. Aggregation is usually drawn as a straight line with an
unshaded diamond end. Composition is similar to aggregation but has a shaded
diamond end.
Multiplicity: The term multiplicity is used to show the number of objects that
can participate in a relationship or association and whether such participation is
compulsory or optional [58]. For instance, in the relationship between customer
and product, multiplicity can be used to define the number of customers that can
buy products, and the number of products that a customer can buy.
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Multiplicity is usually written, at the end of the association line, as numbers sepa-
rated with dots. Sometime an asterisk can be used to show that more than one ob-
ject can participate in a relationship. For instance the multiplicity, 1..*, in Figure 3.2
shows that the lower bound is 1 (compulsory association), and upper bound is as-
terisks (signifying many). This means that a Person must have at least one account.
3.4.2 Eclipse Modelling Framework
Eclipse modelling framework (EMF) has been selected and used as the technology
and framework for developing the abstract syntax models of the proposed mod-
elling languages. This is because the EMF2, an integrated modelling and model
driven development framework, provides a meta-model, model construction tech-
nologies, and tools that can be used to develop abstract syntax models of mod-
elling languages [64, 167].
Specifically, the EMF is used as an editor to produce the abstract syntax model of
the change modelling language, as shown in Figure 5.1, see Section 5.2 of Chap-
ter 5. Similarly, the abstract syntax model of the concise enterprise modelling lan-
guage is edited using EMF. This is shown in Figure 6.1 of Section 6.3 in Chapter 6.
The EMF core meta-model or ecore is described using the key concepts of MOF
defined in Section 3.4.1. Hence these concepts will not be defined again in this
sections. Note that in EMF, these concepts are prefixed with a small letter ’e’ an
acronym for ecore. For instance, MOF Class and Attributes ate respectively called
eClass and eAttribute in EMF, and so on.
3.5 Chapter Summary
In order to have a better understanding the proposed modelling languages, read-
ers or users need to have knowledge meta-modelling techniques, MOF technolo-
gies, and other relevant frameworks. This is because meta-modelling techniques,
such as identifying the semantic domain and performing semantic mapping, are
the necessary and fundamental techniques for modelling language development.
In addition, modelling languages are expected to build from existing meta-model
architectures such as MOF and technologies such as EMF. These are relevant to
2 https://eclipse.org/modeling/emf/
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this research and should be described and discussed in, at least, a little more de-
tail. Therefore, this chapter aims at providing the discussion of the techniques and
technologies that supports the development of the proposed languages.
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Chapter 4
The Proposed Framework And
Research Methodology
4.1 Chapter Overview
The limitations or gaps in the existing enterprise modelling approaches, with re-
spect to their ability to support enterprise agility and change management, have
been identified in Chapter 2. Their main gap is the inability to represent enterprise
changes, and derive the enterprise model elements required to adapt the changes.
A framework for filling this gap has been briefly introduced in Section 1.4. Fur-
ther description of this framework is provided in this Chapter. In addition, this
Chapter discusses how the design science research method is applied to design
the proposed modelling languages.
4.2 The Proposed Framework
This research proposes a framework for enterprise agility and change manage-
ment. As shown in Figure 4.1, this framework considers change as an integral part
of an enterprise, rather than treating it as an isolated entity happening outside an
enterprise. In other words, the enterprise and its problem i.e, the changes it faces,
are considered to be parts of a single interrelated system. This idea is borrowed
from systems thinking [11, 20, 159, 163, 188]. By considering the enterprise and
its changes as a single interacting system, it can be easier to relate a change to the
enterprise it affects, and derive a set of new domain elements required to adapt
the given change.
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FIGURE 4.1: The Proposed Framework for Enterprise Agility
The proposed framework, as shown in Figure 4.1, can be viewed as a system con-
sisting of four integral and interrelated parts. The first part is the current or as-is
state of the enterprise, which is usually affected by changes. The second part of
this framework is the change that can affect the enterprise. When an enterprise is
affected by a change, the enterprise is expected to regain its equilibrium by transi-
tioning to a target or to-be state. This state is known as the target or to-be state of
the enterprise. It is also the third part of the proposed framework.
Notice that the state of the enterprise after a change, i.e., target or to-be state, in-
clude a set of new domain elements that are not originally in the current state of
the enterprise. As discussed in Chapter 1, these domain elements can be goal ele-
ments, and/or business process activities, and/or data entities. In any case, they
are part of, and should be added to the target state of the enterprise, and are also
required to adapt the change. An enterprise should derive these domain elements
to be able to adapt a given change. Hence, the fourth part of this framework in-
cludes procedures and rules for deriving these new domain elements.
Figure 4.1 suggests that the proposed framework is model driven. This implies
that in order to apply this framework to an enterprise, the change, alongside the
current and target states of the enterprise should all be represented as models.
In this way, it can be easier to understand, visualise, and analyse how changes
interact and interrelate with enterprises, as well as derive the set of new enter-
prise domain elements required to adapt changes. To achieve this, the proposed
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framework provides a conceptual modelling language that can be used to define,
represent or model an enterprise change. In addition, it provides another concep-
tual modelling language to define, represent or model both the current and target
state of the enterprise.
The change modelling language is made up concepts of enterprise agility and
changes identified through the systematic literature review in Chapter 2. Equally
the enterprise modelling language is made up of concepts gathered from exist-
ing enterprise modelling approaches such as TOGAF and ZACHMAN. This pro-
posed enterprise modelling language limits the representation of an enterprise to
its goals, business processes, and data. Every modelling language should have a
meta-model, which captures the essential features of that modelling language [13,
31, 43, 88, 125, 126]. The design and development of any meta-model should be
based on existing techniques and technologies. These are briefly summarised in
Section 1.5.4 of Chapter 1, but full and detailed descriptions of these technologies
are provided in Chapter 3.
4.3 Research Methodology
As mentioned earlier, the purpose of this research is to contribute a framework
that can be used to facilitate or even achieve enterprise agility and effective change
management. As discussed in Section 4.2 and shown in Figure 4.1, this framework
relies on conceptual modelling languages. Normally conceptual modelling lan-
guages are developed by designing model constructs, from the concepts identified
in a given aspect of the physical world. The model constructs of a modelling lan-
guage are types of information systems (IS) artefacts [90]. But the design of IS
artefacts is the primary concern of the design science research (DSR) or informa-
tion systems research framework proposed by Hevner et al [4, 89, 90]. Based on
these, this research adopts and adapts the DSR as its research methodology.
The DSR includes two core parts. The first part is the information systems research
(ISR) framework, which describes how to conduct research in the information sys-
tems discipline. In order to apply the ISR framework adequately, and realise its
benefits, certain guidelines should be followed. These guidelines form the sec-
ond part of the DSR. The sections that follows provide a brief description of these
two core part, and in addition discusses this research applies DSR methodology.
Where necessary, specific sections and chapters that relate to each part are men-
tioned in the discussion. Section 4.3.1 discusses the information systems research
framework, while Section 4.3.2 discusses the guidelines for using this framework.
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4.3.1 Design Science Research
Design science research (DSR) is a conceptual framework, proposed by Hevner et
al [90], for conducting research in the Information Systems discipline. As shown
in Figure 4.2, this framework provides three important dimensions through which
an information systems research can be realised. The first dimension is the envi-
ronment, which helps to capture and define the business needs, or the relevance,
for conducting an information systems research or study. In order words, the en-
vironment examines an enterprise, its people and technology, so as to define and
understand a problem domain, together with the opportunities that can be de-
rived from solving such problems. In relation to this research, the ’environment
dimension’ can be captured in terms of modern day enterprise and the changes
they experience. These have already been discussed as problems and motivations
for this research in Chapter 1.
FIGURE 4.2: Design Science Research (This Figure is taken from [90])
In the second dimension, i.e., the information systems research, theories, and arte-
facts are developed to contribute adequate solution(s) to the problem identified in
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the first dimension. These artefacts are then evaluated using any approach such
as case study or experiment. The theories and hypothesis/ framework for solv-
ing enterprise agility and change management problems have been described in
Section 4.2. In addition, Chapter 2 presents a set of concepts, identified through
a systematic review, that can be used to construct the artefacts required to solve
enterprise agility and change management problems. These concepts are further
developed into design artefacts, i.e. model constructs and modelling languages, in
Chapter 5 and Chapter 6. For the purpose of evaluation, an industry case study
has been obtained and are used, in Chapter 7, to demonstrate utility or justify the
design artefacts contributed by this research.
The last dimension is the knowledge base which provides the foundations and
methodologies for conducting an information systems research. As shown in Fig-
ure 4.2, these can include existing technologies, frameworks, models, and tech-
niques. The knowledge of existing technologies and frameworks have also been
applied to conduct this research. For instance the UML, an existing modelling
technology, is used as a meta-modelling architecture for describing the modelling
languages proposed in this research. Similarly, the EMF has been used as the mod-
elling tool for constructing the abstract syntax models of the proposed modelling
languages. Summarised discussion of these technologies and frameworks have
been discussed in Section 1.5.4, and are further discussed and described in Chap-
ter 3.
4.3.2 Guidelines for Information Systems Research
In the second part of the design science research, Hevner et al [90] provide 7 guide-
lines for conducting information systems research. A summary of these guidelines
is presented in Figure 4.3 below. The aim of this section is to briefly describe each
guideline, and explain how it is applied in conducting this research. As mentioned
in Chapter 1, the process and activities involved in conducting this research is di-
vided into 6 key steps. Figure 4.4 presents a summary of these steps and shows
the specific DSR guideline (GL) each step conforms to.
The DSR guideline 1 or design as an artefact states that an information systems re-
search must contribute or produce innovative and viable artefacts. According to
Hevner et al [90], an artefact can be a model, or an abstraction that can be used to
instantiate a model. The modelling languages and framework contributed by this
research are abstractions that can be used to represent enterprise changes and en-
terprise models. Therefore they are design artefacts. As shown in Figure 4.4, these
artefacts are developed in Step 4 of this research. Hence Step 4 of this research
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FIGURE 4.3: Guidelines for Information Systems Research (This Fig-
ure is taken from [90])
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process conforms to DSR guideline 1. The modelling language for representation
enterprise changes is developed in Chapter 5 of this research, while the modelling
language that can be used to represent enterprises is developed and presented in
Chapter 6.
The problem relevance or DSR guideline 2 states that purpose and aim of conduct-
ing an information systems research should be to solve critical business problems
using technology. Enterprise change drivers and changes are known to have dire
consequences, such as financial loss and bankruptcy, in modern day enterprises.
At the same time, the ability to respond to these changes, otherwise called enter-
prise agility, is a core enterprise for enterprise survival and viability. Yet it is chal-
lenging, difficult to achieve and a major concern for enterprise executives. There-
fore, enterprise agility, and change management are relevant problem areas in en-
terprises. The first activity in this research, as shown in Figure 4.4 is to identify
and define the problems associated with enterprise agility and change manage-
ment. Hence Step 1 of this research conforms to DSR guideline 2. These problems
have been described in Chapter 1 of this thesis.
The third DSR guideline or design evaluation emphasizes the importance of demon-
strating the utility of design artefacts. According to Hevner et al [90], one good
method of demonstrating the utility of Information Systems Research contribu-
tions or design artefacts is to use them to represent an aspect of the real which
can be captured as a case study or scenario. Therefore to demonstrate utility, the
contributions of this research is used to model a case study. This case study, as
described in Section 2.6 of Chapter 2, is a real industry case study obtained from
an existing industry, and thus an aspect of the real world. In Chapter 7, this case
study is applied to test the utility of the design artefacts contributed by this re-
search. As shown in Figure 4.4, steps 3 and 5 of this research process conforms to
DSR guideline 3.
The research contribution or guideline 4 states that design science research should
make clear contributions to the information systems community. It further dis-
cusses three key areas where such contributions can be made. One of these areas
is in design foundations, which can include constructs, models, or abstractions for
representing models. Steps 2, 4, and 5 conform to this guideline. The contributions
of this research are identified in Step 2 and discussed in Chapter 1. These contri-
butions are further developed and evaluated in Steps 4 and 5 respectively, which
are discussed in Chapter 5, Chapter 6, and Chapter 7 of this research.
The DSR guideline 5 or research rigour opines that rigorous methods should be
used in both the construction and evaluation of research contributions or design
artefacts. One way to demonstrate rigour, according this guideline, is to use the
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FIGURE 4.4: Research Process and DSR Guidelines
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knowledge base effectively. In other words to effectively use existing methodolo-
gies, technologies, and framework. This research demonstrate rigour by using ex-
isting modelling technologies, and frameworks such as the UML, and EMF, as the
basis for constructing its the design artefacts. These technologies, and frameworks
have been briefly introduced in Chapter 1 and are further discussed in Chapter 3
of this thesis. In addition, this research used existing design principles to motivate
the design of its contributions, i.e., the modelling languages. These principles are
discussed in Section 4.4. Another way this research demonstrated rigour is to use
existing methods of evaluation, particularly case study, to evaluate its design arte-
facts. The evaluation criteria discussed in Chapter 1 are applied, in Chapter 7, to
evaluate the design artefacts of this research. As shown in Figure 4.4, this guide-
line also conforms Steps 3 and 4 of this research process.
The DSR guideline 6 or design as a search process suggests that the design science
research should be an iterative process. In other words, the solutions or artefacts
generated from DSR should be experimented on some requirements. Often, these
requirements are captured in form of a case study or scenario. The results and
feedbacks from such experiments should be used to improve the solutions or de-
sign artefacts. This process should be iterative, i.e., repeated until the best possible
artefacts or solutions are developed. Earlier versions of the design artefacts of this
research, i.e., modelling languages, have been developed previously by the Author
and experimented on the requirements captured in case studies, see [138–140]. The
results and feedback of these experiments have been presented at various interna-
tional conferences and published [138–140], as well as used to develop the current
version of the solution as reported in this research. Therefore, this research con-
forms to DSR guideline 6, which relates to Step 5 of the research process shown in
Figure 4.4.
The last DSR guideline or communication of research relates to the effective presen-
tation of design artefacts to both technology and management oriented audiences.
To apply this guideline, this thesis provide both technical and non-technical de-
scriptions. The non-technical descriptions can be applicable to any management
audience. For instance, Chapter 1, Chapter 2 and Chapter 4 provides a business
perspective to this research. These include problem definition, enterprise agility
challenges and prospects, as well as domain analysis through the SLR. Details that
can be applicable to technology audience are presented in Chapters 3, 5, 6, and 7.
These include the development and description of abstract syntax, concrete syntax,
semantics, and syntax models of the proposed modelling languages. As shown in
Figure 4.4, Step 6 of this research generally conforms to guideline 7.
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4.4 Motivating Principles
As mentioned earlier, Hevner et al [90] suggest that information systems research
artefacts or contributions must be developed through the application of rigorous
methods. In order to demonstrate the application of such rigour, the development
of research artefacts should be motivated by existing principles, theories, and tech-
niques [90]. Therefore, the development of the artefacts or contributions of this
research, i.e., the conceptual modelling languages and rules, are motivated by rel-
evant existing principles for designing conceptual modelling languages. Design
principles are proposed in [92, 93, 104, 109, 149] for the purpose of providing a set
of guidelines that can be used to develop quality and usable conceptual modelling
languages. The aim of this section is to discuss the design principles that motivate
the development of the proposed conceptual languages.These principles are sum-
marised in Table 4.1, and include completeness, consistency, clarity, correctness,
understandability, and flexibility.
TABLE 4.1: Summary of Motivating Language Design Principles
Design Principle Summary Reference
Completeness The modelling languages must contain suf-
ficient constructs to represent an aspect of
the physical world in a given universe of
discourse.
[111, 124, 128,
173]
Uniqueness or Consistency Each model construct should represent
only one concept of the universe of dis-
course
[109, 120, 129,
149, 173]
Clarity The model constructs must be defined ex-
plicitly and clearly in such a manner that
they can be used easily.
[38, 120, 129,
173]
Correctness Modelling Languages must conform to ex-
isting methods and rules of conceptual
modelling
[38, 97, 120, 128]
Simplicity or Understandability Modelling Languages should be designed
in such a simple manner that users can eas-
ily understand and use them.
[38, 104, 109,
128, 129, 149]
Completeness Principle: The completeness design principles [111, 124, 128,
173] suggests that a modelling language must contain sufficient set of model con-
structs that can be used to represent the universe of discourse (UoD) or system
under study (SUS). Often, but not necessarily, a universe of discourse is captured
and described using a case study. In relation to this research, the UoD is an en-
terprise and the changes it can face, these have been described in a case study
obtained from industry collaborators. To facilitate sufficiency of model constructs,
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a systematic literature review is conducted, as reported in Chapter 2 of this thesis,
to identify a set of concepts sufficient to represent an enterprise and its changes.
These concepts are then used as the basis to develop model constructs of the pro-
posed modelling languages. Since these concepts are sufficient to represent the
enterprise capture in the case study together with its changes, as reported in Chap-
ter 7, it is therefore consider to satisfy the completeness principle.
Uniqueness and Clarity Principles: The uniqueness or consistency prin-
ciple [109, 120, 129, 149, 173] recommends that model constructs of a modelling
language must not have conflicting or ambiguous meaning, and must provide a
unique representation of concepts. In other words, each model construct must
only be used to represent only one concept of the universe of discourse. Equally,
the clarity principle [38, 120, 129, 173] ensures that each model construct must be
clearly defined and an understandable format. These can reduce necessary dupli-
cation and redundancy of model constructs as well as confusion of concepts. To fa-
cilitate and adhere to uniqueness and clarity, explicit definition is assigned to each
concept identified in Chapter 2, and each definition is further clarified with the use
of a motivating example. These concepts are further defined as model constructs
in Chapter 5. In addition, Table 2.5 of Chapter 2 shows various terms or names
that can be used to associate each selected concept. These are then grouped into
one model construct. For instance, change drivers, agility drivers, drivers of change,
and change factors are all grouped and expressed as with a single concept called
change driver.
Correctness and Simplicity Principle: The correctness principle [38, 97,
120, 128] recommends that modelling languages must conform to a standard tech-
nique for developing conceptual model. Accordingly, the modelling languages
proposed in this research are developed using well known and current de-facto
standard such as the UML. For instance UML modelling techniques such as asso-
ciations, and multiplicities, are used to define the proposed modelling languages.
Equally,the simplicity or understandability principle [38, 104, 109, 128, 129, 149] rec-
ommends that a modelling language should be designed in a simple and under-
standable manner. A simple modelling language should avoid the use of too many
unnecessary and cumbersome model constructs or concepts. In this way it can be
easy to learn, understand and use. To adhere to this principle, a systematic ap-
proach, see Chapter 2, is applied in identifying the concepts used in developing
the modelling language. This is to ensure that only necessary and sufficient con-
cepts are used for language development.
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4.5 Chapter Summary
In order to contribute and proffer viable solutions to enterprise agility problems,
the discussion of the proposed solution framework or hypothesis, the method-
ology for realising this solution, and motivating principles for developing the
solution framework are necessary. The solution framework, discussed in Sec-
tion 4.2, provides a detailed explanation of the framework required to prove the
research hypothesis, and hence contribute to solving enterprise agility problems.
This framework contributes design artefacts, i.e., modelling languages and proce-
dures, that can be used to support or even achieve enterprise agility and change
management. To ensure that these artefacts are efficacious and of good quality,
a relevant and appropriate research methodology should be used. The design
science research (DSR), discussed in Section 4.3.1 provides a framework and set
of guidelines for ensuring that information systems research products, artefacts,
and/or contributions are of good quality. Therefore DSR is considered appropri-
ate and used as the methodology for this research.
Apart from the use of adequate research methodology, there are other ways to
ensure efficacy and good quality of the modelling languages proposed in this re-
search. One of such ways is to use existing and well established principles of
developing conceptual modelling languages. Hence, the development of the pro-
posed modelling languages is motivated by existing principles of designing con-
ceptual modelling languages, such as completeness and simplicity. These prin-
ciples are also discussed in this chapter, particularly in Section 4.4. In addition,
Section 1.5.4 discussed the technologies that are relevant and can support the de-
velopment of the proposed solution framework.
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Chapter 5
The Change Modelling Language
One of the essential contributions of this research is a change modelling language,
i.e., a conceptual modelling language for describing enterprise change and its fea-
tures. Relevant techniques and technologies for developing conceptual modelling
languages have been discussed in Chapter 3. These techniques and technologies
are applied in this chapter to design and develop the proposed modelling lan-
guage. The abstract syntax of the proposed modelling language is designed and
presented in Section 5.1. Section 5.2 presents the abstract syntax model of the pro-
posed language. This is followed by the Section 5.3, where the concrete syntax is
designed and presented. Finally the semantics of the proposed language is pre-
sented in Section 3.3.3.
5.1 Language Abstract Syntax
Among other imperatives, a conceptual modelling language should aim to sup-
port the representation and communication of knowledge, problems, together with
other relevant information in a given universe of discourse. The abstract syntax
facilitates this aim by providing the definition of the concepts used in communicat-
ing knowledge, problems, and other relevant information. In addition, it defines
the attributes, and relationships between concepts, as well as the rules for integrat-
ing those concepts into a model. The aim of this Section is to provide the abstract
syntax of the proposed modelling language. It starts by identifying and defin-
ing the concepts or model constructs of the language, including their attributes.
Subsequently, a description of the relationships between the concepts is provided.
Then the abstract syntax model is presented. This is followed by a set of validity
rules for the proposed language.
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5.2 Abstract Syntax Model
The abstract syntax model is shown in Figure 5.1. An enlarged version of this
model is provided in Appendix A. The Eclipse Modelling Framework (EMF) dis-
cussed in Section 3.4.2 of Chapter 3 is used as a construction tool for the abstract
syntax model. The language contains two abstract classes, namely Change Model
Element and Data. The Change Model Element is an abstract superclass, similar
to UML named element, for the core model concepts. Abstract classes1 are more
or less ’syntactic sugars’ used to make a language better organised and readable.
They are not usually represented in a model and thus may not have concrete no-
tations. Data is used as a namespace2 for enterprise entities.
5.2.1 Concept Identification
The concepts used as the model constructs in the proposed modelling language
were identified through a systematic literature review. This is to ensure a wider
coverage and inclusions of sufficient as well as necessary set of concepts. About
347 peer reviewed publications were downloaded from computer science and in-
formation systems databases. These include publications from experienced aca-
demics and practitioners in the industry. The publications were analysed, using
systematic techniques, to derive the concepts used for the proposed language. De-
tails about the literature search and review have been reported in Chapter 2.
As shown in Table 5.1, there are two categories of concepts used in the proposed
modelling language. These include the core concepts and auxiliary concepts, aux-
iliary concepts can also called derived concepts. As mentioned in Chapter 2, the
core concepts are identified from the papers included in the primary studies of the
systematic literature review. They are change, change driver, action, agility enabler,
change indicator, and impact. The auxiliary concepts are concepts from existing en-
terprise modelling approaches that can be used to describe, express, or support
the core concepts. These include goal, data, business process, and agent. For instance,
goal is derived from goal oriented modelling and can be used to decompose a
change into achievable objectives. Each of these concepts and their attributes are
described in Section 5.2.2.
1http://www.uml-diagrams.org/uml-core.html
2http://www.uml-diagrams.org/namespace.html
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FIGURE 5.1: Abstract Syntax Model of the Proposed Modelling Lan-
guage
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TABLE 5.1: Concepts of the Proposed Modelling Language
Core Concepts Auxiliary Concepts
Change Goal
Change Driver Business Process
Action Data
Agility Enabler Actor
Change Indicator Change Impact
5.2.2 Concept Definition
This section defines the concepts of the change modelling language, the attribute(s)
of each concept, and how the concepts relate to each other. The concepts, their at-
tributes and relationships are summarised in Table 5.2.
One good method of defining the abstract syntax of a conceptual modelling lan-
guage, as proposed and used by the Object Management Group (OMG) in UML
2.0 3 and BPMN 2.0 4 specifications, is by listing and defining the concepts of the
language as well as their attributes.
This research adopts and adapts this method in defining the concepts of the pro-
posed abstract syntax. Hence the definition of concepts in Table 5.2 are structured
as shown in Figure 5.2.
As shown in Figure 5.2, each concept must have a definition, which states its mean-
ing. Where necessary, discussion can be used to provide further explanation to the
definition of a concept. Each concept should relate to at least one other concept.
The property or characteristics features of a concept such as its name are described
as attributes. As discussed in Section 3.4.1 of Chapter 1, the three types of relation-
ship that exist between the concepts in the proposed change modelling language
include:
Association: Used to describe how a concept relates to another concept.
Generalization: Used to describe the ’types’ in a concept.
Composition: Used to describe ’part-whole’ relationship between concepts.
3http://www.omg.org/spec/UML/2.0/Infrastructure/PDF
4http://www.omg.org/spec/BPMN/2.0.2/
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TABLE 5.2: Summary of Concepts in the Change Language
Concept Attribute(s) Relationship(s)
Change request, and iDomain The change concept directly relates with the following concepts:
• BusinessProcess: Change can be achievedBy BusinessProcess.
• Goal: Change can be decomposed into actionableObjectives using Goal.
• Impact: Change implication to an enterprise is described as Impact.
• Data: Changes can affect enterprise information captured as Data.
Goal name, and condition The Goal concept relates with:
• Entity: Goal references entity (refEntity).
• Goal has a ’type’ association (Generalization), which include:
– Conjunction
– Disjunction
– Atomic
• Condition is a constraint on Atomic Goals.
Impact name, and outcome • Impact defines the implication of a Change to an enterprise.
BusinessProcess name BusinessProcess has a ’whole-part’ association (Composition), which in-
clude:
• Activity.
Activity name The Activity concept relates with:
• Entity: Activity references Entity (refEntity)
• Activity has a ’type’ association (Generalization):
– Sequential.
– Conditional.
Data name Data has a ’whole-part’ association (Composition), which include:
• Entity.
Entity name, and attribute • Entities describe enterprise information
ChangeDriver name, and type The ChangeDriver concept relates with:
• Change: ChangeDrivers trigger changes.
• ChangeIndicator: ChangeDrivers are indexedBy ChangeIndicators.
• Action: ChangeDrivers require definite Actions for proper response.
Action name, and module the Action concept relates with:
• Actor: Actions can be performedBy an Actor.
• AgilityEnabler: Actions can be supportedBy AgilityEnablers.
• Activity: Action can be broken down into Activity (actionModule).
Actor name, type, and role The Actor concept relates to:
• ChangeIndicator: Actors can monitor enterprise environment to detect
ChangeIndicators.
AgilityEnabler name, and detail AgilityEnablers can be used to support an Action.
ChangeIndicator name, threat, and de-
gree
ChangeIndicators index ChangeDrivers.
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FIGURE 5.2: Structure of Concept Definition
Note: Concepts, attributes, auxiliary concepts, and generalisation in ’bold face’
fonts means that they are represented as standalone classes in the abstract syntax
model of the proposed modelling language. The core concepts are defined ac-
cording the order in which they are listed in Table 5.1. But if a core concept has
auxiliary concepts, they (auxiliary concepts) will be defined first, before defining
the next concept.
5.2.2.1 Change
Definition: A Change is a transition, in one or more domains of an enterprise,
from a current state to a target state, as a result of a change driver.
Discussion: Usually, such a transition would require or lead to modification(s)
in one or more domains (goal, business process, and data) of an enterprise. For
instance, if an enterprise desires to transit to a target state of manufacturing new
products or offering new services, as result of competition; then it would require
some modifications in some of its domains, such as addition of new business enti-
ties and attributes in the data domain, to record information about the new prod-
ucts or services.
These modification can be captured and described using the goal model construct.
In order words, the change concept can be used to describe, as well as convey
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information about the modification(s) which should be made in the domain(s) of
an enterprise in order to achieve a transition to a desired state. In addition, it can
help to capture the exact domain(s) where the required modification(s) should take
place.
The auxiliary concepts of change include Goal, Change Impact, Business Process
and Data. Details of these auxiliary concepts are discussed in the sections below.
Attributes: The attributes of change concept include request and iDomain. Since
enterprise changes normally require or lead to modifications in at least one enter-
prise domain. An enterprise change can be described using the modification request,
simply called the request attribute. In other words, the request attribute gives in-
formation about the aspect of an enterprise that should be modified in order to
achieve the desired transition to a target state. It can also describe the modifica-
tion(s) a given enterprise change can lead to, and the domain where such modifica-
tion should take place. An example of the change request from the from the above
example could be "modify manufacturing data to add the new product information".
The iDomain attribute, which stands for intended domain, is used to convey in-
formation about the domain of the enterprise where the modification should take
place. This can be across the entire domains (goal, business process, data) of an
enterprise, a combination of two or more domains, or a single domain.
5.2.2.2 Goal
Definition: A Goal is an intention of a system under consideration or a stake-
holder thereof [114].
Discussion: Goals can also be used to describe the rationale or motivation be-
hind enterprise actions. Usually, goals are expressed using goal oriented mod-
elling (GOM) techniques. GOM, a product of requirements engineering, has been
extensively described in extant publications such as [54–56, 114, 137, 141, 179, 180].
Therefore they will not be described in further details here. Since this research does
not seek to propose or re-invent GOM language, only those aspect of GOM that
are useful for this research are discussed.
Goal is used as an auxiliary concept, for a change, that can be used to express a
change request into actionable objectives. As mentioned earlier, it is required that
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a change is clearly represented, decomposed to an understandable set of objec-
tives, and properly articulated, before adequate change management plans can be
formulated [138, 139]. As explained in Chapter 2, a goal can be decomposed into
actionable objectives [114, 137] and thus can be useful to these ends. Therefore,
goals can be used as means of representing changes explicitly, and decomposing
them into achievable objectives.
Generalisation: A goal can be of any of the following types: parent, sub-goal,
disjunction, conjunction, and atomic goal [114, 136, 141]. Parent goals are goals
that can be decomposed into one or more sub-goals. A sub-goal provides some
alternatives for achieving a parent goal. Two or more sub-goals can be obligatory
alternatives for achieving a parent goal, in this case they are called conjunction
goals (con). Equally, sub-goals can be optional alternatives for achieving a parent
goal, in which case they are called disjunction goals (dis). An atomic goal is any
goal that has no alternative and cannot be further decomposed [137, 141, 179, 180].
Atomic goals usually make reference to an enterprise entity such as cost, product,
staff, etc. For instance, the atomic goal, "employ first class graduates only", make
reference to the employee entity of this enterprise.
Attributes: The main attribute of all goals concept is name, but an atomic goal
should have Condition. A condition is any constraint placed on the property of
a given enterprise entity referenced by an atomic goal. For instance, the atomic
goal, "employ first class graduates only", places a condition over the ’grade’ property
of the ’employee’ entity it references. This condition can be communicated using
an expression. For example employee.grade = ’first class’. Expression is represented
in the model using an acronym exp. The name attribute can be used to describe
the given name of a goal.
5.2.2.3 Change Impact
Definition: A change impact, simply called Impact, is the potential or antici-
pated implication(s) of a change to an enterprise.
Discussion: Expectedly, a transition or change of state in an enterprise would
have some effects, implications, or consequences. These can be described using
the impact model construct. For instance, the impact of the change in the example
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given in 5.2.2.1 could be the cost, time, resources, efforts, etc., expended in manu-
facturing the new products or offering new services. Even though, the effects of
changes or impacts are generally considered to be negative to enterprises. Some
changes can also result to a positive effect. For instance, addition of new products
or services can lead to customer satisfaction, attract new customers, and increase
profit. Hence, its possible to have a positive change impact.
Attributes: In addition, to its name, an impact should have an outcome attribute,
which can be used to precisely describe the impact. For instance, the impact of
adding new products can be described as follows: "the cost involved in developing
the new products and services". This cost could be in terms of money, time, human
resources, etc.
5.2.2.4 Business Process
Definition: A Business Process is the set of logically organised activities for
achieving definite outcomes [2, 113].
Discussion: A coherent set of activities may be involved, or required, for an en-
terprise to transit to a desired state. These are usually identified by enterprise
managers or stakeholders concerned with a change initiative. Thus, business pro-
cess, a derived concept, can then be applied to expressed the set activities required
by a change. Research on business process modelling (BPM) technique has pro-
gressed significantly. Equally business process models and notation (BPMN) are
well known and covered in existing literature such as [7, 9, 32, 48, 144]. However
some BPM construct relevant to this research are briefly discussed below.
Composition: A business process is composed of a series of Activities. An Ac-
tivity is a piece of work to be completed [144]. Association link, usually a directed
arrow or a simple straight line, can be used to show the coherent flow of activities
in a business process model. Two types of business process activities are avail-
able in the proposed modelling language. These are Conditional and Sequential
activities. A conditional activity is one that gives a boolean result (true or false)
and directly links to two other activities, while a sequential activity does not give
a boolean result and directly links to one activity. Each activity is identified by its
name.
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Attributes: A business process has a name attribute, which describes the given
name of the process.
5.2.2.5 Data
Definition: Data are enterprise entities and the attribute of these entities that
should be involved in a given change.
Discussion: Data can also be used to describe the business entities required by
the enterprise to transit to the desired state.These entities together with their at-
tributes are represented as data model. The idea of data modelling is not new to
information systems and software engineering. Instead, it has been widely applied
in database design using entity relationship (ER) diagrams. This research applies
some aspect of data modelling relevant to the proposed modelling language. But
further information about data models are available in literature, see [3, 24, 26, 37,
189]
Data is a derived concept which can be used to capture the entities affected by
change. In general, some or all enterprise entities can be affected during a tran-
sition or change. This implies that some entities and their attributes may require
some modifications such as updating, deleting, adding, etc., in order to achieve
the desired transition. For instance, adding a new product or service, require new
business entities and attributes to capture information about such products or ser-
vices.
Composition: Data are composed of one or more entities. An Entity is known
to be a thing or an object of interest, such as Employee and Equipment, to an
enterprise. Entities have attributes and names. An attribute is the property of
a given entity. For instance, the Employee entity would have attributes such as
identify, address, salary, etc.
Attribute: Data is modelled as an abstract class in the proposed language, and
thus does not have an attribute of its own. Instead its attributes are those assigned
to an entity, i.e, name and attribute.
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5.2.2.6 Change Driver
Definition: A Change Driver is an event, circumstance or condition that can lead
to a change in an enterprise.
Discussion: Examples of such events include merger and acquisition, competi-
tion, and regulatory compliance. Essentially, the change driver model construct
can be used to express and share information about the origin or the root cause of
an enterprise change. This can facilitate an understanding and knowledge about
the causes or rationale behind a change. So that enterprise stakeholders and man-
agers can, first of all, know and understand why their enterprise should change.
Attributes: A change driver should have a name and type attributes. The name
attribute captures and describes the event(s), circumstance(s), and/or condition(s)
that triggers the change. The type attribute says whether the change driver is
external or internal. A change driver is external if it originates from outside the
boundary of an enterprise. Some examples of external change driver include reg-
ulatory compliance and competition. On the other hand, a change driver is said
to be internal if it originates from within the enterprise boundaries. Examples
include organizational culture and politics, and overhaul of business strategy to
improve enterprise effectiveness.
5.2.2.7 Action
Definition: An Action is a set of definite activities or tasks carried out to respond
to a change driver or achieve a change.
Discussion: In order to achieve the transition to a desired state, and/or respond
to a given change driver, an enterprise is expected to carry out some activities.
These activities can be described and articulated using the action model construct.
Actions are usually carried out enterprise actors, which can be machine or human.
Thus, actor is considered to be an auxiliary concept of action and described in the
following section.
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Attributes: An action may have a name, module and/or an alternative attribute.
The name attribute simply expresses the name of the action. For instance, an en-
terprise may decide to implement a new technology, or re-engineer its business
process in order to respond to a given change driver. In this case, the name of the
action would be: implement new technology or re-engineer business process.
The action module attribute is used to breakdown each action into a set of manage-
able activities that can be used to actualise the action. These can be organised into
a set of logical activities, i.e., business process or they can be ordinary actions re-
alised by humans. For instance, there are various activities that can be involved if
an enterprise chooses to implement a new technology as the suitable action. These
can include requirements analysis, design, modelling, etc. The action module at-
tributes are used to capture and describe these activities.
As described in Chapter 2, its possible to have more than one actions for respond-
ing to a given a change driver or actualising a given a change. Usually, one of
these actions would be implemented at any given time. The Alternative attribute
is used to express any candidate action that has not yet been implemented. This
can be useful in cases where the selected and implemented action fails or did not
yield the desired result. In such cases, stakeholders can select and implement a
substitute action from the specified alternatives actions. Alternative is represented
in the proposed language with the acronym alt.
5.2.2.8 Actor
Definition: An Actor is an entity that has special interest and/or plays specific
role in an enterprise.
Discussion: Change management initiatives are often accompanied with some
some roles such as identifying actions required to adapt to change drivers, and
monitoring an enterprise environment to detect and mitigate potential change
drivers. These roles are played by certain enterprise actors, (stakeholder or sys-
tem) and can be captured using the agent concept.
Actor is not a new concept, particularly, in the field of information systems and
enterprise modelling frameworks. It is taken to be a product of agent oriented
modelling and agent oriented software engineering. Detailed description of agent
oriented modelling is beyond the scope of this research. Further information about
agent and agent oriented modelling can be found in existing publications such
as [44, 192, 193, 195].
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Attributes: An actor can have a name, type, and role attribute. The role attribute
describes the specific duty of an actor in a change management initiative. The
type attribute can be used to specify whether the agent is a human stakeholder
or a machine (system). While the name attribute specifies the given name of a
particular agent.
5.2.2.9 Agility Enabler
Definition: An Agility Enabler is a function or technology that supports an ac-
tion towards a change driver or the entire change management initiative.
Discussion: Actions specified against a change driver should be supported by
an agility enabler, so that they can yield optimal results. For instance, if an enter-
prise decides to re-engineer its business process as a suitable action for responding
to a competition change driver, then it should identify and specify some enterprise
functions and/or technologies that can support this action. These can include tech-
nologies such as business process execution language (BPEL). Agility enablers can
also include some enterprise functions such as information transparency, business
and information technology (BIT) alignment, etc.
Attributes: Agility enabler has a name and detail attributes. The name simply
identifies what the agility enabler is. The detail attribute gives more information
about the agility enabler. For instance, assuming an agility enabler is identified as
BPEL technology. Then the detail attribute should be used to convey more informa-
tion such as the specification, versions, etc., of the technology.
5.2.2.10 Change Indicator
Definition: A Change Indicator is any environmental or social affair that can
trigger a change driver.
Discussion: Usually, change drivers are indicated by certain social or environ-
mental affairs. For instance, a new entrant into an industry can be an indicator of
a potential competition change driver. Similarly, a election, surge in immigration,
and increase in unemployment can all indicate possible new government regula-
tions that might cause changes in enterprises. These types of social affairs can be
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captured and conveyed to the enterprise stakeholders using the change indicator
concept. This can help an enterprise and its stakeholders to be sensitive to their
environment as well as detect potential threats to business stability. More detailed
information about the change indicator model construct can be found in Chapter 2.
Attribute: A change indicator has three attributes, namely threat, degree and
name. The threat attribute describes the type of change driver the change indica-
tor can index. For instance, the new entrant change indicator can index a compe-
tition change driver, thus its threat is competition. The degree attribute is used to
express the severity of the change indicator. If a change indicator is prevalent, se-
rious, and most likely to cause a change, then its degree can be described as high.
Otherwise it can be low or mild. The name attribute simply specifies the name of
the change indicator.
5.2.3 Relationships and Multiplicities Between Concepts
This section highlights and describe the names of the association/relationships
between the concepts described above and shown in the abstract syntax model,
see Figure 5.1.
Trigger: Recall that change drivers are the primary causes of change in enter-
prise. Hence, a relationship should exist between a change and the change driver
that leads to the change. The trigger association can be used to capture such a
relationship. In other words a change driver can trigger at least one change.
ActionableObjective: As mentioned earlier, a change should be decomposed
into achievable or actionable objectives, so as to facilitate the formulation of strate-
gies, processes, and action plans for its management. Since goals are decompos-
able into objectives, they can be useful to this end. Therefore, a change should
be associated with the goal that expresses its objectives. This can be done using
ActionableObjective association.
Both conjunction and disjunction goals have a bidirectional association. This sim-
ply implies that a conjunction or disjunction are types of a goal and a goal can be
a conjunction or disjunction. Each atomic goal may be constraint by more than one
conditions. Thus atomic goal can be related with condition using the Constraint
association.
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Implication: Since each change is expected to have at least one impact, which
defines its consequences or potential consequences, in the host enterprise. Each
change should thus be related to its impact(s). This can be done with the implication
association.
Achieve By: A transition (change) to a target state can be achieved through a
set of logical activities called business process. Therefore a relationship should
exist between a change and a business process. This can be expressed using the
achievedBy association, i.e., each change be achieved by at least one business pro-
cess. Each business process contains at least one activity. Sequential activities to
a sequence of other activities (first/second). While conditional activities can give a
boolean result (i.e., true or false).
Affect: Part or whole of an enterprise data are usually modified (updated, deleted,
added, etc.) in order to achieve the desired state in a change initiative. Thus, a re-
lationship can be defined, between a change and enterprise data, using the affect
association. Data is an abstract class and a named space for entities. Hence a data
contain one or more entities.
Require: Commensurate and appropriate actions are required to respond to change
drivers. Hence a relationship should be defined between a change driver and its
required action. The require association can used for this purpose. That is a change
driver require one or more actions.
PerformBy: The actions required to respond to a given change are normally per-
formed by agents, which can be a human stakeholder or a machine. This implies
that there is should be a relationship between an action and one or more agents
that carry out those actions. This relationship can be defined using the performBy
association.
SupportBy: Actions designed for responding to a change can be enabled using
certain functions called agility enabler. A relationship can thus be established be-
tween an action and its agility enabler using the support association. A particular
agility enabler can be used to support one or more actions.
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Detect: Change indicator refers to social affair, within the surroundings of an
enterprise, that can precipitate to change drivers. Stakeholders, a type of agent,
are expected to monitor change indicators. Hence there should be a relationship
between a change driver and agent. This can be represented using the detect asso-
ciation.
IndexBy: Change indicators are usually taken to signal change drivers. This sug-
gests that a relationship can be defined between a change driver and the change
indicator that leads to it. This relationship can be expressed using the index asso-
ciation.
5.2.4 Validity Rules
This section outlines a set of rules that determine the legitimacy of expressions
or models constructed with the proposed modelling Language. These rules are
called validity or well-formedness rules. One important benefit of validity rules
is to ensure that models are well formed, consistent, and coherent. As mention
earlier in Chapter 3, validity rules can be defined either formally or informally.
Usually formal methods can be used to define validity rules when the language
is intended to be executable. But formal methods can be difficult to comprehend,
learn and use, particularly for end users without programming background. This
generally makes formal methods disadvantageous and restrictive.
Defining validity rules in natural language can be a better and good option. Infor-
mal methods such as using a natural language are generally known to be easier to
understand. Hence, by using a natural language to define validity rules, it can be
easier to understand, learn, and use by a wide range of audience and end users,
when compared with formal methods. In addition, an clear, precise, and explicit
definition of validity rules using a natural language can make easier for users with
programming background to even formalise such rules. In this way a wider au-
dience can use the language. Based on this, the validity rules of the proposed
language are defined informally using natural language, as expressed in the para-
graphs below.
UniqueName: For a change model to be valid, all ’ChangeModelElement’ must
have a unique name.
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SpecifyAction: A change model shall be invalid if the action(s) required to re-
spond to the change driver is not specified.
ChangeDomain: For a change model to be well formed, a change must take
place in at least one enterprise domain which can be the data domain, business
process domain, and/or the goal domain. If this domain is not expressed, then the
change model shall be considered invalid.
CoreElement: To be considered valid, the change in any change model must
have actionable objective(s), affect at least a data element, and achieved by a defi-
nite process.
5.3 Language Concrete Syntax
As described in the previous chapter, the concrete syntax of a modelling language
provides a set of graphical notations, figures, and symbols that describes how the
language can be presented to users. Depending on the intended use as well as
the target audience, a language’s concrete syntax can be textual or diagrammatic.
The relative advantages and disadvantages of diagrammatic and textual concrete
syntaxes have been discussed in the previous chapter, but are also available in liter-
ature [68, 71, 85, 104]. Diagrammatic concrete syntax is adopted for the proposed
modelling language. This is because diagrammatic syntax are easier to under-
stand, learn, and use by a wide range of audience including inexperience users.
A generic framework, known as diagram definition (DD) [142], for describing di-
agrammatic concrete syntax has been proposed by the object management group.
A brief overview of this framework has been provided in Section 3.3.2 of Chap-
ter 3, but a detailed description is available in [142]. This framework has been
summarised into two key stage process by Clark et al [43]. This research adopt
and adapt this two stage process of describing the diagrammatic concrete syntax
of a modelling language. The first stage include constructing a model of diagram
which can then be used as the basis for interpreting the concrete syntax. The sec-
ond stage involves using the model of diagram to build the abstract syntax of the
proposed language. These two stages are discussed detail in the sections below.
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5.3.1 Model of Diagram
A model of diagram is an abstract model that can be used to interpret the diagram-
matic concrete syntax of a modelling language [43]. Figure 5.3 shows the model
FIGURE 5.3: Abstract Model of Diagram
of diagram for the diagrammatic concrete syntax of the proposed modelling lan-
guage. The root element of this model is diagram, which has a name. The diagram
consist of at least one node and AssociationLine. A node must have a figure with
a name and type attributes. Common types of a figure, such as triangle, rectangle,
oval, and polygon have been listed as type. Association line can be used to show the
association between between two or more nodes. It can be of any of the three types
as shown in the figure. DiamonHead is usually used to show composition associ-
ation. The arrowhead shows generalisation association while the bf straighline
shows association between two nodes.
5.3.2 Abstract Syntax With Model of Diagram
In the second and last stage of determining the diagrammatic concrete syntax of
a modelling language, the model of diagram, shown in Figure 5.3, is used to con-
struct the abstract syntax.
The resulting model, as presented in Figure 5.4, shows relationship between the
elements of the concrete syntax model (model of diagram) and the concepts of
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FIGURE 5.4: Abstract Syntax with Model of Diagram
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the abstract syntax. For instance, a ChangeModelDiagram is subclass of Diagram,
i.e.,(the root element in model diagram, see Figure 5.3). Each ChangeModelElement
is a subclass of Node and a type of Figure. All the concepts, or model elements, in
the abstract syntax can be represented with any type of figure listed in the Type
class. For example, a Change can be represented with a Figure such as an Ellipse
and so on. The AssociationLine shows the relationship between two or more change
model element. For instance, a change can be related to its change driver using the
association line.
5.4 Language Semantics
This section describes the semantics of the proposed modelling language. As men-
tioned earlier in Section 3.3.3 of Chapter 3, there are two main steps in defining the
semantics of a modelling language. These include identification and definition of
a semantic domain. In the second stage, the elements of the semantic domain are
used to describe the meaning of the concepts or model constructs in the proposed
languages. This is called semantic mapping. The semantic domain is described in
Section 5.4.1, while the semantic mapping is described in Section 5.4.2.
5.4.1 Semantic Domain
As discussed in Chapter 3, a semantic domain refers to an existing modelling lan-
guage or framework with a well defined meaning. To enhance the understand-
ing of a conceptual modelling language, it should be related to a well known and
meaningful domain [82, 83]. The proposed change modelling language uses a Stat-
echart as its semantic domain. Statechart is a conceptual modelling language for
describing how a reactive system can change its state [79]. Invented by Professor
David Harel, the statechart has long been adopted as part of the UML standard
diagrams.
The statechart is selected as the semantic domain since it can be used to describe
change of state in reactive systems, and any enterprise can be described as a sys-
tem that constantly reactive to the changes in its environment. In addition, the
statechart is an existing conceptual modelling language known to have precise
meaning, i.e., it has a formal semantics. The concepts in a statechart have been
semantically defined in existing publications such as [78, 80, 81, 96]. Hence it can
be used as the basis to describe the meaning of the proposed change modelling
language.
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A typical startchart consist of the following basic concepts or model elements:
1. State, which describes a system, or the components thereof, at any given time.
A system can be in any of the two states, namely initial state and final state, at any
given time. 2. Event, which describes activities that can cause a system or any com-
ponent of the system to change state. 3. Action, which captures the tasks carried
out whenever there is a change of state. 4. Transition, which represents any change
of state in a system. The detailed description of the statechart modelling language,
including its abstract syntax, concrete syntax, and semantics can be found in pub-
lications such as [43, 76–81, 96].
5.4.2 Semantic Mapping
Semantic mapping establishes a relationship between the elements of a semantic
domain and the concepts of abstract syntax of a modelling language. The semantic
domain, i.e., statechart, of the proposed modelling language has been described in
Section 5.4.1. This section uses this main concepts of the semamtic domain or stat-
echart to describe the meaning of concepts in the abstract syntax of the proposed
modelling language.
Recall that some concepts, such as actor, data, goal, and business process, in the ab-
stract syntax of the proposed modelling language are derived from existing mod-
elling languages. For instance, goal concepts are derived from goal oriented mod-
els and requirements engineering research [54–56, 114, 137, 141, 179, 180], agents
are derived from agent oriented modelling [44, 192, 193, 195], while business pro-
cess is derived from business process modelling and notation [7, 9, 32, 48, 144], and
so on. Therefore, these are not part of the semantic mapping, as their semantics
have been defined in their respective language definition.
Figure 5.5 shows an illustration of the core concepts, in the proposed modelling
language, with the concepts of a typical statechart. Each statechart concept, as
shown in a circle with double lines, is linked to the concepts of the proposed lan-
guage using a bended arrow.
An enterprise can be described as a system consisting of goals (business objec-
tives), business processes (processes for achieving these goals), and data (informa-
tion required to actualise the goals and operate the enterprise). Hence an enter-
prise as used in the proposed change modelling language can be described as the
system in a statechart. The state of an enterprise at any given time is the current
or as-is state. In relation to a statechart, this means the initial state of a system as
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FIGURE 5.5: Core Concepts of the Proposed Language and Statechart
Concepts
shown in Figure 5.5. A change driver, such as competition or regulatory compli-
ance can cause the enterprise to change or transit to a target or to-be state.
In statechart events cause a system to change to a final state. Therefore, change
driver in the proposed change modelling language means events in a statechart.
Similarly a change in the proposed change modelling language can be described as
the transition in a statechart, while the target or to-be state in the change modelling
language means the final state of a statechart. In the proposed change modelling
language, a change driver can have an indicator, known as change indicator, which
can be used to index any environmental affair that can trigger that change driver.
In a statechart, an action(s) is usually invoked whenever there is a change of state
to help realise the transition. As shown in Figure 5.5, this can be used to describe
the action, in the proposed change modelling language, carried out to actualise
a change. In the proposed change modelling language, this action can be sup-
ported using some technologies or functions called agility enablers. Furthermore,
even though this is not explicitly described in the statechart, usually when a sys-
tem changes state there are some results or implications. For instance, if an alarm
system changes from off state to on state, the result or implication would be the
noise or sound of the alarm. Hence, the change impact in the proposed change
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modelling language can be described as the result or implication when a system
changes its state.
5.5 Chapter Summary
This chapter applies the techniques and technologies, discussed in Chapter 3, for
designing and developing a conceptual modelling language to develop the pro-
posed change modelling language. The essential features of the proposed change
modelling language, i.e., abstract and concrete syntaxes as well as the semantics
are also described in this chapter. In the next chapter, i.e., Chapter 6, the enterprise
modelling language is presented using the same techniques and technologies. The
next chapter also provides a set of rules and describes the procedures for relating a
change model with an enterprise model to derive the set of new domain elements
required to adapt a given change.
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Chapter 6
Enterprise Modelling Language and
The Proposed Rules and Procedures
6.1 Overview
This chapter describes the second key contribution of this research, that is, a sys-
tematic approach for deriving the set of enterprise domain (data, business process,
and goals) that are affected by a given change. A key step in this approach is to
construct a change model as well as an enterprise model and compare the for-
mer with the later. Already, a language for modelling enterprise changes has been
proposed and described in the previous chapter. The first part of this chapter pro-
poses and describes a language for modelling an enterprise. Afterwards a set of
rules and procedures for comparing a change model with an enterprise model are
outlined. It is important to note that the proposed enterprise modelling language
builds on and re-uses concepts from existing enterprise modelling approaches.
6.2 Enterprise Modelling
Before describing essential features of the proposed enterprise modelling language,
it will be useful to provide a brief overview of an enterprise model. Enterprise
modelling is a useful practice both in research and industry as it helps to ex-
press, understand, and communicate knowledge about the operations of an en-
terprise [184]. Various approaches and definitions of enterprise modelling are
available in literature, for instance see [34, 51, 62, 72, 121, 184, 186]. Even though
there are some variations in these definitions, there is a generally consensus that
an enterprise modelling should represent the vital aspects (also called domains or
viewpoints), such as information and processes, of an enterprise. The essence of
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this representation is to convey knowledge about the operations of the enterprise.
Usually, enterprise models are used for different purposes, hence the aspects of the
enterprise to be represented in an enterprise model would depend on the purpose
of the enterprise mode [69].
This research generally agrees with existing definitions of enterprise modelling
found in literature [34, 51, 62, 72, 121, 184, 186]. Hence it defines enterprise mod-
elling as the act of representing the goals, business processes, and data of an en-
terprise to enhance the understanding and communication of knowledge about
enterprise operations. This definition suggests that the enterprise model proposed
in this research will represent three core aspects or domains, namely goals, busi-
ness processes, and information of an enterprise. It can be possible to extend this
definition to include the representation of other enterprise aspects such as tech-
nology and resources. However, these other aspects are beyond the purpose and
scope of the proposed enterprise modelling language and this research.
Various enterprise models have been proposed and used for specific purposes in
both academia and industry. Some of these such as TOGAF, and ZACHMAN,
are used to represent and provide a holistic view of an entire enterprise. Others
are used to represent an aspect or domain of an enterprise. For instance BPMN
is mainly used to represent an enterprise business processes, while ER and UML
Class Diagrams can be used to represent enterprise data. Ordinarily, any of these
existing enterprise models can be used in this research. However, the concepts
or modelling constructs contained in them are either too generic or not sufficient
for the purpose, scope, and use of this research. The intention and scope of this
research is consider potential changes in three main domains, data, goals, business
processes of an enterprise. ER or UML class diagram could be used to represent the
data domain, but either of them would be inappropriate for business process and
goal domains. Similarly, BPMN is mainly used to represent business process but
would be inappropriate for the other domains.
Equally, other approaches such as TOGAF and ZACHMAN can be generic, and
contain too many aspects together with constructs that are beyond the scope of this
research. For instance, the technology aspect of the TOGAF framework is beyond
the scope of this research. In the same way, the network and function viewpoints
of an enterprise as described in the ZACHMAN framework are not required in
this research. This is because the focus of this research is to describe an enterprise
as embodiment of three key domains, which include goals, business process, and
information, similar to the enterprise models proposed in [162]. Detailed descrip-
tion of these key domains have been described in existing enterprise modelling
approaches. For instance, BPMN describes how an enterprise business process
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can be represented. Hence these are reused in the proposed enterprise modelling
language.
6.3 The Enterprise Modelling Language
As mentioned in the previous Chapter, the essential features of a modelling lan-
guage are defined in its meta-model. These features include the abstract syntax,
concrete syntax, and semantics of the modelling language. Abstract syntax defines
each concept of a language and describes how these concepts can be combined to
form a logically correct model. Concrete syntax defines the concrete notation and
how the language can be presented to the end users. The semantics provides a
meaning to any logically correct expression or model of a language using a se-
mantic domain and a semantic mapping.
TABLE 6.1: Concepts of the Proposed Enterprise Modelling Langauge
Concepts Source Ent. Modelling Language. References
• Data Entity Relationship Modelling [3, 24, 26,
37, 189]
• Entities (ERM)
• Attributes
• Goal Goal Oriented Modelling [54–56, 114,
137, 141,
179, 180]
• Goal Types (GOM)
• Condition
• Business Process Business Process Model and Nota-
tion
[7, 9, 32, 48,
144].
• Activities (BPMN)
The proposed enterprise modelling language does not include new concepts or
model constructs. Instead, it reuses the concepts of existing enterprise modelling
approaches identified in the systematic literature review in Chapter 2. These con-
cepts are shown in the extreme left of Table 6.1. The center column of this Table
shows the existing enterprise modelling languages where these concepts are de-
rived from. Since the essential features, i.e., abstract syntax, concrete syntax, and
semantics of these languages are already described in available publications, their
description will not be repeated in this thesis. Publications that describe these have
been included in the reference column at the extreme right of Table 6.1.
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Figure 6.1 shows the abstract syntax model of the proposed enterprise modelling
language. The abstract syntax model is constructed using eclipse modelling frame-
work (EMF) and meta-object facility (MOF) concepts, see Section 3.4.2 and Sec-
tion 3.4.1 of Chapter 3.
The diagram in Figure 6.1 provides the conceptual and logical description of the
proposed enterprise model. Aside this description, an enterprise can also be struc-
tured or represented in layers, for instance see [116, 162]. In layered representation,
each key domain of the enterprise forms a layer. The first layer is the business ar-
chitecure/model, which normally includes business objectives (goals), this is fol-
lowed by the business process layer that captures the main activities required to
actaualise business objective. The information layer describe the essential business
entities and attributes (Data) that support business objectives. Depending on the
scope of the enterprise model, other layers can also be addded. Layered approach
to enterprise modelling is beyond the scope of this research, but further details
about layered approach can be found in [116, 162].
As mention earlier, the enterprise model proposed in this research consist of three
main domains of an enterprise. These include data, goal, and business process.
Enterprise data is an abstract term used to capture and structure the essential in-
formation in an enterprise. As shown in Figure 6.1, data is an abstract class which
can be represented as entities using the entity-relationship model (ERM) [3, 24, 26,
37, 189]. A typical ER model describes the business entities of an enterprise and
relationship between them. Entities are known to be objects of interest, such as
products, services, and customers, to a given enterprise. Each entity has a set of
characteristics or properties called attributes. For instance a customer should have
a name, and address.
An enterprise should have a set of definite goals that describe its rationale for ex-
istence as well as what it wants to achieve. These can be represented using a goal
oriented modelling (GOM) language. A typical goal oriented model is made up
of a goal (root goal), subgoals, and atomic goals. A goal is an abstraction that de-
fines why an enterprise exists, and what it must achieve. A parent goal can be
achieved by decomposing it into objectives, called subgoals. Some subgoals can
be an optional to achieving a parent goal, these are called disjunction. Conversely
if a set of subgoals are mandatory to achieving a subgoal, they are called conjunc-
tion. An atomic goal cannot be decomposed further and it usually attached to a
condition. Further details about goal oriented model and its the essential features
can be found in [54–56, 114, 137, 141, 179, 180].
A set of coherent and logically defined activities, called business processes, are
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FIGURE 6.1: Abstract Syntax Model of the Enterprise Modelling Lan-
guage
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usually required to actualise business outcomes and goals. An enterprise busi-
ness process can be represented using the business process model and notation
(BPMN). Essentially the BPMN is made up of activities, generally referred to as
pieces of work to be completed in order to fulfil a business outcome. An activ-
ity can be sequential if it can lead to other activities. Other activities can lead to
boolean results, these are called conditional activities. Detailed description of the
syntax and semantics of business process model and notation can be found in [7,
9, 32, 48, 144].
Usually, business process activities reference one or more enterprise information,
which are represented as entities or attributes in the data model. For instance,
the business process activity such as ’download customer details’ references the cus-
tomer entity in the data model. Equally, enterprise goals can also reference one
or more enterprise entities. This is because the rationale for the existence of an
enterprise, specified using goals, usually relates to one or more business entities.
For instance, an enterprise can exist to satisfy customers, create excellent products,
and deliver valuable services. These rationale (goals) reference customer, product,
service information, which can be represented as entities of a data model. Based
on this, each goal and business process activity must reference one or more en-
tity as shown in Figure 6.1. This constraint is very important because it can be
used to resolve the naming conflict that can occur when comparing an enterprise
model with a change model. See Sections 6.4.1 and 6.4.2 for conflicts in comparing
conceptual models.
Now that the modelling language for an enterprise has been described. The next
steps are to describe the rules for relating a change model to an enterprise model.
As mentioned earlier, the essence of this relationship is to derive the elements
(entities and attributes) of an enterprise data domain, elements (activities) of the
business process domain, and the elements (goals) of the goals domain that can be
affected by a given change. These rules are based model comparison i.e., compar-
ing a change model with an enterprise model. Therefore, before presenting these
rules, it would necessary to provide a brief overview of model comparison, and
the type of conflicts that can occur when comparing two models. The section that
follows will give a brief discussion of model comparison. Afterwards rules for
comparing enterprise and change models will be presented.
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6.4 Model Comparison
Conceptual model comparison is a useful practice in the Information Systems and
Software Engineering disciplines. It helps to identify matching or non-matching
elements or concepts between two conceptual models [108]. There can be various
motivations for comparing two or more conceptual models. For instance, concep-
tual models can be compared in order to obtain an optimal model and enable in-
teroperability during information systems development, data schema integration,
information systems merger and integration, and so on [17, 75, 154, 155].
However, the motivation for model comparison in this research is to support en-
terprise agility and change management process by deriving a set of enterprise
domain elements that can be affected by change; so that enterprise stakeholders
can understand and estimate precisely the aspects of their enterprise that are af-
fected by a given change, and how these can be modified to effectively adapt to the
change. In this way, adequate change management initiatives can be developed.
A model comparison can involve two or more conceptual models of similar or
same type. In other words models of similar syntax, notations, and semantics.
This is known as homogeneous model comparison. On the other hand, a hetero-
geneous model comparison involves two or more conceptual models of different
types, i.e., syntax, notation and semantics [17, 105, 160]. The change and enter-
prise models compared in this research can be considered to be homogeneous.
Since they have the key elements of the enterprise model, i.e., entities, attributes,
goals, and activities have the same syntax, notation, and semantics with those in
the change model. Various conflicts can occur during the comparison of concep-
tual models, especially homogeneous conceptual models [17, 117, 155]. Successful
comparison of conceptual models would thus depend on identifying and resolv-
ing these conflicts. The next section presents an overview of these conflicts and
how they can be resolved.
6.4.1 Conflicts in Conceptual Model Comparison
Batani et al [17] identify and describe two broad categories of conflicts that can oc-
cur while comparing conceptual models or schemas. These include structural and
naming conflicts. Other researchers such as Lawrence and Barker [117], Kashyap
and Sheth [105], as well as Pfeiffer and Gehlert [155] also agree with these two
broad categories. According to Batani et al [17] a structural conflict can occur when
the same concept is represented with different model constructs in two or more
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models. In relation to this research, a structural conflict can occur if the model
construct or notation used to represent a concept, say entity, is different in both
change model and enterprise model. But this is not likely to occur in this research,
since the concrete notations of the core concepts (entity, attributes, goal, and ac-
tivities) of the enterprise model are the same with their counterpart in the change
model. That is, the same concrete notation is used to represent an entity, attribute,
activity, and a goal in both change and enterprise models.
On the other hand, a naming conflict involves inconsistencies in the nomencla-
ture of concepts in both models. There are two broad types of naming conflicts,
these are synonyms and homonyms [17, 117, 155]. A synonymous naming con-
flict can occur if two different names are used to describe the same concept in the
corresponding models. For instance, the concept of workforce can be represented
as staff in an enterprise model but represented as employee in the corresponding
change model. Conversely, homonym can occur when different concepts are ex-
pressed with the same name. For example the name customer may be used to
represent a single individual in one model, but used to represent a company or
firm in another model.
Potentially, a synonymous naming conflict can exist in the comparison proposed in
this research, since there is no definite constraints or rules for choosing the names
of concepts. Usually modellers have the flexibility of choosing suitable names to
represent concepts they intend to model. However, naming conflict can be avoided
if the same modeller constructs both the enterprise and change models at the same
time. But this is not always feasible since change models are usually constructed
during a change management process (i.e., when a change occur), and hence can be
constructed at different times and by different modeller than the enterprise model.
Based on this it can be necessary to describe how naming conflict may be resolved
when comparing both enterprise and change models.
6.4.2 Resolving Conflicts in Model Comparison
Various approaches and techniques for identifying and resolving naming conflicts,
in model comparison, have been proposed in literature [17, 75, 105, 155]. Resolving
naming conflict is usually a manual process, which involves users discretion and
judgement; since it can be difficult for a program, machine, or computer to assign
semantics to concepts and thus detect whether the same name is used for different
concepts or vice versa [117, 155].
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In the approach proposed by Lawrence and Barker, see [117], naming conflicts can
be resolved by constructing a standard dictionary of names, terms and concepts.
The proposed dictionary is similar to a typical English dictionary and should pro-
vide the meaning of concepts. Similarly, the use of manual domain term extractor
and domain model builder has been proposed by Pfeiffer and Gehlert in [155].
The domain term extractor identifies and builds a glossary terms or names used
for the concepts in each conceptual model. These terms can then be used to resolve
naming conflicts during while comparing the models. Another possible means of
resolving naming conflict is using the Extensible Markup Language (XML) [28].
This process involves annotating the conflicting names with XML namespaces,
and carrying out transformations using Extensible Stylesheet Language Transfor-
mation (XSLT) [42].
The three approaches described above can be useful for comparing conceptual
models particularly for the purpose of database schema integration, for instance
XML has been used to integrate heterogeneous data warehouses [177]. But the
purpose of comparing enterprise and change models in this research is neither to
merge nor integrate the two languages or schemas. Instead the intention is to iden-
tify the domain elements that are possibly affected by a given change. More so,
apart from enterprise data, other domains of the enterprise such as goals and busi-
ness process models are also compared in this research. It may be inappropriate
to represent business process and goal models using XML. Hence, a consistent but
slightly different approach is used for resolving the naming conflict that can arise
when comparing enterprise and change models in this research. Rather than con-
structing a standard dictionary of terms, or using domain extractor, this research
proposes the use of meta-information. Details of the proposed meta-information is
discussed the Section 6.4.3 below.
6.4.3 Resolving Conflicts with Meta-Information
This approach involves listing the core domain elements of both models, in this
case enterprise and change models, to be compared in a table called meta-information
table. An example of a meta-information for an enterprise model is shown in Fig-
ure 6.2. This consists of a table with three columns, i.e., RefEntity, Activity, Goal.
Each cell in the first or ’RefEntity’ column contains the entities to be compared
in the enterprise model. Similarly, each cell in the second or ’Activity’ column
contains the activities to be compared in the enterprise model; while the cells in
the third or goal column contain the goals of enterprise model to be compared.
Usually goals contain longer strings than activities and entities. Hence, instead
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of writing long strings of goals, which can make the goal column unnecessarily
long, users can annotate each goal in the model and use this annotation in the
meta-information table. For example, in Figure 6.2, the goal: ensure higher grade for
oversea applicants is annotated with S1 in the model. S1 is then used in the meta-
information table instead of writing the long strings in this goal.
FIGURE 6.2: Example of Naming Conflict Resolution Table
Recall that in the proposed enterprise modelling language shown in Figure 6.1,
and described in Section 6.2, activities and goals are usually referenced by some
entities. The same also applies to the proposed change modelling language dis-
cussed in Chapter 5. Hence when constructing the meta-information table, each
activity and goal should be placed next to the entity they reference. For instance,
as shown in Figure 6.2, the submit testScore activity and the two goals i.e., S2 and
S3 reference the oversea (applicant) entity. This can help to accurately identify and
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resolve synonymous naming conflicts, since it can be inaccurate to say whether
or not two concepts are synonymous based on their names alone. In cases where
one entity is referenced by two or more activities, the user may not need to repeat
all the activities referenced by that one entity. As this can make the data in the
meta-information unnecessarily long, clumsy, and redundant. Instead, one of the
activities can be selected, especially the one that can be more relevant.
FIGURE 6.3: Resolving Conflict with Meta-Information
As an example, consider the meta-information for both enterprise and change
models as shown in Figure 6.3. Without considering the corresponding activities
and/or goals, a user can judge that the two entities, i.e., staff and employee, have
similar meanings and thus amount to a synonymous naming conflict. This may
be accurate in this case since the staff and employee entities relate to the same ac-
tivity i.e., submit timesheet and/or the same goal R,S1. But the same may not be
applicable to other entities such as customer and buyer. Considering their names
alone, the customer and buyer entities may appear to be a synonymous naming
conflict, which can possibly be resolved by merging the two entities into a single
entity. However, by further considering the activities and/or goals that reference
these entities, it can be seen that there is no synonymous naming conflict in them.
From the activity, i.e., submit PersonNum, associated with the customer entity, it can
be seen that a customer refers to an individual with a different set of characteris-
tics. Whereas from the activity, i.e, submit CompanyID, the buyer entity refers to a
company with a different set of characteristics than an individual. Therefore there
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is no naming conflict between the customer and the buyer entities, even though
they appear to be synonymous.
This same principle is also applicable to other domain elements or columns in
the meta-information table. The idea here is that candidate synonymous naming
conflicts should be confirmed. As described in the paragraph above, the confir-
mation process involves considering other model element(s) related to the model
element under consideration. In other words, if an activity of a change model is
synonymous to an activity of an enterprise model, then the entities these activi-
ties reference, and/or goals they relate to should be used to confirm whether or
not this synonym amounts to a naming conflict. Applying the meta-information
to identify and resolve synonymous conflicts is not an automated process, rather
it is based on human judgement. Usually user discretion is employed to identify
synonyms in model elements of both enterprise and change models. Once a syn-
onym between two model elements is confirmed to be a naming conflict, then the
two model elements can be merged into a single entity. For example, staff and
employee can be resolve by merging them into a single entity called staff.
6.5 Rules for Relating The Models
As described earlier, and shown in Figure 6.1, an enterprise can be represented in
terms of business objectives i.e., goals, a set of processes for achieving these goals
i.e., business process, and information required to achieve those goals i.e., data. Each
of these viewpoints or domains i.e., goals, business process, and data can be repre-
sented using some concepts or model constructs, usually called domain elements.
For example, the elements of the data domain include entities and attributes, while
the goal domain consists of goals and goal types.
Consider a change, due to a government regulation, that causes this enterprise to
transit from its current state to a target (TO-BE) state. Accordingly, this change
will affect at least one domain of the enterprise, and thus lead to modifications in
the elements of that domain. For instance the change may require the addition
of a business entity, or attribute in the data domain, or the addition of an activity
in the business process domain. In order to adapt to this change effectively and
maintain equilibrium, there should be a way to accurately derive the set of domain
elements that can be affected (and thus need to be modified) by a given change.
The derivation of these elements can be supported by a consistent and coherent
set of rules and procedures. But such rules and procedures cannot be found in
existing approaches. This section contributes to filling this gap by providing a set
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of rules that can be used to derive the new domain elements required to adapt
changes.
These rules are generally based on comparing each domain element in a change
model with its counterpart in the enterprise model. In other words, activities of
change model are compared with corresponding activities in enterprise model,
and so on. The reference point for this comparison is normally the change model,
since a change model can be used to represent the domain elements involved in
a given change. Hence, any domain element represented in a change model is
considered necessary to adapt a given change. If this same domain element is
not available in the enterprise model, then it should be identified as one of the
domain elements that should be added to the enterprise model in order to adapt
that change.
Therefore, the general principle of this comparison is to identify the domain ele-
ments that are part of the change model but are not part of the enterprise model. If
such a domain element exists, then it will be needed to adapt to the change, which
has been represented using the change model. However, the domain elements
that are available in the enterprise model but not available in the change model
are not affected by the change and are not needed to adapt the change. Hence,
such domain elements are not considered.
In order to make it easier to learn, understand, and use by a wide range of audience
including inexperienced modellers, these rules are defined in natural language.
The first rule, called Rule 1, provides a way to compare entities of a change model
with entities of an enterprise model. The second rule, i.e., Rule 2, provides a way
to compare goals of a change model with those in an enterprise model. Rule 3
provides a way to compare business process activities in a change model with the
business process activities in an enterprise model.
Note: These rules are independent of any formal approach, and are designed to
be used without formalising them. Hence it is not a requirement or mandatory to
formalise them. However it can be possible to formalise them using any formal
language such as formal logic. Please refer to Appendix F for examples of how
each rule can be formalised using formal logic.
Rule 1: compareEntities: This rule compares similar entities in both change and
enterprise model and determine if they are exactly the same. Users can check
whether or not an entity of a change model is similar to an entity of an enter-
prise model by looking at their attributes and the information that both entities
represent. Candidate similar entity can be determined by checking if that entity
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references the same activity and/or goal in both change and enterprise models. If
this is the case, then the attributes of such entities should be checked in both mod-
els. For the purpose of this research, if the attributes of an entity in a change model
is exactly the same with that in an enterprise model, then the two entities can be
taken to be the same. The meta-information table described in Section 6.4.3 can
help to identify entities and the activities and goals that are referenced by them.
This rule can be defined as follows:
If an entity exists in the change model, but similar entity do not exist
in the corresponding enterprise model, then that entity is required to
adapt to the change (represented by the change model).
Rule 2: compareActivities: This rule compares similar activities in both change
and enterprise models. Users can identify candidate similar activity by examining
the entity and/or goal it relates to. If an activity of a change model relates to
the same entity and/or goal to that of an enterprise model, then that activity is a
candidate similar activity. If this is the case, then users can further examine both
entities to decide if they are the same. The meta-information table described in
Section 6.4.3 can help to identify activities together with the entities they reference
and the goals that are related to them. For instance, in the meta-information shown
in Figure 6.3, the sign in activity in the enterprise model, and the login activity in
the change model relate to the same entity applicant. Thus they can be considered
similar. This rule can be defined as follows:
If an activity exists in the change model, but similar activity does not
exist in the corresponding enterprise model, then that activity is re-
quired to adapt to the change (represented by the change model).
Rule 3: compareGoals: This rule compares similar goals in both change and en-
terprise model. A candidate similar goal would relate to the same entity and/or
activity in both change and enterprise models. If this is the case, then both goals
can be examined further to determine if they are exactly the same. The meta-
information table described in Section 6.4.3 can help to identify goals as well as
the entities they reference, and the activities they are related to. This rule can be
defined as follows:
If a goal exists in the change model, but similar goal does not exist in
the corresponding enterprise model, then that goal is required to adapt
to the change (represented by the change model).
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6.6 Procedures for the Comparison
The rules for comparing and deriving model elements that are affected by change
have been described in the sections above. The next step is to describe the proce-
dures that the user can follow to actualise this. As mentioned earlier, one key moti-
vating principle of the proposed framework is simplicity. In other words, research
framework should be designed in a simple and easy to understand manner; so as
to make it usable by a wide range of audience, including inexperienced modellers.
In addition, the simplicity principle can make the research contributions easy to
learn and use. Based on these, the proposed procedure is designed as a stepwise
approach that can be followed and learnt easily.
FIGURE 6.4: Procedures For Deriving Domain Elements
Figure 6.4 presents the proposed procedure that can be used to derive a set of
domain elements that are affected by a given enterprise change. This procedure
consists of six steps. The first step is to model the given enterprise change, this
can be realised using the change modelling language proposed in this research.
Section 7.2 provides an examples of how an enterprise change can be modelled us-
ing the proposed modelling language. This example can be adopted and adapted
to model any enterprise change. The second step, after modelling the enterprise
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change, is to build the meta-information of the change model. Details about how
to build the meta-information can be found in Section 6.4.3. The essence of build-
ing this meta-information is to resolve any possible naming conflict and make the
comparison process easier.
As shown in Figure 6.4, step 3 involves producing a model of the enterprise using
the proposed enterprise modelling language. An illustration of how this step can
be achieve has been presented in Section 7.4. In step 4, the meta-information for the
enterprise model is produced. Afterwards, a comparison of the three key domain
elements (entities, activities, and goals) are done in step 5. The rules for these
comparisons have been provided in Section 6.5. Further examples, of how these
rules can be applied, is provided in Section 7.4. The final step of this procedure
involves listing of the derived domain elements. These can be listed in any form
suitable to the modeller.
6.7 Chapter Summary
This Chapter presents the proposed enterprise modelling language, discusses a
set of rules and procedures for deriving the set of domain elements that are af-
fected by a given enterprise change. These rules are based on comparing the three
key domain elements, namely entities, activities, and goals, in both enterprise and
change models. Before presenting these rules, some conflicts that can arise when
comparing conceptual models were considered. A resolution approach for these
conflicts have also been proposed in this chapter. Finally, the chapter ended with a
set of stepwise procedures that can be applied to derive domain elements affected
by a given change.
As mentioned earlier, this research proposes an information systems framework
for enterprise agility. This framework includes a change modelling language, an
enterprise modelling language, a set of rules for relating enterprise and change
models, and the procedures for deriving domain elements that can be affected by
change. Given that all these parts of the proposed framework have been described;
the next chapters will now focus on the application of this framework in three
key areas as proposed in Chapter 1. These include application in representing the
structure of an enterprise change (conceptual modelling), application in deriving
the domain elements that can be affected by a given change, and the application
in database design and implementation.
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Chapter 7
Application of the Proposed Change
Modelling Language
7.1 Chapter Overview
The purpose of this research is to provide a unique approach for representing en-
terprise changes and deriving the enterprise domain elements required to adapt
those changes. In Chapter 5, the design and implementation of the proposed
change modelling language is discussed in detail. More so, the rules and pro-
cedures for relating changes to an enterprise and deriving the enterprise domain
elements required to adapt changes, have been presented and discussed in the
previous chapter. To demonstrate utility, it would be necessary to show how the
proposed framework, i.e., the modelling language, rules, and procedure can be
applied in a real world setting.
Hence, the focus of this Chapter is to use an industry case study to show how the
proposed framework can be used to represent enterprise changes and derive the
domain elements required to adapt changes. The case study used in this chap-
ter is obtained from the Research Group’s Industry partners. This case study is
described in Section 2.6 of Chapter 2, and will be repeated below.
In order to effectively apply the proposed modelling language to this case study,
some steps were followed. These steps have been described in Section 7.2. Even
though these steps are intended not to be suggestive rather than prescriptive, they
can make it easier to use the proposed language in representing any enterprise
change case. Besides these, Appendix E shows an example of how the proposed
modelling language can be used to implement a database to support enterprise
change management initiatives.
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Case Study Description: Enterprise X is a global leader in Information Technol-
ogy (IT) Consultancy Services, whose mission is to help achieve Clients’ business
objectives by providing innovative and world class development, maintenance,
and testing of software systems as per stated requirements. At the same time, En-
terprise X wants to stay competitive, viable as well as maintain its position as a
global leader in IT consultancy.
Enterprise X bids for requests for proposals (RFP), staffs the bid won with the
right number of suitably skilled resources, follows a set software development
process leading to successful delivery, and winds up the project by releasing the
human and other resources being utilized for project execution. The enterprise
has to function in the face of several delays such as bidding delay. To create value
and achieve its corporate objective, the enterprise has to optimize cost and risk
associated with its operations.
The key goal of Enterprise X is to stay viable and competitive. To achieve this
goal, the enterprise has to develop a master plan in two key areas. First, it tends
to maintain an outstanding bidding strategy, which ensures that bids are com-
pleted timely, and proposals are sent early, since late submission of bids reduces
the chances of winning a bid. In addition, it maintains a strong research depart-
ment, whose major role is to develop innovative technologies and send unsolicited
proposals to clients. Secondly, to stay ahead of its competitors and keep up with
world class global IT services, this enterprise maintains a diversified recruitment
strategy and workforce. In other words, the enterprise recruits experienced spe-
cialists, and graduates with high grades from high ranking academic institutes,
from both home and abroad. It also has to keep in pace with advance in technol-
ogy and functional domains through adequate training or re-skilling of existing
workforce.
The enterprise, in essence, is an engine managing the demand, i.e., the number and
the nature of RFPs, and the supply, i.e., the number of bid sent out. For a given
demand and supply state, the enterprise has to determine costs effective strategies
that will help achieve the desired goals. For instance, it can decide to focus solely
on having the right number of staff. It can also decide to do more and/or better
with less, in which case it hires more experienced and qualitative staff from the job
market. Either way, having adequate workforce on its rolls becomes an important
goal, but also cost implications are always taken into considerations in all cases
and at all times.
In order to enhance operational efficiencies, the organisation defines operational
processes for implementing its business transactions. Those processes that are key
to achieving enterprise goals are usually given special attention. For instance, the
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recruitment process should be explicitly defined and followed to ensure that the
required and adequate workforce are in place. In addition, it is very important
for the enterprise to structure, document, and monitor key information/data that
can support effective operational management and governance. For instance, data
information about applicants, recruitments, bid, RFPs, etc., should be structured
and monitored.
In reality, as expected, this enterprise operates in an environment characterised
by spontaneous changes, mainly due to regulatory compliance and competition.
Recently, a new government was sworn into power after a just concluded elec-
tion. Environmental factors such as unemployment, rigging in bidding market,
and surge in net migration have necessitated some new government regulations
which this and other enterprises have to comply to. Additionally, some hard-
ware manufacturing enterprises have also started providing IT services. These
two change drivers are described in details below:
Immigration and Resident Employment Act (IREA): This Act seeks to reduce the
immigration of foreign workers, and secure jobs for citizens and residents.
In other words, enterprises which recruit workforce from abroad must give
preference to those that do not require work/resident permit. In effect, en-
terprises are required to tighten employment eligibility criteria, for foreign
workers, during recruitment. Also enterprises should be ready to prove that
they have complied to this Act. In these ways both unemployment and net
migration can be reduced.
Competition: Recently, many enterprises are beginning to consider Information
Technology (IT) Services as a viable and profitable industry. Hence, four new
IT service providers have just entered the industry. To attract clients, they
launched radical marketing strategies. These include 18% discounts in all IT
services, together with money back guarantee to clients who are dissatisfied.
In addition, they offer longer training and maintenance services to clients.
As a result the existing enterprise, under consideration, lost about 24% of its
clients base to these competitors.
7.2 Part 1: Modelling These Changes
This section explains how the proposed change modelling language can be ap-
plied to model the two change drivers described in Section ?? of the case study
above. Henceforth, the immigration and resident employment act (IREA) will be
called Case 1, while competition will be called Case 2. The change model for Case
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1 is shown in Figure 7.1, while the change model for Case 2 is shown in Figure 7.2.
Modelling these changes can enhance understanding and help to convey knowl-
edge about: (i) The courses and origin of the given change. (ii) How the change can
be expressed. (iii) The enterprise data that can be affected by the change. (iv) The
actions required to adapt to a change. (v) The indicators of the change, and so on.
The steps described below can be followed to achieve this, however as mentioned
earlier, these steps are not prescriptive. Instead, they can be adapted to suit the
enterprise’s specific situation and change case.
Step 1–Identify and model the change driver : This can be done by studying
and examining the enterprise change case or situation. For instance, by reading
through the case study above, one can deduce that the change driver for Case 1 is
government regulation or regulatory compliance. This requires enterprises to reduce
the number of workers hired from abroad by raising employment/recruitment cri-
teria for foreign applicants. Similarly, the change driver in Case 2 is competition as
a result of the activities of new IT service enterprises. In this case some new IT ser-
vice providers have entered the industry leading to loss of competitive advantage.
The identified change driver should be represented using a suitable notation, as
shown in Figures 7.1 and 7.2. The type attribute of the change driver can be writ-
ten on top of the change driver notation as shown in the Figures. In both cases, the
change drivers are external to the enterprise, since their origin is not from within
the enterprise. Notice that the KEY shown in Figure 7.1 does not include nota-
tion for some elements such as data, business process activities, and goals. This is
because these notations are popularly known, widely used, and are readily avail-
able in related publications. Hence this research does not consider it necessary to
repeat them.
Step 2–Specify and model the change(s) : Usually change drivers must lead to
some changes. Hence, the change driver identified in STEP 1 above would lead to
at least one change in this enterprise. As discussed earlier in Chapter 5, changes
are transitions to a new state of an enterprise, and can be written in form of re-
quests. As in STEP 1, the desired change can be identified by carefully examining
the change case under consideration. In Case 1, the enterprise should transit to a
state where recruitment criteria for oversea applicants are tightened. As shown in
Figure 7.1, this change is represented as the request: modify the recruitment process to
tighten the eligibility criteria for foreign applicants. Equally, in Case 2, the enterprise is
required to transit to a new state where bidding strategies are modified to clients.
This can be represented as the request: modify the bidding strategy to attract and re-
tain new clients, as shown in Figure 7.2. In both cases, the iDomain attribute, i.e., the
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FIGURE 7.1: Change Model of the case Study: Case 1(Enlarged in
Appendix C)
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intended domain where the modification would take place should be represented.
For instance, the change in Case 1 would require a modification in business process
and data.To make this obvious, these domains can be written on top of the change
notation as shown in Figure 7.1, and 7.2.
FIGURE 7.2: Change Model of the case Study: Case 2(Enlarged in
Appendix C)
Step 3–Decompose the Change into Objectives : The change represented as a
request in STEP 2 above should be expressed in a precise, and clear manner as
well as decomposed into achievable objectives. This implies that the change re-
quest should have concrete meaning and be explicit, so that stakeholders using
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the model can understand, for instance, what is meant by tightening recruitment
criteria for oversea applicants, diversifying bidding process, and so on. Since goal
modelling provides a means of decomposing a goal into a achievable objectives.
STEP 3 can be achieved by expressing the change request as goals, and using goal
decomposition to break down each change into achievable objectives. So that the
desired changes can be understood and shared as a common objectives, and con-
certed effort can be made to develop winning strategies for adapting to the change.
As shown in Figure 7.1 and 7.2, the change request in both cases are linked to
a root goal, and further decomposed into achievable objectives using goal mod-
elling techniques. The annotation, such as S1, and Sa, attached to each goal will be
used when producing the meta-information for each change model. The essence
of annotating each goal has been discussed in Chapter 6.
Step 4–Identify and Model Actions : After specifying and expressing the change,
the next step is to decide on the action(s) required to adapt the change. Actions
are tasks carried out in response to a given change driver/change. This implies
that action(s) are usually specific or peculiar to a given change driver or change
rather than being generic. To support the decision about adequate actions, both
the change driver and the change can be examined. For example, the overall aim
of the government regulation change driver in Case 1 is to reduce the immigra-
tion of foreign workers. This requires enterprises to raise the eligibility criteria
for foreign applicants, and the change requests for modifications in the recruit-
ment process of the enterprise (see Figure 7.1). Based on these, an adequate action
should tend towards modifying the recruitment process, so that eligibility criteria
will be tightened for foreign applicants. Stakeholders can start to think about the
various ways of modifying the recruitment process to raise eligibility criteria, and
hence reduce the employment of foreign applicants.
The enterprise can carry out various tasks (actions) to tighten the recruitment cri-
teria for foreign applicants. For instance, it can decide to redesign its employment
business process to include psychometric tests for all foreign applicants. An alter-
native action to this can be to place an embargo on recruiting foreign applicants.
It is advisable, where necessary, to always identify more than one action for re-
sponding to a given change or change driver; so that one action can be reserved as
an alternative and used for contingency purposes, especially in case the initially
selected action fails. This can save the cost, time, and effort, it would have taken
to formulate a new action if the initially selected action fails. After identifying
possible actions, stakeholders can compare and rank each of these actions in order
of preference. The highest ranking one can be selected as the most viable action
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to be implemented, while others can be kept as alternatives. The alternative ac-
tion should be clearly marked as alternative, see Figure 7.1 and 7.2 and the next
paragraph.
For Case 1, introducing a psychometric test to the recruitment process can lead
to re-designing the business process which has cost and time implications. On
the other hand, placing embargo on hiring foreign applicants can have adverse
effect on the quantity and quality of employees, and can also affect the quality
of projects, since employees work on projects. From the case study, the quality
and skill of employees are vital to this enterprise. Thus it can be reasonable to
decide that the most viable action, among the two, is to re-design business process to
include psychometric test for foreign applicants. The re-designed recruitment process
for Case 1 is shown at the right hand side of Figure 7.1. For Case 2, the selected
action requires that the organization launch an international IT project department to
attract customers abroad. An alternative action to this has also been identified and
modelled as shown in Figure 7.2. The selected action in the two cases should be
broken down into achievable units or modules. The business process activities
can substitute as the modules for Case 1. The action module for Case 2 is at the
extreme right of Figure 7.2. The module for a given action can be decided by the
stakeholders responsible for change management.
Step 5–Identify and Model the Enablers : After identifying and selecting the
adequate action for responding to a change, stakeholders should specify technolo-
gies or functions that can support the selected actions. The selected action in Case
1 can be supported by technologies such as business process execution language.
Similarly, information systems such as distributed database systems and web tech-
nologies can be used to support the selected action in Case 2.
Step 6–Specify and Model Change Data : Changes are generally expected to
reference or relate to some information or property of an enterprise, which are
represented as enterprise data. These can be identified by examining the change
case. For instance, in Case 1, the change directly relates to the foreign applicant en-
tity, which is a specialised type of the employee entity. Hence, this change directly
references the employee and applicant entities and their attributes, see Figure 7.1.
Similarly the change in Case 2, as shown in Figure 7.2 relates to the bid, location,
and RFP entities.
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Step 7–Identify the Change Impact : Change impacts are the potential implica-
tions of a given change to an enterprise. They can be identified by examining the
selected actions for responding to the change. As shown in Figure 7.1, the change
in Case 1 requires an action to redesign the recruitment business process. The im-
pact of this change can be derived by examining the potential implications of the
re-designing the recruitment process. These can include the costs such as time and
efforts involved in redesigning the business process. In this case, the impact can
be taken to be a negative outcome to the enterprise as shown in Figure 7.1. The
impact in Case 2, as shown in Figure 7.2, is the potential benefits of global business
and the profits of establishing new business department. These can be taken to
have positive outcomes to the enterprise. The impacts for Cases 1 and 2 are shown
below the action module bar in Figures 7.1 and 7.2 respectively.
Step 8–Identify and Model Change Indicator : This can be done by observing
the environmental current affairs that led to the change driver. For Case 1, the
change driver (government regulation) is in response to surge in immigration and
high level of unemployment. While the competition change driver in Case 2 is
primarily due to new entrant and existing IT service providers. As shown in Fig-
ures 7.1 and 7.2, the change indicators are represented in the enterprise environ-
ment. The degree attribute of the change indicator should be determined by the
enterprise change management team depending on the intensity and prevalence
of the change indicator. Afterwards it can specified on top of the notation for
change indicator, see Figures 7.1 and 7.2.
Change indicators such as surge in immigration and unemployment usually at-
tract government laws that can affect business, thus the degree attribute for these
are set to be high as shown in Figure 7.1. Similarly, competitors and new entrant
change indicators can cause an enterprise to lose its customers or its competitive
advantage. Hence the degree attribute for these are also set to be high. In addi-
tion, the threat or type of change driver change indicators index should also be
represented. An arrow is can used to associate a change indicator with the type
of change driver it can index. For example, as shown in Figure 7.1, the threat for
surge in immigration and unemployment change indicators can result to govern-
ment regulation change driver, which s is shown with an arrow.
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7.3 Application Part 2: Change Management Proforma
The proposed change modelling language can also be used to implement a change
management proforma, which can be used to capture and record enterprise changes
and change management activities. The sample of a change management pro-
forma implemented from the proposed change modelling language is shown in
Figure 7.3.
FIGURE 7.3: Change Management Proforma
The first column of this proforma contains a list of the key model elements of the
proposed change modelling language. The attributes of each model elements are
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listed in the second column, and the third column provides a space for describing
each attribute. This proforma can be useful to change management practice in a
number of ways. Enterprise stakeholders with little or no modelling experiences
can use it to capture and examine enterprise changes and change management
activities.
In addition, this proforma can be used to capture, simulate, and reason about an-
ticipated changes, i.e., changes that have not yet occurred. For instance, assuming
existing enterprises sense that new entrant is about enter the industry, or that a
new government is likely to enact laws that would affect them. They can use this
proforma to reason about the type of changes the anticipated change drivers can
cause, the potential impact of those changes, the actions that should be taken to
reduce the effects of the changes, and so on. In these ways, they can be prepared
to pre-empt an anticipated change from hurting their enterprises.
Another useful benefit of this type of proforma, to an enterprise, is that it can
allow some sort of comparative analysis among various changes over time. For
instance, an enterprise executive may be interested in obtaining knowledge from
previous change management activities, and hence can decide to ask questions
such as: What change or change drivers are relatively easily managed? Which
stakeholders have experience/expertise in managing and responding to a partic-
ular type of change driver? Which change drivers affect services and customers of
the enterprise?
A collection of previously completed proformas, over a certain period of time, can
be compared and then used to answer these questions. The knowledge derived
from answering these type of questions can be used to support decisions about
current or future change management initiatives. For instance, having the knowl-
edge of stakeholders experience or expertise, from previous change drivers, can
help enterprise managers to easily assign skilled stakeholders to work on a similar
change driver in the future. Furthermore, since changes are known to be constant
in enterprises, having a structure format, such as proforma, for capturing previ-
ous changes can be useful. For instance, strategies used in overcoming previous
change drivers can be captured and stored using this proforma, so that they can
be re-used in the future to support subsequent change management decisions.
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7.4 Application Part 3: Modelling Enterprise and De-
riving Domain Elements
Another application of the proposed framework is in deriving the set of enterprise
domain elements (goals, business process activities, and data entities) that are af-
fected by a given change, and hence need to be modified in order to adapt to that
change. This section uses the two cases in the above case study to show how the
proposed framework can be applied to derive these domain elements.
A stepwise procedure for deriving domain elements, affected by change, has been
described in Chapter 6 and summarised in Figure 7.4. This procedure will now
be applied to demonstrate how these domain elements can be derived. The first
step is to model the change using the proposed change modelling language. The
changes for both Case 1 and Case 2 have been modelled in Section 7.2 and shown
in Figure 7.1 and Figure 7.2 respectively. Hence they will not be repeated in this
section.
FIGURE 7.4: Procedures For Deriving Domain Elements
The second step is to create the meta-information for the change models in Case 1
and Case 2. Meta-information is a table of three columns which contains the three
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(A) Meta-Information for Case 1 (B) Meta-Information for Case 2
FIGURE 7.5: Meta-Information for the 2 Change Models in the Case
Study
core domain elements to be compared. See Chapter 6 for more details and exam-
ples about meta-information. The meta-information for the two change models in
the case study is shown in Figure 7.5. The meta-information for Case 1 is shown in
Figure 7.5a, while that of Case 2 is shown in Figure 7.5b.
As shown in Figure 7.4 the third step is to build the enterprise model using the
proposed change modelling language. In order to do this, the the elements of
the three core domains of an enterprise data, business process, and goals have to be
identified and modelled. Existing enterprise models, particularly the data, busi-
ness process, and goal models that concerns a change under consideration can be
re-used. Assuming no such models exist, or if it is difficult to re-use existing mod-
els, then a new enterprise model (data, goal and business process models) can be
developed. An enterprise model can be developed by analysing and studying a
given enterprise to identify its objectives (goals), the information (data) it can use
to achieve those goals, and the process/activities (business process) for achieving
the goals. These can be done through various ways such as interviewing stake-
holders, brainstorming, focus groups, etc.
In the case of this research, the collaborating enterprise has provided a case study
that contain the necessary information required to build an enterprise model. Hence
in order to identify the goals, data, and business process, the author examined de-
scription of the enterprise as provided in the case study in Section ??. First, the
enterprise goals are identified and modelled using goal modelling techniques. As
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shown in Figure 7.6, these goals are then decomposed subgoals, and some con-
ditions are attached to the atomic goals. Each goal is also annotated with some
alphabetical or alphanumeric symbols. These annotations would be useful when
building Meta-information for the enterprise model and also during the compari-
son of enterprise and the change models.
After identifying and modelling the goals, the data (entities and attributes) re-
quired to operationalise or achieve the desired goals are specified and modelled.
This can be done by examining the enterprise, described in Section ??, to identify
the key business entities and their attributes. These can then be integrated into
a conceptual data model using data modelling techniques. Figure 7.7 shows the
relevant data model for the enterprise described in the case study.
Enterprise models should include some processes (business processes) or set of co-
herent activities for actualising enterprise goals. Two important processes can be
identified from the enterprise description in Section ??. These are the bidding and
recruitment processes. The bidding business process describes a set of consistent
activities to be followed in order to actualise bidding goals. Similarly, the recruit-
ment business process shows the activities for achieving the enterprise recruitment
goals. Both processes are shown in Figure 7.8.
The next step in deriving the domain elements, as summarised in Figure 7.4, is
to construct the Meta-information for the enterprise model. This is shown in Fig-
ure 7.9. The entire enterprise model is show in Figure 7.10, this includes the goals,
data, business processes, and the enterprise meta-information.
As shown in Figure 7.4, the next step after constructing the change model, enter-
prise model and the meta-information is to compare both models. This can be
achieved using the rules proposed in Chapter 6. As discussed earlier, the essence
of this comparison is to derive the set of enterprise domain elements that need to
be modified in order to adapt a given change. The following sections demonstrate
how these rules can be applied to compare and derive enterprise domain elements.
7.4.1 Applying Rule 1 to Derive Data Elements
Rule 1 can be used to compare entities of change model with those in enterprise
model. So as to derive entities or data elements that are affected by a change and
hence should be added to the TO-BE enterprise model to adapt that change. This
rule states that: If an entity exist in the change model, but similar entity do not exist
in the corresponding enterprise model, then that entity is required to adapt to the change
(represented by the change model). This implies that a user should check through
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FIGURE 7.6: Case Study Enterprise Goal Model (Enlarged in Ap-
pendix D)
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FIGURE 7.7: Case Study Enterprise Data Model
both enterprise and change model to look out for entities that are in change model
but not in enterprise model. To ease this comparison, either the models or their
meta-information can be used for this comparison.
Figure 7.11a and 7.11b respectively show the meta-information of the enterprise
and change model for Case 1. The first entity in the change model is "Applicant"
which relates to the "enter applicant details" activity. Since this same entity exists
in the enterprise model, relates to the same activity and have same attributes as in
the change model. It does not satisfy rule 1, and hence not affected by the change
and need not be added to the TO-BE enterprise model to adapt to the change in
Case 1.
On the other hand, the "Oversea" and "Home" entities are in the change model but
do not exist in the enterprise model. Hence, they satisfy rule 1, and are required
to adapt to the change. In other words, to adapt to the change in Case 1, the data
domain of the enterprise should be modified by adding these two entities. In this
way, certain information such as "testScore", "schRank", and "nationality" required
to adapt to the change can be captured in the enterprise model. Observe that
these information are not available in the AS-IS enterprise Data model shown in
Figure 7.7 and Figure 7.10. Thus in order to adapt this change they should be
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FIGURE 7.8: Case Study Enterprise Business Process Model
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FIGURE 7.9: Case Study Enterprise Meta Information
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FIGURE 7.10: Case Study Enterprise Model (Enlarged in Appendix
D)
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(A) Enterprise Meta-Information (B) Meta-Information for Case 1
FIGURE 7.11: Comparing Enterprise and Change Entities For Case 1
using Meta-Information
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added to the TO-BE enterprise change.
(A) Enterprise Meta-Information (B) Meta-Information for Case 2
FIGURE 7.12: Comparing Enterprise and Change Entities For Case 2
using Meta-Information
Rule 1 can also be applied in Case 2 to derive the data elements or entities that
are required to adapt the change. Figures 7.12a and 7.12b show, respectively, the
meta-information of the enterprise and change model for Case 2. Notice that the ac-
tivities and processes for Case 2 are not the typical business process activities, thus
n/a (not applicable) is written in the ’activity’ column of the meta-information. In
such cases, the attributes can be used to check if two entities are the similar. Even
though the "RFP" and "Bid" entities exist in both enterprise and change model of
Case 2, they contain some different set of attributes. They satisfy rule 1 and are
hence required to adapt the change. The "Client", "Old Client", and "Global Client"
entities are in change model but do not exist in the enterprise model, hence they
satisfy rule 1 and are required to adapt the change. These entities should then be
added to the TO-BE enterprise model in order to adapt to the change.
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7.4.2 Applying Rule 2 to Derive Activities
Rule 2 can be used to compare activities of change model with those of enterprise
model. So as to derive activities that are affected by a change and hence should
be modified to adapt that change. This rule states that: If an activity exist in the
change model, but similar activity does not exist in the corresponding enterprise model,
then that activity is required to adapt to the change (represented by the change model).
This implies that a user should check through both enterprise and change model
to look out for activities that exist in the change model but not in enterprise model.
These activities can be business process activities or any other logical activities as
in Case 2, see Figure 7.2.
Figure 7.11 shows the meta-information of enterprise and change models for Case
1, which can be used to facilitate this comparison. The activity "enter applicant de-
tails" exists in the change model and also exists in the enterprise model. It implies
that this activity does not satisfy rule 2. Hence it is not required and should not be
added to the TO-BE enterprise model to adapt the change. But the other two activ-
ities i.e., "submit testScore" and "get schRank" exist in the change model but do not
exist in the enterprise model, which implies that they satisfy rule 2. Therefore they
are required and should be added to the TO-BE enterprise model so as to adapt to
the change.
FIGURE 7.13: The Set of Activities for Case 2
This rule can also be applied in Case 2 to derive a set of activities that are required to
adapt the given change. The activities for Case 2 are presented in Figure 7.13, these
are obtained from the extreme right of the change model shown in Figure 7.2. Since
these activities are not the typical business process activities and do not necessarily
reference data entities.They may not be listed in the meta-information, so the cells
in activity column of the meta-information for Case 2, shown in Figure 7.12b, are
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marked with ’n/a’ (not applicable). Clearly, these activities exist in the change
model but do not exist in the enterprise model, they satisfy rule 2. Thus, they are
required and should be added to the TO-BE enterprise model.
7.4.3 Applying Rule 3 to Derive Goals
The next enterprise domain element to derive, after deriving entities and activities,
is the goal element. Rule 3 can be used to compare the goals in a change model
with those in the enterprise model. This rule states that: If a goal exist in the change
model, but similar goal does not exist in the corresponding enterprise model, then that
goal is required to adapt to the change (represented by the change model). This rule can
be applied to derive the goals that are needed to adapt to the change in Case 1.
The meta-information in Figure 7.11 can be used to this end. Goals R and S1 of
the change model can be compared to goals D11, and D16 of the enterprise model,
since they reference the same entity i.e., applicant. However, a closer examination
reveals that R and S1 relates to a specialised type of applicant i.e, ’oversea applicant’,
and are thus not the same as D11 and D16. Therefore, goals R and S1 satisfies rule
3 and should be added to the TO-BE enterprise model in order to adapt to the
change. This is also the same with the other goals in the change mode of Case 1,
i.e., S2 and S3, since they do not exist in the enterprise model.
This rule can also be applied to Case 2 using the meta-information shown in Fig-
ure 7.12. One can start by identifying the goals that should be compared. This
can be done by looking at goals that references the same entities in both models.
Goals Sd, R, and Sa of the change model can be compared with goals D17, D2, D5,
and D12 of the enterprise model, since they reference the same entities i.e, RFP, and
Bid. But a closer examination of the individual goals as shown in Figure 7.2 and
Figure 7.6 shows that these goals are not the same. This also applies to the other
goals in the change model of Case 2, since they do not exist in the enterprise model.
Therefore all the goals in the change model of Case 2 satisfies the rule 3, and hence
should be added to the TO-BE enterprise model in order to adapt to the change.
7.5 Chapter Summary
This chapter demonstrates utility of the process (framework) proposed in this the-
sis, and shows how an enterprise model can be compared with a change model
to derive the enterprise domain elements required to adapt to a given change.
As mentioned earlier, the design science research (DSR) suggests that one way to
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demonstrate utility of research contributions in Information Systems is by using
them (contributions) to represent an aspect of a real world. Scenarios or case stud-
ies can be used to describe an aspect of a real world. Accordingly, utility of this
research contributions has been demonstrated in this Chapter using a case study
obtained from the Research Group’s Industry Partners.
The three applicable areas of this research contributions have been discussed in
Sections 7.2, 7.3, and 7.4. Results show that the proposed change modelling lan-
guage can be used to represent, structure, and visualise enterprise changes. One
essence of this representation is to understand and derive the domains of an en-
terprise required to adapt a given change. In other words, modelling enterprise
changes and relating them to enterprise models is useful for discerning the goals,
business process activities, and business entities (Data) that should be included in
the target (TO-BE) enterprise model, so as to effectively respond to a given change.
In addition, the proposed change modelling language has been used to implement
a Change Management Proforma to support enterprises in capturing, document-
ing, and analysing change management activities. Another important application
of the proposed change modelling language has been discussed in Appendix E,
which shows how it can be used to implement a database system to support en-
terprise change management initiatives. The next chapter brings this Thesis into
conclusion, reflects on the research and discusses its limitations, as well as pro-
poses further work to be carried out.
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Chapter 8
Reflection and Conclusion
8.1 Chapter Overview
The overall aim of this research is to make contributions and extend what the In-
formation Systems community already know about enterprise agility and change
management. The key contribution here is a process/framework for represent-
ing an enterprise change and deriving the enterprise domain elements required
to adapt the given change. This extends the body of knowledge by providing
a novel modelling language for representing enterprise changes; a concise enter-
prise modelling language for describing an enterprise in terms of its goals, busi-
ness processes, and data; and a set of procedures together with rules for com-
paring a change model with an enterprise model and deriving the set of domain
elements required to adapt a given change. In addition, Appendix E shows how
the proposed change conceptual model can be used to implement a database. This
database could support the management of data and relevant information relating
enterprise agility and change management.
In order to measure the success of these contributions and determine whether this
research has achieved its aim, it is helpful to reflect on how well this research
meets its objectives, as well as how the evaluation and validation criteria, stated
in Chapter 1 of this thesis, have been satisfied. It is also useful to examine how
the research question has been answered. Already, the research objectives and
question have been stated in Sections 1.3 and 1.2 respectively, while the evaluation
and validation criteria have been stated in Section 1.7, of the first chapter.
The remaining part of this chapter is organised as follows: Section 8.2 presents a
discussion on how the research question is answered, while Section 8.3 reflects on
how well the research objectives have been met. This is followed by Section 8.4
that discusses how the contributions met the evaluation and validation criteria.
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Section 8.5 reflect on some lessons learned from applying the research contribu-
tions to industry case study. Then, Section 8.6 discusses some limitations of the
research contributions. These limitations provides a scope for future work, which
is discussed in Section 8.7. Finally Section 8.8 gives a general concluding remarks
and summary of the research.
8.2 Reflecting on the Research Question
As stated in Chapter 1, this research aims to answer the following question:
What is the process for deriving the set of new enterprise domain ele-
ments required to adapt a given enterprise change?
To answer this question, this research develops a process or framework for relating
and comparing a change to the enterprise it affects, and determining the goals,
business process activities, and data entities required to adapt the given change.
This framework includes the following:
i A conceptual structure as described in Figure 4.1. This conceptual structure
includes a unique conceptual model for expressing enterprise changes, and
a conceptual language for modelling an enterprise.
ii Procedures for applying this conceptual structure in deriving the required
domain elements. These procedures have been summarised as a stepwise
approach in Figure 6.4.
iii A set of rules for comparing a change model with an enterprise model. These
rules are presented in Expressions F.1, F.2, and F.3
To demonstrate its utility, the developed framework is experimented on a real
world industry case study. The results of this experiment produce a set of data
entity, business process activities, and business goals, required to adapt the two
given changes in the case study. Since this framework can be applicable in real
world industry, it is considered successful in accordance to the well established
guidelines for DSR proposed by Hevner et al [89, 90], and hence provide the an-
swer to the research question.
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8.3 Reflecting on the Research Objectives
The objectives followed to achieve this research aim and contributions are as fol-
lows: (a) To identify the minimal, necessary, and sufficient set of concepts required
to represent enterprise changes, through a systematic literature review. (b) To de-
sign and develop a conceptual language for modelling enterprise changes, using
the concepts identified from the systematic literature review. (c) To design and
develop a concise conceptual language for modelling an enterprise, re-using con-
cepts from existing enterprise models and architectures. (d) To provide a set of
rules and procedures for deriving new domain requirements when changes occur
in an enterprise. (e) To demonstrate the utility of the proposed process or frame-
work using an industry case study.The sections below reflect on how each of these
objectives are met.
8.3.1 Identification of Concepts
The first research objective is to identify the necessary and sufficient set of con-
cepts required to model an enterprise change. In order to meet this objective, a
systematic literature review (SLR) was conducted and discussed in Chapter 2 of
this thesis. SLR provides a rigorous and reliable methodology for meeting stated
research objective(s), solving given research problem(s), and answering research
question(s) [107]. Based on these, SLR is selected over other literature review
methods, such as systematic mapping study (SMS) and traditional literature re-
view.
Another reason for selecting SLR is to ensure that a wider range of publications
are systematically selected and reviewed, so that important concepts would not
be left out. The concepts of enterprise agility and change management, required
to model enterprise changes, have been presented in Table 2.5 and discussed in
Section 2.7.1. Hence the first objective of this research is considered to be met.
8.3.2 Design and Develop Conceptual Model for Change
The second objective of this research is to design and develop a conceptual mod-
elling language for enterprise change. This objective is met by using the concepts
identified from the SLR to develop a change modelling language, see Chapter 5.
To ensure that the modelling language is of a good quality and standard, a rigor-
ous approach has been followed in its development. This approach involves using
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existing meta-modelling techniques such as developing the abstract syntax, con-
crete syntax, and semantics for the proposed language. In addition, the modelling
language is designed to conform to existing meta-modelling technologies such as
the meta-object facility (MOF), UML, and the eclipse modelling framework (EMF).
8.3.3 Concise Enterprise Modelling Language
This objective has been met in Chapter 6, which presents a concise modelling lan-
guage for representing an enterprise. The concepts used for this enterprise model
are derived from existing enterprise modelling approaches and frameworks, which
are also identified from the SLR. Similar to the change modelling language, good
quality of this enterprise modelling language is ensured by applying existing tech-
niques and technologies for developing conceptual modelling languages. For in-
stance, MOF and UML concepts were re-used to develop the language. In addi-
tion, both the change and enterprise modelling languages are develop using the
design science research (DSR) methodology, see Chapter 4. The DSR provides a
rigorous approach to develop Information Systems contributions and artefacts, so
as to ensure that they are of good quality as well as usable.
8.3.4 Rules and Procedures
This objective seeks to provide the rules and procedures that can be used to derive
the set of domain requirements, i.e., data, business process and goals, for adapting
to a given change. To meet this objective, Chapter 6 of this thesis provides three
rules and a stepwise procedure that can be used to relate and compare change and
enterprise models. This procedure includes a meta-information which provides a
consistent means to structure and compare model elements in both change and
enterprise models. In addition, to ensure they can be used by a wide range of
audience, these rules are also formalised using formal logic. To show that these
rules and procedures can be useful, they have been tested with an industry case
study, see Chapter 7.
8.3.5 Demonstrate Utility
The last objective is to demonstrate the utility of the proposed framework. To
meet this objective, a real industry case study was obtained from the Research
Group’s industry collaborator, this case study has been reported in Sections 2.6 of
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Chapter 7. The proposed change modelling language was used to construct the
models of the two changes in the case study. Similarly, the proposed enterprise
modelling language was used to construct the model of the enterprise. These show
that both languages can be utilised in a real world enterprise. Afterwards, the rules
and procedures were applied to derive the domain elements that are required to
adapt changes. Hence this objective has been met.
8.4 Evaluation and Validation
Recall that in Chapter 1, some criteria for validating and evaluating the contribu-
tions of this research have been identified and stated. These include the following:
(i) Represent/model the enterprise changes described in the case study. (ii) Rep-
resent/model the enterprise described in the case study. (iii) Derive new domain
elements required to adapt to the change described in the case study. This section
revisits these criteria and discusses how they have been satisfied by the research
contributions through the experiments conducted with a case study in Chapter 7.
In Chapter 7 of this research, an industry case study is described and used to
demonstrate the utility of the research contributions. This is divided into 3 parts
which corresponds to the three key areas where the utility of this research con-
tributions is demonstrated. In the first part or part 1 of Chapter 7, the proposed
change modelling language is used to model or represent enterprise changes. Two
enterprise changes caused by different change drivers, captured in an industry
case study, are modelled using the proposed change modelling language. As dis-
cussed in Section 7.2, the proposed change modelling language sufficiently repre-
sents the changes, and features of these changes, described in the case study. It is
therefore considered to satisfy the first evaluation and validation criteria.
Equally, part 3 of Chapter 7 shows how the proposed enterprise modelling lan-
guage is used to represent or model the enterprise described in the case study.
Additionally, part 3 shows how the proposed rules and procedures are applied to
derive a set of new domain elements required to adapt the changes in the changes
described in the case study. The experiment and discussion in Section 7.4 shows
that the enterprise modelling language can be used to model an enterprise. It also
shows that the rules and procedures can be used to derive the new enterprise do-
main elements required to adapt changes. Therefore, the second and third criteria
for evaluation and validation have been met. Overall, the above discussions show
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that the contributions of this research satisfy the afore stated evaluation and val-
idation criteria. Hence, they are considered valid and can be used by enterprises
that which to support their ability to manage changes.
8.5 Discussion of Lessons
During the application of the proposed framework on industry case study, some
vital lessons are learned. It would be useful to present and discus these lessons.
The aim of this section is to present a discussion of the lessons learned by apply-
ing the proposed framework to model an enterprise, its changes, and derive the
domain elements required to adapt those changes.
8.5.1 Lesson From Conceptual Modelling
By modelling a change driver, it is easier to clarify and express tacit and ambigu-
ous information or knowledge about an enterprise change. These enhance the
understanding and knowledge about the root cause or the origin of an enterprise
change. As mentioned in part 1 of Chapter 7, these knowledge and understanding
helped to reason about the various modifications that can be made to the current
state of the enterprise, and the type of transition the enterprise should make in
other to respond to a given change. In addition, a good representation, under-
standing, and knowledge of change drivers and change provide a means of iden-
tifying and deciding on the adequate actions for adapting a given a change, thus
supporting enterprise agility and change management initiatives. In other words,
if the change driver and change are clearly understood, represented, and known,
then it is easier to formulate actions to adapt them.
The conceptual representation of an enterprise in terms of its goal, business pro-
cess, and data, makes it easier to relate or compare an enterprise model with a
change model. This type of comparison facilitates the derivation of new enter-
prise domain elements required to adapt the given changes. However, this com-
parison currently involves no form of automation. Instead it relies on the ability
of the modeller to manually construct meta-information tables, and use these ta-
bles to carefully compare the elements of the enterprise model with those of the
change model. Hence, enterprises modellers or change managers using this ap-
proach require extra care so as to ensure that there are minimal or no errors, and
the resulting derived domain elements are precise as well as accurate.
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Expressing a change as a goal, made it easier to decompose the change into achiev-
able objectives. By so doing, it is easier to understand and communicate the re-
quirements for adapting to a given change. For instance in Figure 7.1, the change
is represented, broken down in subgoals (objectives) and finally attached to a con-
dition. Also this helps to convey further knowledge about what tightening the
recruitment process for foreign applicants would mean to the enterprise. In con-
crete terms, as shown in Figure 7.1 it means that the said enterprise should accept
a minimum grade of 8 or pass score of 60% for foreign applicants.
The rules and procedures for deriving the set of enterprise domain elements, re-
quired to adapt changes, are easy to understand, and simple to apply. Therefore
they may be easily used and adopted by a wide range of audience, particularly
those who are new to conceptual modelling or those that have little or no expe-
rience of programming. The latter may apply to the majority of top enterprise
change managers. At the same time, since these rules and procedures are de-
scribed in natural language, it might be a little difficult to transmute them into
codes or executable programs. However, this difficulty may not present a big
problem given that most change management and enterprise agility initiatives and
decisions are usually carried out by human rather than software programs.
Identifying and modelling the change indicator is a helpful step in change man-
agement and enterprise agility processes. It helps to clarify as well as enhance
understanding of the environment issues that led or can lead to a change. In
this way, stakeholders can be in constant alert and monitor the environment for
the (re-)occurrence of similar issues in the future. If similar or any of such envi-
ronmental issue becomes predominant/popular in a the future, stakeholders can
capture such an issue and set the threat level to severe. Then they can start an-
ticipating the type of change driver and change such captured change indicator
can cause, as well as the impact the change can have. More so, by specifying and
representing the change impact, as shown in Figures 7.1 and 7.2, it becomes easier
to visualise, know, and understand the implications or potential consequences of
a given change to enterprise. Such knowledge and understanding may be useful
in performing change impact analysis and/or change risk assessment.
Actions, which specify what should be done to respond to a given change driver
and remain agile, are clearly expressed and assigned to relevant agents or stake-
holders. By so doing, other stakeholders can focus on many other enterprise activ-
ities that require their attention. This can help to minimize duplication of efforts
and reduce unnecessary repetition (redundancy) of duties, as well as support the
optimization of resources, cost and time spend during change management initia-
tives. Additionally, it can save a considerable amount of business time by reducing
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ambiguity and making it easier for stakeholders to understand what they are re-
quired to do for their enterprises to improve agility.
8.6 Limitations
This section discusses some limitations of this research. Each limitation is stated
and discussed in the paragraphs below.
No Automation: Although automation and software tools may not be manda-
tory prerequisites for supporting enterprise agility and change management. They
can be useful and helpful to enterprise agility and change management initiatives,
particularly in larger organizations and in a more dynamic business environment
where changes are more frequent. As mentioned earlier, in its current state, the
approach proposed by this research involves no form of automation and software
tools. Instead it is limited to manual approach, in other words, users have to man-
ually analyse the case study, represent the change and enterprise models, construct
the meta-information tables for both models, and apply the rules to derive the new
domain elements required to adapt the given changes. This manual approach may
be cumbersome, boring, and can involve some errors, as most humans activities
usually involve some percentage errors. Although the application of this approach
to the case study in Chapter 7 proves successful with little or no errors. It can be
possible to experience errors while modelling larger enterprises with a large quan-
tity of data.
Validation and Evaluation Limitation: The case study method of evaluation,
used in this research, is usually acceptable and have proved successful in vali-
dating and evaluating Information Systems (IS) contributions and artefacts [4, 89,
90]. However, there are certain limitations associated with the use of case study
method of evaluation and validation. One of such limitations is the challenge of
generalising the results or findings from a case study [45, 94]. The contributions
of this research have been validated and evaluated against a case study collected
from a single enterprise in an IT industry. Even though these contributions meet
the stated criteria and are considered to be validated and evaluated, they have not
been tested on enterprises in other industries. More so, since this case study is
from a single enterprise in a particular industry, it may not be a representative of
a wider range of enterprises. Based on these, it can be challenging to generalise
these contributions on all industries.
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Another limitation is that some case studies can be non-numerical and non-statistical [45,
94]. The case study used to validate this research contributions are not based on
numerical or statistical figures or data. Instead, it is based on textual descriptions
which can subject it to the interpretation, analysis, knowledge, and expertise of
the researcher [45, 94]. In other words, various researchers can interpret this case
study in various ways, and may arrive at different understanding of the results of
the experiments conducted with the case study. This can introduce some elements
of bias and raise questions or doubts about the precision or accuracy of the results
obtained from experimenting with the research contributions. Besides, it can also
make it difficult to quantify the results of the experiments conducted with the case
study.
Furthermore, the experiments conducted with this case study are not based on em-
pirical method, thus the research contributions have not been empirical validated
and evaluated. In other words, other IS practitioners have not used and interacted
with this research contributions. This can make it difficult to exactly ascertain how
easy, simple, usable, and supportive the proposed contributions can be in support-
ing enterprise agility and change management. Although the method of valida-
tion and evaluation, used here, shows that the contributions of this research can
be applicable in industry. Empirical validation and evaluation can further demon-
strate utility and strengthen the argument about the industry applicability of this
research contributions. However, empirical validations are beyond the scope of
this research.
Enterprise Model Limitation: The enterprise modelling language proposed in
this research considers an enterprise as an embodiment of its business objectives
(goals), processes for achieving these objectives (business process), and the infor-
mation required to achieve the objectives (data). Even though this modelling lan-
guage is sufficient to capture an enterprise in a concise manner and is thus deemed
to be a useful contribution. Most enterprises may want to consider other domains
or viewpoints such as technology domain, and application domain. These other
domains are not included in the proposed enterprise modelling language. Hence
the proposed enterprise modelling language is limited to enterprises who desire
a concise language to represent their goals, business process, and data. However,
enterprises can overcome this limitation by applying model driven approaches to
extend the proposed enterprise modelling language with any number of relevant
domains.
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8.7 Future Work
The research limitations presented in Section 8.6 above provide some scope to fur-
ther improve the contributions of this research. There are three key areas in which
the contributions of this research can be improved. The first is to carry out empir-
ical evaluation and validation of the research contributions. This would involve
some activities such as getting an enterprise to adopt or adapt the proposed con-
tribution as its change management framework. The next activity would be to
train and supervise the stakeholders of this enterprise on how to apply the pro-
posed framework on their change management activities. Other activities include
creating a feedback mechanism and observing the stakeholders as they apply this
framework to manage changes. Finally, I would use these feedbacks for further
enhancement and also to obtain a better version of the proposed framework.
The second area of improvement is in tooling or automation. Currently, the pro-
posed conceptual modelling languages are not executable and a software tool has
not been developed to support this framework and approach. It would be pos-
sible to partially or fully automate enterprise change management initiatives or
implement a software tool to support enterprise agility. For instance model driven
development approaches, such as model to model transformation or model inte-
gration, can be applied to implement a software tool that can automatically gen-
erated a change model given some parameters. Similarly a software tool can be
implemented extract goals, business process activities, and data elements from
both change and enterprise models, and thus automatically building the meta-
information tables required to compare both models. These would be the focus
of the future work for this research. Hence future work would focus on applying
model driven development approaches to implement software tools to support
enterprise agility and change management initiatives.
8.8 Concluding Remarks
It has been well acknowledged that uncertainties and spontaneous changes pose
serious threats, problems, and challenges to modern day enterprises. Threats and
problems can include loss of competitive advantage and market share, bankruptcy
and liquidation, financial or profit loss, among others. Hence, effective change
management is required for enterprises that desire to survive, as well as over-
come these threats, problems, and challenges. Enterprise agility, i.e., the ability of
enterprises to respond to changes timely and effectively, is a core imperative for
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change management and survival in the face of changes and uncertainties. But, at
the same time, enterprise agility is too difficult to achieve and a major concern for
business and IT executives. For this reason, enterprises are in search of techniques,
methods and frameworks to support, enhance, or achieve enterprise agility.
The definition of enterprise agility clearly suggests that the ability to adapt to
change is critical to achieving enterprise agility. A clear understanding and knowl-
edge of enterprise changes can facilitate and enhance an enterprise to acquire the
ability to adapt changes. Such understanding and knowledge can be achieve if
changes together with its essential features and related concepts are expressed and
represented explicitly. Therefore, in order to acquire the ability to adapt changes
and thus facilitate enterprise agility, it is imperative to provide a means of ex-
pressing and modelling any given enterprise change, its essential features and re-
lated concepts in a coherent and understandable format. Conceptual modelling
languages are known to provide the basis for describing, expressing, and mod-
elling an aspect of the physical world, such as enterprise changes and agility, in a
coherent and understandable format. Therefore Conceptual modelling language
techniques can be useful to these ends.
In order to support enterprise agility and change management, this research pro-
poses a conceptual framework to support the representing and modelling of enter-
prises together with the changes they can face. In addition, this framework include
a set of procedures and rules that are used to derive the new domain elements re-
quired to adapt changes. An industry case study has been used to test the utility of
this framework. The results obtained from this case study shows that this frame-
work supports enterprise agility and change management in a number of ways.
It provides an approach to represent an enterprise and its changes. Such rep-
resentation prove to enhance the understanding of enterprise changes, and how
changes can relate to an enterprise. In addition it provides a means to derive a
set of new enterprise elements required to adapt a given change. Furthermore, the
change conceptual modelling language has been used as the basis for developing a
database system that can used to capture, store and manage data and information
relating to enterprise agility. Other benefits of the proposed conceptual model are
discussed in the paragraphs below.
Conceptual modelling is known to support the capturing and sharing of informa-
tion about a problem domain. Enterprise changes is a well known problem do-
main. Therefore, the change modelling language proposed in this research can be
used to capture and share vital information about enterprise changes. Information
sharing can help enterprise stakeholders to understand a problem domain. Such
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understanding can motivate concerted efforts towards proffering a lasting solu-
tion to the problem. For instance, as mentioned in Section 8.5, the change driver
model concept, included in the proposed change modelling language, is used to
capture, understand, and share information about the origin and root cause of a
change. These help to reason about the actions that can be suitable to adapt the
change driver.
Furthermore, conceptual modelling languages are core prerequisites for informa-
tion systems development, as they are used to capture and represent concepts re-
quired to build database and software systems [149, 169]. The conceptual mod-
elling language proposed in this research is developed by gathering the essential
features and concepts of change and integrating them into a meta-model. These
concepts and features of change can be used to implement a database to support
enterprise agility and change management initiatives. As demonstrated in [140]
and discussed in Appendix E, this database can support enterprise agility in a
number of ways. Apart from providing support for capturing, storing, and man-
aging data, information, and knowledge about enterprise agility. SQL query func-
tionalities can be used to obtain useful business intelligence to support change
management efforts. Additionally, previous but successful change management
initiatives, activities, and strategies, can be stored in a database system. These can
be retrieved, using query languages, and re-used to support future change man-
agement decisions. In these ways, time, cost, and efforts spent in change manage-
ment can be optimised and enterprise agility can be enhanced easily.
Sensing and early detection of environmental events are key facilitators of enter-
prise agility and change management [49, 146]. The change indicator model con-
cepts, included in this change modelling language, can be used to these ends.
The change indicator concept can be used to represent and document informa-
tion about certain social affairs, within the enterprise environment, that are likely
to instigate change drivers and changes. For instance, social affairs such as election
can bring about new government laws. These laws can initiate regulatory compli-
ance, which is a known change driver that can cause changes in an enterprise. The
change indicator concept can be used to capture and documents this type of social
events. So that they can be known and analysed by stakeholders to determine their
likelihood of leading to changes. If such events are likely to lead to changes, then
stakeholders can quickly make preparations towards pre-empting such changes.
In this way, enterprise agility can be enhanced.
Besides, conceptual modelling languages support and facilitate requirements anal-
ysis and elicitation. For instance, conceptual modelling languages, e.g., i-star (i*),
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have been widely used to identify, analyse, specify, and elicit systems require-
ments. Similarly the concepts, conceptual modelling languages, and framework
proposed in this research can be useful in eliciting and analysing the requirements
for achieving or facilitating enterprise agility and effective change management.
Additionally, they provide a route to clearly understand requirements strategies
to enable an organisation to respond to change with enhanced agility. When the
requirements are clearly identified, analysed, and understood, adequate action
plans, strategies, and policies for pre-empting or reacting to changes can be de-
signed and implemented, and enterprise agility can be enhanced.
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E.1 Application Part 4: Database Implementation
The conceptual modelling language proposed in this thesis can also be applied to
implement a database that can be used to support enterprise agility and change
management. Information systems, such as databases, are known to developed
from conceptual schemas or modelling language. Hence, the conceptual mod-
elling language proposed in this research can be used as a conceptual schema to
implement a database. Such database would be useful to change management and
enterprise agility in a number of ways.
Database systems are well known to provide the means to capture, document, and
manage vital data in a given domain. Therefore, a change management database
can be used to capture, document, and manage enterprise agility and change man-
agement data. For instance, the origin, causes, and impact of change, as well as the
activities, actions, and initiatives carried to manage changes can be documented
and managed using a change management database system. By capturing, docu-
menting, and managing these data, enterprise stakeholders can easily access data
and information required to manage changes and support enterprise agility initia-
tives.
This sections shows how the proposed conceptual modelling language can be used
to implement a database system. The well established steps to be followed while
implementing database systems have been described in [16, 174]. These steps are
adapted and used to implement the proposed database system. The first step is to
construct the conceptual model, this is then used to produced the relational model.
The relational is then implemented as table i.e., the physical database. Data can
then be inserted into the table, and queried over time to obtain useful business
intelligence. Each of these steps are described below.
The Conceptual Model: Conceptual models used for database implementations
are usually developed by gathering concepts of interest in a given universe of dis-
course. These concepts are then integrated into a conceptual modelling language.
The concepts used for implementing the proposed database have been identified
and discussed in Chapter 2 of this thesis. These concepts have also been inte-
grated into a conceptual modelling language in Chapter 5. Hence, the abstract
syntax model of the proposed change conceptual modelling language is used as
the conceptual database model. This has been discussed in Chapter 5.
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The Relational Model: The relational database model is used to convert each
concept in the conceptual model into data element that can be stored in a database.
Data elements extends concepts with additional details such as the data type of
each attribute. In addition the data elements include the primary and foreign keys
for each table, and the generally constraints to guarantee the integrity of tables in
the database [21, 39].
FIGURE E.1: Relational Database Model
The relational database model used to implement the proposed database is shown
in Figure E.1. As seen in this figure, the attributes in each data element include
data types such as VARCHAR and NUMBER. Each data type has a precision, i.e.,
the allowable character for that attribute. Defining data type and precision for each
attribute helps to constraint the database to ensure data integrity. In addition, a
unique identifier called the primary key is included in each data element, this is to
ensure the uniqueness of each table in the database. More so, the relational model
shows how one (parent) data element relates or references another (referent) data
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element by assigning an attribute, usually the primary key, of the parent table to
the referent table. The assigned attribute is called the foreign key.
The Physical Database or Table: The next step after constructing the relational
model is to create the physical database. The physical database is in form of a table
with columns and rows. Each table corresponds to a data element in the relational
database model, while the columns of the table are the attributes of corresponding
data elements in the relational model. Usually, a structured query language is used
to implement the physical database.
The structured query language (SQL) is known to be the de facto standard for im-
plementing and managing information in a database. It includes a data definition
language and a data manipulation language. The data definition language can be
used to describe or create the tables in the physical database. After creating the
database, the data manipulation language (DML) can be used to insert, update,
and manage the data in the database. The tables in the database proposed in this
research is created using the data definition language of the SQL. The SQL codes,
shown in Listing E.1, are used to create these tables.
LISTING E.1: SQL Codes For Creating Change-Driver & Change-
Indicator Tables
1 CREATE TABLE Change_Driver
2 (
3 identifier NUMBER (20)NOTNULL ,
4 type VARCHAR2 (200000) ,
5 name VARCHAR2 (200000) ,
6 Change_changeIDNUMBER (20)
7 ) ;
8 ALTER TABLE Change_Driver ADD CONSTRAINT Change_Driver_PK PRIMARY KEY ( identifier ) ;
9
10
11
12 CREATE TABLE Change_Indicator
13 (
14 inID NUMBER (20)NOTNULL ,
15 name VARCHAR2 (20000) ,
16 threat VARCHAR2 (20000) ,
17 degree VARCHAR2 (200000) ,
18 Change_Driver_identifierNUMBER (20)
19 ) ;
20 ALTER TABLE Change_Indicator ADD CONSTRAINT
Change_Indicator_PK PRIMARY KEY ( inID ) ;
21
22
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23 ALTER TABLE Change_Driver ADD CONSTRAINT Change_Driver_Change_FK FOREIGN KEY
24 ( Change_changeID ) REFERENCES Change ( changeID ) ;
25
26 ALTER TABLE Change_Indicator ADD CONSTRAINT Change_Indicator_Change_Driver_FK FOREIGN KEY
27 ( Change_Driver_identifier ) REFERENCES Change_Driver ( identifier ) ;
28
29
30 CREATE TABLE Action
31 (
32 actionID NUMBER (20)NOTNULL ,
33 name VARCHAR2 (20000) ,
34 module VARCHAR2 (20000) ,
35 alt VARCHAR2 (2000000) ,
36 Change_Driver_identifierNUMBER (20)
37 ) ;
38 ALTER TABLE Action ADD CONSTRAINT Action_PK PRIMARY KEY ( actionID ) ;
39
40
41 CREATE TABLE Activity
42 (
43 name VARCHAR2 ,
44 actIDNUMBER (20)NOTNULL ,
45 type VARCHAR2 (2000000) ,
46 -- ERROR: Column name length exceeds maximum allowed length(30)
47 Business_Process_Business_Process_IDNUMBER
48 ) ;
49 ALTER TABLE Activity ADD CONSTRAINT Activity_PK PRIMARY KEY ( actID ) ;
50
51 CREATE TABLE Actor
52 (
53 name VARCHAR2 (200000) ,
54 actorIdentifier NUMBER (20)NOT NULL ,
55 type VARCHAR2 (200000) ,
56 role VARCHAR2 (20000) ,
57 Agility_Enabler_enablerIDNUMBER (20)
58 ) ;
59 ALTER TABLE Actor ADD CONSTRAINT Actor_PK PRIMARY KEY ( actorIdentifier ) ;
60
61
62 CREATE TABLE Agility_Enabler
63 (
64 name VARCHAR2 (20000) ,
65 enablerID NUMBER (20)NOT NULL ,
66 detail VARCHAR2 (200000) ,
67 Action_actionIDNUMBER (20)
68 ) ;
69 ALTER TABLE Agility_Enabler ADD CONSTRAINT Agility_Enabler_PK PRIMARY KEY ( enablerID ) ;
70
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71 CREATE TABLE Business_Process
72 (
73 name VARCHAR2 (200000) ,
74 processID NUMBER (20) ,
75 Change_changeID NUMBER (20) ,
76 Business_Process_IDNUMBERNOT NULL
77 ) ;
78 ALTER TABLE Business_Process ADD CONSTRAINT Business_Process_PK PRIMARY KEY ( Business_Process_ID ) ;
79
80
81 CREATE TABLE Change
82 (
83 iDomain VARCHAR2 (2000) ,
84 changeIDNUMBER (20)NOT NULL ,
85 domain VARCHAR2 (20000) ,
86 name VARCHAR2 (2000000)
87 ) ;
88 ALTER TABLE Change ADD CONSTRAINT Change_PK PRIMARY KEY ( changeID ) ;
89
90 CREATE TABLE Change_Driver
91 (
92 identifier NUMBER (20)NOTNULL ,
93 type VARCHAR2 (200000) ,
94 name VARCHAR2 (200000) ,
95 Change_changeIDNUMBER (20)
96 ) ;
97 ALTER TABLE Change_Driver ADD CONSTRAINT Change_Driver_PK PRIMARY KEY ( identifier ) ;
98
99
100 CREATE TABLE Change_Indicator
101 (
102 inID NUMBER (20)NOTNULL ,
103 name VARCHAR2 (20000) ,
104 threat VARCHAR2 (20000) ,
105 degree VARCHAR2 (200000) ,
106 Change_Driver_identifierNUMBER (20)
107 ) ;
108 ALTER TABLE Change_Indicator ADD CONSTRAINT Change_Indicator_PK PRIMARY KEY ( inID ) ;
109
110
111 CREATE TABLE Condition
112 (
113 conID NUMBER (20)NOT NULL ,
114 name VARCHAR2 (20000) ,
115 expressionVARCHAR2 (20000000)
116 ) ;
117 ALTER TABLE Condition ADD CONSTRAINT Condition_PK PRIMARY KEY ( conID ) ;
118
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119
120 CREATE TABLE Entity
121 (
122 entityID NUMBER (20)NOTNULL ,
123 name VARCHAR2 (200000) ,
124 attribute VARCHAR2 (20000) ,
125 Change_changeIDNUMBER (20)
126 ) ;
127 ALTER TABLE Entity ADD CONSTRAINT Entity_PK PRIMARY KEY ( entityID ) ;
128
129
130 CREATE TABLE Goal
131 (
132 name VARCHAR2 (2000000)NOT NULL ,
133 goalID NUMBER (20)NOTNULL ,
134 Change_changeIDNUMBER (20)
135 ) ;
136 ALTER TABLE Goal ADD CONSTRAINT Goal_PK PRIMARY KEY ( goalID ) ;
137
138
139 CREATE TABLE Impact
140 (
141 name VARCHAR2 (200000) ,
142 impactID NUMBER (20)NOTNULL ,
143 outcome VARCHAR2 (2000000) ,
144 Change_changeIDNUMBER (20)
145 ) ;
146 ALTER TABLE Impact ADD CONSTRAINT Impact_PK PRIMARY KEY ( impactID ) ;
147
148
149 CREATE TABLE Sub_Goal
150 (
151 sgID NUMBER (20)NOTNULL ,
152 name VARCHAR2 (20000) ,
153 sgType VARCHAR2 (20000) ,
154 Goal_goalID NUMBER (20) ,
155 Condition_conIDNUMBER (20)
156 ) ;
157
158
159 ALTER TABLE Sub_Goal ADD CONSTRAINT Sub_Goal_PK PRIMARY KEY ( sgID ) ;
160
161 ALTER TABLE Action ADD CONSTRAINT Action_Change_Driver_FK FOREIGN KEY
162 ( Change_Driver_identifier ) REFERENCES Change_Driver ( identifier ) ;
163
164 ALTER TABLE Activity ADD CONSTRAINT Activity_Business_Process_FK FOREIGN KEY
165 ( Business_Process_Business_Process_ID ) REFERENCES Business_Process ( Business_Process_ID ) ;
166
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167 ALTER TABLE Actor ADD CONSTRAINT Actor_Agility_Enabler_FK FOREIGN KEY
168 ( Agility_Enabler_enablerID ) REFERENCES Agility_Enabler ( enablerID ) ;
169
170 ALTER TABLE Agility_Enabler ADD CONSTRAINT Agility_Enabler_Action_FK FOREIGN KEY
171 ( Action_actionID ) REFERENCES Action ( actionID ) ;
172
173 ALTER TABLE Business_Process ADD CONSTRAINT Business_Process_Change_FK FOREIGN KEY
174 ( Change_changeID ) REFERENCES Change ( changeID ) ;
175
176 ALTER TABLE Change_Driver ADD CONSTRAINT Change_Driver_Change_FK FOREIGN KEY
177 ( Change_changeID ) REFERENCES Change ( changeID ) ;
178
179 -- ERROR: FK name length exceeds maximum allowed length(30)
180 ALTER TABLE Change_Indicator ADD CONSTRAINT Change_Indicator_Change_Driver_FK FOREIGN KEY
181 ( Change_Driver_identifier ) REFERENCES Change_Driver ( identifier ) ;
182
183 ALTER TABLE Entity ADD CONSTRAINT Entity_Change_FK FOREIGN KEY
184 ( Change_changeID ) REFERENCES Change ( changeID ) ;
185
186 ALTER TABLE Goal ADD CONSTRAINT Goal_Change_FK FOREIGN KEY
187 ( Change_changeID ) REFERENCES Change ( changeID ) ;
188
189 ALTER TABLE Impact ADD CONSTRAINT Impact_Change_FK FOREIGN KEY
190 ( Change_changeID ) REFERENCES Change ( changeID ) ;
191
192 ALTER TABLE Sub_Goal ADD CONSTRAINT Sub_Goal_Condition_FK FOREIGN KEY
193 ( Condition_conID ) REFERENCES Condition ( conID ) ;
194
195 ALTER TABLE Sub_Goal ADD CONSTRAINT Sub_Goal_Goal_FK FOREIGN KEY
196 ( Goal_goalID ) REFERENCES Goal ( goalID ) ;
197
198 CREATE SEQUENCE Business_Process_Business_Proc START WITH 1 NOCACHE ORDER ;
199 CREATE OR REPLACE TRIGGER Business_Process_Business_Proc BEFORE
200 INSERT ON Business_Process FOR EACH ROW WHEN (NEW.Business_Process_ID IS NULL)
201 BEGIN :NEW.Business_Process_ID := Business_Process_Business_Proc.NEXTVAL;
202 END;
203 /
204
205
206 -- Oracle SQL Developer Data Modeler Summary Report:
207 --
208 -- CREATE TABLE 13
209 -- CREATE INDEX
0
210 -- ALTER TABLE 25
211 -- CREATE VIEW
0
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212 -- CREATE PACKAGE
0
213 -- CREATE PACKAGE BODY
0
214 -- CREATE PROCEDURE
0
215 -- CREATE FUNCTION
0
216 -- CREATE TRIGGER
1
217 -- ALTER TRIGGER
0
218 -- CREATE COLLECTION TYPE
0
219 -- CREATE STRUCTURED TYPE
0
220 -- CREATE STRUCTURED TYPE BODY
0
221 -- CREATE CLUSTER
0
222 -- CREATE CONTEXT
0
223 -- CREATE DATABASE
0
224 -- CREATE DIMENSION
0
225 -- CREATE DIRECTORY
0
226 -- CREATE DISK GROUP
0
227 -- CREATE ROLE
0
228 -- CREATE ROLLBACK SEGMENT
0
229 -- CREATE SEQUENCE
1
230 -- CREATE MATERIALIZED VIEW
0
231 -- CREATE SYNONYM
0
232 -- CREATE TABLESPACE
0
233 -- CREATE USER
0
234 --
235 -- DROP TABLESPACE
0
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236 -- DROP DATABASE
0
237 --
238 -- ERRORS
2
239 -- WARNINGS
0
Inserting Data: SQL data manipulation language can be used to insert change
management data into the created tables. For instance, Listing E.2 shows how
data can be inserted into the change driver table. These data can be captured
using proforma in Figure 7.3. The proforma can be manually completed by enter-
prise stakeholders responsible for change management. It can also be possible to
implement this proforma as web form using web development technologies such
as the hypertext mark-up language (HTML).
LISTING E.2: SQL Codes For Inserting Data into the Change-Driver
Table
1 INSERT INTO Change_Driver
2 VALUES (’cd0001’, ’external’,’government regulation: increase
3 corporation tax by 10% for all electronic goods’, ’c2337a’);
4 VALUES (’cd0034’, ’external’,’competition: new entrant into
5 the industry offering discounts to new customers’, ’c2345a’);
Querying the Database: Apart from its applications in data management, this
type of database can be used to obtained useful information, knowledge, and busi-
ness intelligence to support change management initiatives. For instance, lets say
the enterprise, described in Section ??, experiences a new change driver, say reg-
ulatory compliance. Assuming this enterprise has a functional database for storing
and managing previous change management activities; and has stored previous
change management initiatives for this regulatory compliance change driver.
Then, this database can be queried, using SQL data manipulation language, to
obtain previously stored information about regulatory compliance change driver.
For example, the enterprise change managers may want to know the actions that
were previously used to manage this type of change driver. This type of infor-
mation can be obtained from the database using the following SQL query in List-
ing E.3 below:
LISTING E.3: SQL Codes For Inserting Data into the Change-Driver
Table
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1 SELECT action.ACTIONID,
2 action.NAME,
3 action.MODULE,
4 action.CHANGE_DRIVER_IDENTIFIER,
5 FROM action
6 INNER JOIN change_driver
7 ON action.CHANGE_DRIVER_IDENTIFIER
8 = change_driver.IDENTIFIER
9 ANDchange_driver.NAME = "Regulatory Compliance" ;
This type of information can make it easier for enterprise stakeholders to examine
the actions used to manage previous regulatory compliance change drivers. Then
based on this information, they can make adequate decision on the suitable action
to select for managing the current change driver. This can also save the time, ef-
forts, and cost associated with formulating or making decisions about the actions
to adopt for change management and enterprise agility.
E.1.1 Lessons From Database Implementation
A database has been implemented using the conceptual modelling language pro-
posed in this research. SQL queries have been used to demonstrate the the im-
plementation details of this database, as well as how change management data
can be inserted into it. The various ways in which this database can be useful to
enterprise agility and change management are discussed in the paragraphs below.
As an enterprise interacts with its environment, respond to change drivers, and
manage changes, data are either being used or generated. Examples of such data
could be the root cause of a change, the actions carried to manage a change, etc.
These data should not be discarded, since they can be used to derive knowl-
edge that would be useful in subsequent change management initiatives. Instead,
they can captured and stored using this database implemented with the proposed
change modelling language. SQL data manipulation languages can then be used
to query this database to obtain useful information and knowledge that can sup-
port effective change management. For instance, previously stored change man-
agement strategies and actions, which are successful, can be retrieved and re-used
to support current and future change management initiatives. This can make the
information required to make change management decisions handy and readily
available when needed. Thereby shortening the time and effort required to man-
age changes and achieve enterprise agility.
Furthermore, since database systems provide the means of managing, organis-
ing, and structuring data coherently, as well as make data easily accessible. The
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database implemented the proposed conceptual model can make it easier to ac-
cess and share information about enterprise changes, agility, and change man-
agement. Information sharing as well as easy access to information are known
to enhance enterprise agility and change management [65]. Therefore the imple-
mented database can facilitate enterprise agility change management by providing
the means to easily access and share data, information, and knowledge generated
from managing enterprise changes. More so, over time, these data can be used
to build a data warehouse for enterprise agility. Data mining, big data, and data
analytic techniques and technologies can then be used to obtain useful business
intelligence about change management and enterprise agility.
Finally, the implemented database can be improved in the following ways: The
change management proforma presented in Section 7.3 can be implemented as a
web form. This can be done using any web development technology such as the
hyper text mark-up language (HTML). Then this web form can be connected to
this implemented database using any server side web technology, such as the hy-
pertext preprocessor (PHP) or java database connectivity (JDBC). These can be im-
plemented as an information system that can allow enterprises capture and store
change management data. This type of information system can provide an easier
to use and a more interactive user interface than using SQL codes to insert data
into the database. The would also be part of the future work of this research.
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Formalising the Rules
F.1 Rule 1
Expression F.2 below shows an example of how Rule 1 can be formalised using
formal logic.
RULE 1
Predicate:. Let P represent the predicate: "is entity of Change Model" · Q
represents: "is entity AS-IS Enterprise Model" · R represents: "entity of TO-
BE Enterprise Model"
Expression.
>(∃xR(x)) ⇐⇒ ∃xP (x) Λ ¬(∃xQ(x)) (F.1)
Explanation F.1. It is true that there exist any x, such that x is an entity of the
TO-BE Enterprise Model, if and only if, x exist as an entity of Change Model and
x does not exist as an entity of the AS-IS Enterprise Model.
F.2 Rule 2
Expression F.2 below shows an example of how Rule 2 can be formalised using
formal logic.
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RULE 2
Predicate:. Let S represents the predicate "is activity of Change Model" · T
represents: "is activity of AS-IS Enterprise Model" · U represents: "is activity
TO-BE Enterprise Model"
Expression.
∀yU(y) =⇒ >[∃yS(y) Λ @yT (y)] (F.2)
Explanation F.2. For all y, such that y is an activity of the TO-BE enterprise
model, implies that it is true that y exist as an activity of the Change Model but
does not exist as an Activity of the AS-IS Enterprise Model.
F.3 Rule 3
Expression F.3 below shows an example of how Rule 3 can be formalised using
formal logic.
RULE 3
Predicate:. Let V represent the predicate: "is goal of Change Model" · W
represents: "is goal of AS-IS Enterprise Model" · X represents: "goal of TO-
BE Enterprise Model"
Expression.
∃zX(z) ⇐⇒ ∃zV (z) Λ ¬(∃zW (z)) (F.3)
Explanation F.3. It is true that there exist any z, such that z is a goal of the
TO-BE Enterprise Model, if and only if, z exist as a goal of the Change Model
and z does not exist as a goal of the AS-IS Enterprise Model.
